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' .' FOREWORD
The prospect of undertaking a reusable launch 7ehicle development led the NASA
Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) to request the Office of Advanced Research and
Technology (OART) to organize and direct a program to develop the technology that
would aid in selecting the best system alternatives and that would support the ultimate
development of an earth-to-orbit shuttle. Such a Sp_ce Transportation System Tech-
nology Program has been initiated. OART, OMSF, and NASA Flight and Research
_,%;.- Centers with the considerable inputs of Department of Defense personnel have genera-
"_ ted the program through the efforts of several Technology Working Groups and a Tech-
"ty',
i:_. nology Steering Group. Funding and management of the recommended efforts is being
._", accompLohed thr_,,lgh the normal OART and OMSF line management channels. Thei
._,- work is being done in ,government laboratories and under contract with industry and
_. universities. Foreign nations have been invited to participate in this work as well.
_ Substantial funding, from both OART and OMSF, was applied during the second half of
_:_ fiscal year 1970.
_r. The Space Transportation System Technology Symposium held at the NASA Lewis
_': Research Center, Cleveland, Ohi.o, July 15-17, 1970, was the first public report on
"_i that program. The Symposium _oals were to consider the technology problems, their
status, and the prospective program outlook for the benefit of the industry, govern-
ment, university, and foreign participants considered to be contributors to the pro-
i _'. gram. In addition, it offered an opportunity to identify the responsible individuals al-
•.,_ _',_- ready engaged in the program. The Symposium sessions _ re intended to confront
•,. ,_ each presenter with his tech_.ical peers as listeners, _..ld tT:_ts, I believe, was substan-
.4 _ tially accomplished.
•: i _ Because of the high interest in the material presented, and also because the people
'_;- who could edit the output are already deeply involved in other important tasks, we have
: : elected to publish the material essentially as it was preserved, utilizing mainly the ill-
,:_ lustrations used by the presenters along with brief words c' explanation. Those who
_ heard the presentations, and those who are technically astarte in specialty areas, can
probably put this story together again. We hope that more will be gained by compil-
ing the information in this form now than by spending the time and effort to publish
_;_ a more finished compendium later.
A. O. Tischler
Chairman, i
Space Transportation System 1
Technology Steering Group
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INTRODUCTION
RogerA..%nderson
NASA LangleyResearchCenter
Hampton,Virginia
MISSIONCHARACTERISTICS
_i The structuraldesignerfor a spaceshuttleseestwo very largeaircraft--typev hicleswhich
_.i__ undergoa spectrtunof aerodyrmmic,acoustic,and inertialoadings,and a severeaerodynamicheating
"_" environmentduringa portionof the returnflight. When the abovemissioncharacteristicsare
_i_ coupledwith a requirementfor repetitiveuse with minimum-costmaintenancebetweenflights,he
,_5 understandsthat he is facedwith a structuraldesignchallengeof unprecedentedproportions.
He has had experiencewith eachof the principalmissioncharacteristicsin@ly,or in simple
!_! _umbination,with smalltestvehicles. Drawingupon this background,he has proposedpreliminary
_ design_olutionsappropriateto the shuttleand its complexmissionprofile.
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, TIlE PURPOSE OF FRACTURE
CONTROL PROCEDURES
Fracture control procedures are required for the purpose of preventing structural failures,
which in turn could result in mission abort, loss of vehicle, and/or loss of life. They
are also required in order to minimize the need for expensive and time consuming repair
and/or refurbishment.
"_ £" I During the 1950's and early 1960's numerous failures provided tile incentive to develop
' fracture control procedures for aerospace pressure vessels. The procedures that have
'"';__ been developed and applied over the past decade have tended to diminish, but not completely
' j.
i eliminate failures such as shown in the illustration. Attempts are cuxrently being made
however, because of added complexities in structural configuration and loading history,
'. the task is more difficult. The introduction of the Space Shuttle Vehicle will add further
" jl complexities to the problem of fracture control. The shuttle represents a combinatien ofi
_•,..,, the pressure vessel and airplane problems, and in addition has the added complexity of
.':. i"i extreme environmental exposures.
• ; , ,
,.... ,- -.; • PREVENTIONOF STRUCTURALFAILUREAND MINIMIZATION
" ""' _ OF REPAIR{Refurbishment)
".:'i:,',,":,_ " _ _ /
.- ,:..._, _.,-.,. I _'_'-,-n= -.---. -.k_
• '. " '"_: I _. .,./ -
L_,', i
260" MMDr Case Failure Almlb SPS fmk Failure
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SOblE MAJOR CONTRIBW|'ING FACTORS AND SPECIFIC CAUSES ,.
In order to understand how to prevent fracture, it is necessary to first recognize factors
that have contributed to many of the past failures and the specific causes for these failures.
This chart itemizes a number of the most important factors and specific causes, Some of
these will be discussed in more detail in subsequent charts.
i_'hile it has been apparent for a number of years that flaws and defects are one of the
.:, primary causes of premature structural failures, it has only been during the past few
i , years, when confronted with the evidence, that most contractors have been willing to admit
.'J that their NDI procedures were not infallible and the structures that they delivered did
/
'i contain flaws. It is my opinion that most structures contain pre-existing flaws, but with
.l the use of materials and designs that are frccture resistant, the flaws seldom degrade the
, p
_. structural performance. However, with increase in material strength level, increase in
'_
operating stress, increase in section size, and for most steels and titaniums, with a de-
crease in temperature, the probability of encountering premature brittle failure increases.
'. The problem is further compounded if, because of complexity, the structure is not easily
inspected.
•j'
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THE PROCUPd]MENT/DESIGN OPTIONS
", (A Major Factor in Failul,e Prevention)
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I '_, .' SOME EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC CAUSES OF STRUCTURAL FAILURES
I (Missile/Space Structure)
This chart shows a number of photogr.aphs of fracture origins in aerospace pressure
vessels, All fractures resulted from surface oz' subsurface flaws that attained
critical sizu prior to growing through the thickness of the vessel walls. Failure
occurred when the flaw tip stress intensity, k, reached the critical value for the
..
• .. specific vessel mateeial. With the exception of the APOLLO SPS tank, all flaws
' : shown were pre-existing and were not detected by the NDI procedures used. The
,, ,:. ; surface flaw in the titanium SPS tank was a stress corrosion crack that formed
" ''. 1 during cold flow testing with methanol.
.. >.-,
..3 The flaws shown in these photographs are typical of those seGn in many other
•t .'..:-,
" " {/::.':I pressure vessel failures,
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; SOME EXAHPLES OF SPECIFIC CAUSES OF ST_UCTU_L FAILURES
(Airplane Structure)
This chart shows several photographs of fracture origins in aircraft components. Two are
commercial aircraft landing gear components that failed as a result of corrosion fatigue.
One is a fati27,uefailure of a structural stiffener and the other a fatlgL , failure of a
rotor blade socket. Probably one of the most common types of cracks observed in aircraft
component failures has been the corner crack emanating from a hole like that shown in thei
". ,: ! structural stiffener.
• t
• '_ _.' .'..,,_
", . , , . , _WA_B
"""";" ." ":..":i ......
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SOME EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC CAUSES OF STRUCTURAL FAILURES
(Industrial Equipment)
Structural failures have not been uniquely an aerospace problem. This chart illustrates
' several .,.ilures of industrial equipment. Again it should be noted that pre-existin ,,
flaws are the predominant cause of failure.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
("Fail Safe" or "Safe Life"?)
There are currently two basic design philosophies or criteria in the de._ign of aerospace
structure that are intended to provide assurance against structural failure. They are the
"Fail Safe" criteria and the "Safe Life" criteria. The requirement for "Fail Safe" design
is that the failure of a single structural member, for example, "a wing sp*r, skin panel,
fuselage stringer, etc" shall not result in failure of the vehicle. The recent failure of
the C-5A lower wing skin panels, main landing gear component failures, and commercial air-
plane upper Wilig skin cracking problems are examples of "Fail Safe" structure. These failures
have not resulted in the loss of aircraft hut obviously have imposed severe economic and op-
erational problems. Most launch vehicles and spacecraft pressure vessels are "Safe Life"
structures. They are highly stress_.d single load path structures where failure can result
in abort of the mission, loss of the vehicle, and/or loss of life. Some major components
on several military aircraft have also been designed to be "Safe Life". The F-111 wing
pivot and carry-thru structures are examples of single load path structures that were in-
tended to he "Safe Life" but have experienced some difficulties in attaining this goal.
• It is my opinion that the Space Shuttle Vehicle will require a combination of both design
concepts. The main and auxiliary tankage will undoubtedly have to be primarily "Safe Life"
structure. However, it is likely that the wing, empenage, and perhaps part of the fuselage
can be designed to be "Fail Safe". In order to achieve "Safe Life" and also prevent ex-
pensive component fractures in "Fail Safe" structures, it is necessary to assure that maximum
size initial flaws that could be in the structure will not reach critical size during the
required life span.
'TAIL SAFE" "SAFELIFE"i
CURRENT :
APPLICATIONS
COMMERCIALAIRCRAFT SOMEMILITARYSTRUCTURE LAUNCHVEHICLE
Ik SPACECRAFT AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE
TANKAGE ._
REQUIREMENT FAILUREOF SINGLE ORMAXIMUMDEFECTS1_6SIBLEWILL NOTINITIALGRowFLAWSTO _,M_R WILL NOT RESULT CRITICAL SIZE DURING LIFE ,F
IN L(_8 OF AIRCRAFT SPANOF VEHICLE "i
.!
SPACESHUTTLE
_t WILL REQUIRE
,¢ 7: IMPROVEDFRACTURE -- _ .'
CONTROLPROCEDURES mmvem'lvm,: mere.m:ECONOMIC• OPERATIONAL -- IIIIlUlDN AIIOIIT
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THE ELEHENTS OF EFFECTIVE FRACTURE CONTROL
The elements of failure prevention for effective fracture control are illustrated in this
chart. The three main requirements (or needs) are: 1) accurate structural life and failure
mode prediction methodsp 2) experimental fracture and subcritical flaw growth data for use
with these methods and 3) design trades which integrate the many other design considerations
shown. The output o_ these studies or trades should be the best pos3ible material selectionp
proof test factors, design factors, NDI requirements, etc.
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EXAHPLE OF A DESIGN TRADE
This chart shows a relatively simple example of a LH2 pressure vessel design trade study
which I have presented several times in the past and have explained in detail in Reference (*).
It shows the relationships between cyclic life, proof test factors, design ultimate factors,
allowable initial flaw sizes, and relative tank weights for two candidate tankage materials,
The significance of the chart can best be illustrated by selecting a specific required cyclic
life and then comparing the required proof test factors, allowable flaw sizes, and relative
weights of the aluminum and titanium vessels as a function of the design ultimate factor of
; safety. This is done in the reference,
i
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON CURRENT STATUS
This chart presents some general observations as to the status (or the state-of-the-art) of
several requirements for effective fracture control. As seen from the chart, there is a need
for further improvement in the structural life and failure mode prediction methods, and a need
for additional experimental fracture toughness and subcritical flaw growth data (cyclic and
sustained load) for candidate structural materials, particularly at elevated temperatures.
Boeing's current data on steels, aluminums and titaniums are for room temperature and lower.
_ _ Current NDI procedures are not considered to be capable of reliably detecting all potentially
"_:'_. dangerous flaws and this in turn has lead to further emphasis on the use of a properly de-
_'/:.:. signed proof test for high strength pressure vessels. The proof test is being used as in-
...', spection method for some high strength steel structure in the F-111 aircraft. The need for
"-:. the use of the proof test on general airframe structure in the future is uncertain. Compre-
_,l:, hensive documentation of fracture control procedures is needed.
_-..-
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f;-' SOME AREAS OF FRACTURE RESEARCH IMPORTANT TO THE SPACE SHUTTLE
This chart summarizes a number of area_ of fracture research that I feel are important to
the Space Shuttle and is considered to be self explanatory.
•" • RESOLVEUNCERTAINTIESWITHREGARDTOGROWTHOFFLAWS...
; PRESSUREV SSELS&UPDATELIFEPREDICTIONPROCEDURES
:-. • DEVELOPIMPROVEDLIFEPREDICTIONPROCEDURESFORGENERAL
; AIRFRAMESTRUCTURE.
%
- :...: _ • EXPANDTHEPRESI_ITQUANTITYOFFRACTURETOUGHNESSANDSUBCRITICAL
" "' _" FLAWGROWTHDATAFORMATERIALSBEINGCONSIDEREDFORUSEONSPACESHUTTLE
• . 2'_"
• "- _. • PERFORMANASSESSMENTOF HESUSCEPTIBILITYOFSPACESHUTTLEMATERIALSTO
•• " ' '_ STRESSCORROSIONCRACKINGINTHEANTICIPATEDTESTANDSERVICEENVIRONMENTS
: _- • PERFORMAPPLICATIONA DTRADEOFFSBETWEENCANDIDATEANKAGEMATERIALS,
• : :-""_:.:'_ DESIGNFACTORS,PROOFFACTORS,LIFEREQUIREMENTSANDPROBABLEINSPECTION
::-i.::-" _ CAPABILITIESTODETERMINEMINIMUMWEIGHTDESIGNS
- ---. _":. __ • CONTINUEBASICANDAPPLIEDRESEARCHINSUCHAREASAS:
i;ii i! :_ - CorrosionFatigue: !'i: i. :" ' The malCr cking
_ - FractureResistantComponentDesign
''-'"fr':c' - FailureorComposites
,.'-':.:-/" -:
i'_:"ii i"_ - StressIntensityFactorDevelopment
.:.%:.,:_'_....._
. _ _:..._
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE
G. R. Cowper, E. Kosko, G. M. Lindberg, and M. D. Olson
National Aeronautical Establishment
National Research Council of Canada
Ottawa, Canada
ABSTRACT
".-_.. Quoting from NASA sponsored ILRVS studies characteristics of the space
-A),/ •
.-<• shuttle are discussed that make the use of advanced design and analysis methods
:Q':'•:'-; imperative. Special features of the vehicle are outlined together with structural
,i:_.. and thermal problem areas requiring the use of advanced methods. Existing methods
;f."
.; and analytical tools are reviewed, and a survey is made of areas in need of
_ , improvement. The basic tool is matrix analysis based on the finite element
_.,/!, approach. There is a need for updating available programs by including improved
""', or refined finite elements One example shows the advantages of such refined
_i_" finite elements. A second example deals with a problem of random structural response ,
_-. solved with the help of finite elements.
°.
I.
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i. NEED FOR ADVANCED METHODS
Recent NASA sponsored studies of the Integrated Launch and Reentry Vehicle
have revealed three principal characteristics that make necessary the use of advanced
methods in the design and analysis of the structure and thermal protection system of
the space shuttle. One is the fact that weight estimates not based on experience
with actual vehicles could easily be exceeded. The studies show that a mere 15 percent
increase in inert weight of both stages would wipe out the entire.payload capabil_ty.
Further, the mission profile includes a diversity of regimes never encountered before:
piggy-back vertical launch, space flight, atmospheric entry, and flight with speed
range from hypersonic down to airplane-type landing. .Third, the goal of using the
same vehicle i00 times with minimum refurbishment implies a long life of all compon-
entsA this may be difficult to achieve in view of the environmental degradation of
these components.
"_ in more detail, some of the structural problems calling for advanced methods are:
•. - non-cylindrical shape of beth stages, requiring special design of propellant
tanks for optimal utilization of volume;
- unexplored phenomena of buffeting and flutter that may be encountered during
launch end reentry;
- _he highly nonlinear behavior of materials due to temperature dependence of
elastic and thermal properties;
- v,%rious structural problems connected with the hgat shield.
f
-v
.:_ -WEIGHT 1_RITICALITY AND SENSITIVITY
.._
":_ -COMPLEXITY OF MISSION AND VARIETY OF REGIMES
" ; -CONDITION OF RE-USABILITY
... __ --flEW SHAPE FOR RE-ENTRY ENVIRONMENT
--UNEXPLORED FLUTTER AND BUFFETI_IGPHENOMENA
[ \
--ANTICIPATED NON-UNEAR M_TERIALS BEHAVIOR
--jTRUCTURAL PROBLEMS OF HEAT SHIELDINg"
,t i
@
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l
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." 2. SAMPLING OF PROBLEM AREAS
To be more specific, we llst some of the problem areas in the thermal and
structural analysis.
For adequate analysis the structure with its thermal protection system must be
represented by a mcdel sufficiently accurate to reproduce the essential features, but
not so encumbered wlth details as to make the large-scale calculation inefficient and
, difficult to interpret.
The analysis must take into account nonlinearities such as inelastic material
_-' behavior, temperature-dependent elastic and thermal properties, the occurrence of
:._." creep and of buckling phenomen_ -',_ociated with elevated temperatures and high rates
ofheati.g.
... Since the vehicles are to be used to to i00 times, the effect of repeated ioad_.ng
_ and thermal cycling on the fligehtworthiness of the structure must be carefully ¢_en
• _'-" into consideration to obtain _A satisfactory structural life.
..4 '_._'__
L _
,-_::
"i._'.
.:...,, :_ -ADEQUATE IDEALIZATION OF COMPLEX STRUCTURE
iiI INCLUDING THERMAL PROTECTIONSYSTEM-HIGH TEMPERATUR AND HIGH BUFFET LOADSWILL
REQUIRE _DERATION OF NON-LINEAR BEHAVIOR
INCLL,IDIgGCREEP AND STRUCTURALINSTABI,ITY ..,_
-RE-USABILITY DEMANDS ASSESSMENTOF RESIDUAL
DEFORMATIONBUILD-UP DUE TO CYCLING _]
el
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3. ANALYTICAL TOOLS AVAILABLE
'Thebasic tool for analyzing complex structures consists In using matrix calculus
alone with adequate computer hardware and software. The methods of finite differences
and numerical integration are suitable only for relatively simple conflgurations. The
preferred method requires the idealization of the structure as an assemblage of finite
elements. Two versions of the finite element method are in general use: the displace-
ment (or stiffness) method, ar,d the force method using redundancies. There is a wide
choice of elements. The kind of elements used has a decisive bearing on the quality
and size of the analysis. The sin_plest elements are not always the most suitable.
: Efficient programming is facilitated by employing general programs designed for
: that purpose. Such as the few listed o_: the slide.
In addition, most of the aerospace companies have developed their own programs
._ and would, no doubt, prefer to use them as much as possible.
Finally, there is a large number of programs designed to solve specific structural
_:_ problems. The analyst should be able to take advantage of the best of them.
•_;- MATRIX METHOOS OF ANALYSIS
il - FINITE ELEMENT METHODS:-DISPLACEMENT METHOD• -FORCE METHOD
"'_ -FINITE DIFFERENCES(REGULAR GEOMETRIESONLY)
,." -NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
GENERAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ii_il - NASTRAN, FORMAT, SAMIS, ASKA
(;X_V,PANY HOUSE PROGRAMS
• SPEaALPURPOSEPROGRAMS
-ICES-STRUDL (FRAMED STRUCTURES)
" : -SABOR (SHELLS OF REVOLUTION)
_.._: -BOSOR (BUCKUNG OF SHELLS OF REVOLUTION)
.It
",_ AND MANY OTHERS
t •
I
l
°
I
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4. N_ED FOR METHOD DEVELOPMENT
°
In view of the advanced nature of the )roJect and of the magnitude of the
structural problems anticipated, the existing methods cannot be expected to be satis-
factory. Hopefully, in most cases it may be sufficient to stretch and improve the
exlstln_ methods. Let us _J_t those areas in which such developments seem the most
necessary.
In the analysis of heat transfer and of resulting transient thermal stresses in
irregularly shaped bodies (possiblywith temperature dependent and anlstroplc conduc-%
_:'." tlvlty) the finite element method offers great promise. This is true in particular
"_,/. of the various details of the heat shield, such as Joints, access doors and cut-outs,
'_!''.%_' supports and edge members.
_' ' The predictl_,,...,,random response of complex structures requires a good represen-
'_;
ration of the structure. Here too, the use of refined finite elements should be a key
factor in obtaining good solutions.
A variety of optimization n_oblems will have to be tackled, and In each case it
will be necessary to choose the most appropriate method among the large number avail-
able. A few examples of such problems are listed on the slide.
Finally, in our experience with finite element methods at thv N.R.C., we have
found that the brute force approach using a large number of simple elements is not
always the most efficient one.
FINITE-ELEMENT METHOO APPLIED TO HEAT TRANSFER
AND TRANSIENT THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS ,-:
APPLICATION OF FINITE-ELEMENT METHOO TO DETAIL
D£SIGN AND ANALYSIS OF DISCONTINUITIES IN FEAT SHIELD
IMPROVEMENT IN PREDICTIONS OF RANDOM RESPONSE
OPTIMIZATION STUDIES "_
-DESIGN MINIMIZIMG THERMAL b'l*l_
-WlDGHTvt FAL-SAFEDESU;N |
-TRADE-OFF BETWEEN MATERIALS
-NATURAL FREQUEI_'Y CONSTRAINTS
-/UERO-ELASTICCCI6'TR,MNT5
IINCLL_dONOF REFINEDFINITEELEMENTSIN EXISTING
GENERALPROGRAMSFORMOREEFFICENT_qALYSI$ ..-
66
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I5. ADVANTAGES OF REPINED FINITE ELEMENTS
The advantages of reflned _Inlte elements are three-foid:
(a) In comparison with first generation elements, equal accuracy can be obtained with
fewer overall degrees of freedom. Since computing time and cost both increase with the
number of overall degrees of freedom, refined elements promise economies. This is
particularly important in optimization studies where repeated analysis and re-design
may be required.
(b) Reliable and direct predictions of _tresses are obtained. First generation
elements, in contrast, generally give rather crude predictions of stress which, more-
over, usually have to be doctored by sem'_-empirlcal smoothing and averaging procedures.
(c) Refined elements satisfy sufficient conditions to guarantee convergence to the
mathematically "exact" solution. This not only bolsters confidence in a finite element
•_ analysis, but also e_ucidates the nature of the errors and makes error estimates
,4 : possible. Furthermore, the rate of convergence is far superior co that for first-
. " generation elements.
: _:I
•."' SMALLER OVERALLPROBLEMSIZE
.' |
•.. : '.I
'' :'" _ IMPROVEDPREDICTIONSOF STRESSES
••':: :.1
• ./;
• I
.., .:.:":.: ._ RAPID CONVERGENCEASSURED
":":...": .'::'_
...: '..,.".,; ,_
.-,
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6. REFINED FINITE ELEMENTS DEVELOPED BY N.R.C.
For the past two to three years a group within the Structures and Materials
Laboratory, of the National Research Council of Canada, has pioneered the development
of many refined finite elements. In most cases the development has been carried to
the point where there are in being well-checked element subroutines _:hlch could be
incorporated into an up-dated version of NASTRAN or other systems. Unfortunately
the documentation has lagged behind the development of programs, so that only part of
the work is contained in readily available references.
:: The elen_nts have been applied to studies of (a_ random response to Jet noise of
if an integrally stiffened panel, (b) natural modes of tapered cantilevered fan blades,
_ (e_ supersonic flutter of rectangular panels _nd cantilevered delta fins, (d) stresses
_ around cut-outs in cylindrical shells, among others.
_. -TRIANGULAR PLATE BENDING ELEMENT
,'?..
i -TRIANGULAR PLANE STRESS ELEMENT
"" -TRIANGULAR SHALLOW SHELL ELEMENT
-TRIANGULAR CYLINDRICAL SHELL ELEMENT ._
-CURVILINEAR TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS _.
-TRIANGULAR DEEP SHELL ELEMENT (IN PROGRESS)
¢
r
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7. COMPARISON OF ELEMENTS
The lllustratlonshows a clvll en_Ineerlng problem which has been analysed using
various flnlte elements. The problem provldes a searchlng test of flnlte elements
for shells slnce both membrane and bending actlons are Important. The clted references
represent previous analyses of the same problem uslng varlous slngle flat plate and
curved shell elements. The great Improvement In efflcleney obtained by the u_e of
reflned elements (shown In the lllustratlon by the square symbols) should be noted.
., L
• !
•:);
i i.
-_.
f
1
/. ;_; : ,.
:_:. Ref.: Cowper, (].R., Ltndberl;, O.H. and Olaon, B.D. "A Shallow SheXX Finite £1eme.nt :
.- ,.._'" o1' Triangular Shape" International Journal ot Solids and Stru@tures, in pr_:s. )
_,;_- 68 i_ I
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8. RANDOM RESPONSE STUDIES
The integrally stiffened panel shown is an example of built-up aerospace structure.
The panel is represented by :8 degree of freedom trlnagular plate bending elements*,
and the stiffeners, by beam bending and torsional elements. Complete conformity is
provid6,'l between all elemenSs. The free vibration modes and frequencies are thus
predicted and then used in a modal snalysis of the panel's random response to Jet noise.
A consistent finite element method for calculating the modal force cross spectral matrix
is developed. The figure shou the comparison between a predicted (dashed) and measured
displacement spectra on the pa,uel, u*
:
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:...,_..: _-./1.,'.__ *Cowper, G.R., et al, "Static and Dynamic Applleatlons of a High Precision Triangular
_..;';_.::_%_ Plate Bending Element", AIAA J., Vol. 7, No.lO 1969, pp. 1957-1965.
7._._,_._--'-'-i:.,|-''-_:_ *_Olson, N.D., and Llndberg, O.M,, "Free Vibrations and Random Response of an Integrally
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'- SECONDARY STRUCTURES AND MECHANISMS-
DESIGN TROUBLE AREA FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE
/ Eldon E. Kordes
:i NASA Flight Research Center
_!: Edwards, California
:.. ".'_,-._
::" SUMMARY
. i
._,
-" _. The design of secondary structures and mechanisms for a reusable space
-4 _.: shuttle can produce problems as serious as those involved in designing the
•"1",'-_" primary structure and thermal protection system. Several events involving
. ._:,_ failure of secondary structures during the X-15 flight program have been selected
:- _ to illustrate potential problem areas. Similar problems may be expected on
:., future reusable vehicles until additional research provides adequate design
information in these areas.
1
• ::_ .:
j: J INTRODUCTION
• :._'_, The principal design effort for the space shuttle will rightfully concentrate:.,--._
- ._,_ on the selection of materials and on the structural concepts for the primary ,
:_!,i:-_t structure and the thermal protection system. However, secondary structure and '_.
::.,:.:._;i mechanism could present as serious design problems as any encountered on the
'_';_ primary structure. Many of these problems are associated with the difficulties ..l
:c_i;_ of predicting the extent and magnitude of local heating from small-scale models::_.._ '_
_:.:_:,_}, or from analysis. Reusable vehicles require many doors, hatches, control
•..-:_,_ surfaces and antennas that produce local heating and their own types of thermal
-.:_-;_ design problems. During the X-15 program, which utilized the only vehicle to
.q..:_ attain repeated flights to hypersonic speeds, events occurred involving mechanism
_ and secondary structures that could have led to loss of the vehicle. Many of!
}. these events are typical of piloted reusable vehicles, and the same effects or
_' problems can be expected on future vehicles, including the space shuttle. This
paper describes some of these events and points out the types of problems that
! are expected to require special attention during the design of the space shuttle. ._ ..!
. ...]..,: ;,_.
,:;..,",.._
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APPLICABILITY OF AIR FORCE FLIGHT DYNA_CS LABORATORY
HIGH TEMPERATURE S'_UCTURAL FACILITY
TO SPACE SI_TTLE COMPONENT TESTS _
Robert L. Cavanaugh and Sanford Lustig
.:,, &ir Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
,i'_.!: Wright Patterson Air Force Base_ Ohio
.';t" The necessity for thorough ground testing of manned space systems
";_( prior to flight is universally recognized. We are all well aware of
'_,':_i'_. the large investment in complex test facilities for Apollo hardware.
"(_"_i None o£ these facilities can be used for the very vital structural _),
•_ integrity testing that will be required for space shuttles. Existing
,j:, NASA or U.S. Air Force structural test facilities will have to be
greatly expanded or totally new facilities will have to be constructed
to do the job.
The test techniques for space shuttle structural testing also
will require extensive study and development efforts, but many of the
techniques and significant facility capability have been developed by
/,
.he U.S. Air Force as a result of its long _tanding interes_ in the
hypersonic flight regime. For more than a decade the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) and its predecessor organizations at Wright-
_ Patterson Air Force Base have been active in furthering the technology
_i required for the design, development and testing of hypersonic vehicles.
All of this technology is directly appllcable to today's space shuttle i_".:
efforts. _
101
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._: Most of the USAF's structures test experience with lifting body,
hypersonic vehicles has been obtained in the Structures Test Facility
of the AFH)L (Figure No. i).
This experience began in 1959 with the structural tests of the
I/
': Boeing "Hot Structure" (Figure No. 2) and Bell "Double Wall Structure"J
._'_ (Figure No. 3). These were end items of a manufacturing methods
• .. .-_ -. .,_7" demonstration program and they represented proposed X-20 (Dyna-Soar)
.- "" _ structural concepts, From 1959 to 1961 these test programs were
..."_'.."":'.... successfully accomplished. For the first time, programmed test
.. :...:_._..
*' -''." temperatures simulating flight isotherms to 2000@F were applied to
.... ..".,:_",': large structures (Figure No. 4). Predicted flight loads were
"" ,.",_J_.,,. simultaneously applied on a common time base and temperature and
• .:..._._:._%,_'
--..:_;:,..:-....,. deflection measurements were successfully made in this temperature
•__:_'_:'_,"6..::' regime.
_':"""_'"'_:':'/'_._ At the conclusion of these two test programs the AFFDL Structures
:._<%J7:._?r
.$..:;r:.,::.;,:.,_ Test Facility was eonnltted to conduct ail required structural tests
-.,"::,_._." _.;*_.
.:_,_".'-,,'_,:,='.>.' for the X-20 (D_na-Soar) Glider (Figure No. 5) and transition section.
_;[.. ,,.':.:,.'_, ,
:.;_D,_-_*'.U:_',:*.'_. At the time, it was anticipated that test temperatures as high as 3000"
• , <.._:-_...._
.:,.*:.';,_.,,_;._:.: might be required. The "Hot Structure" and "Double Wall Structure" test
-;,. ',.7.,_&_.._:: programs had indicated that extensive test techniques development would
. .".."_,_',,; _.,:_,._:
."_.,_-.:.._.,_ :,_
be required to push the state-of-the-art of heating from 2000"F to 3000*F.
The sane intensive development effort would be required for the loading
and instrumentation systems and techniques. This development program
was begun in 1962. The initial efforts were concentrated in the followlng
•,,'_"_;.""<' areas:
.,,,,° :_._ __ _._ _.. _.,
_._-.
_;.',I/;".:i_<
__,;_i_],7:,_: ii 102
_'" _:... _
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FIGURE 1
f
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i. Instrumentation - These development eflorts were primarily
aimed at detecmining thermocouple types, sizes, and methods of
/ attachment to coated refractory metal heat shields. High temperature
strain gages for the anticipated test temperatures were not expected to
_ be a likely develo_nent for use during these tests, but efforts to
"-:g_?, develop an 1800°F strain gage were pursued. A 3000°F deflection
; _:,_:'. measuring was required.
. :':_" 2. Thermal Simulation
"-'..<_i Infrared heater development capable of 3000°F simulation
!_) including heater spacing; power requirements; compatibility with
-._i_" instrumentation when large _mounts of power are required; control
•, ".:,j
._:.._.:q thermocouple requirements per unit area, and control thermocouple
: ._ paralleling techniques.
":f#f'_ 3. Load Simulation - Loads were to be applied to the cooler
-;'--i_ upper surface and would involve development of loading methods in a
,.". _k_?i
../-_" :_ 'ti_.:_q_- 1500°F environmept.
*-__:. 4. Genera_ Problems - Such as the use of remote television a
-.;_i_,._;_:_ coverage, support equipment problems, etc.
.:_-',=,,_._ This development effort was conducted on a priority basis until
.:'-:'_i, the Dyna-Soar was cancelled in late 1963. Heater development efforts
_@-
were continued in order to satisfy the 3200_F heating requirements for
_ the Aeronca Thermantic Structure Test Program which began in December il
't
1964 (Figure No. 6).
.i _ Flame heating techniques were considered because it was questionable
.::_.,- If infra-heating could be used for temperatures over 3000°F. Flame
_,. 105
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_ heating was discarded because of poor temperature control and an
' unbearable noise level when heating large areas. The thermantic
structure was internally cooled and was to be loaded internally during
1:he te_ts. Due to problems with the structure and some of the test
_t
_•, equipment, all of the test goals were not met. However, we did achieve
-_- test temperatures up to 3195@F on a heated area of 70 square feet
• "/-. _ (Figure No. 7). This demonstrated our capability of the accurately
i " .q. i_: controlled heating of large structures to temperatures In exceJs of
•'_-- _. .._ 3000@F and also taught us a great deal about the capabilities and
' -"'_' proper handling or our large scale heating test support equipment.
ii:_:i"i"i':_:"__':"{I Hypersonic structures testing was continued in 1965 with the
• "Cf-_JY._ tests of an X-20 Elevon (Figure No. 8) and an X-20 side window
,:)#.[;3..,._!"°"- ._-_ (_.igure No. 9). Both of these programs were part of fall-out efforts
.. ,?:--.-j i-.->.d_
.-: :",-:'_--:,._"..:('_ relating to Dyna-Soar hardware already fabricated prior to Dyna-Soar
_::._:'i_:-:":"_
(.)-_::.-_7 _>,: program cancellation. All ascent and reentry loading and heating
• ".',.;.," ---e'• -. !
_ ._2",2:S5:-_:3 enviror_nents were successfully simulated using the test techniques
,._'._:'.,L'>..:,: developed for the previously described programs.
--J'_J::._:.:.,5:; In 1966 the Structures Test Facility began its most ambitious
_-'.-?',,:rs_ effort in hypersonic structures testing. A cryogenic fuel carrying
-.--..,.._, test article, built by the Martin Company for the Advanced Structural
Concepts Experimental Program (ASCEP), was subjected to real-t_me
ascent and reentry condition simulation. This was the largest

I ;,'f'
i
"" refractory metal structure ever assembled (Figure No. i0). Additional
facility capability for the liquid nitrogen fuel sLmulant was required
• .'," .
• .. .- T
:/:.. . - . _....
- . :.' .-'-- , .'
•" I ..:'...: •. . .
.. . .- . .
. •
This has been a summary of the major hypersonic structure test
programs conductedwithin the AFFDL Stz_cturesTest Facility. Reports
with details of these programs are availableat the AFFDL. A brief
descriptionof the StructuresTest Facility and its present capability
:'_" is now in order.
_,/-{ The AFFDL's Structural Test Facility was originally designed to d,
•.N_,. conduct structural integrity qualification tests of United States Air
/_..[_ Force aircraft. The main test floor is 251 feet in length, 170 feet
..L:_ in width and is constructed of 36-inch thick reinforced concrete. . [
i '['_ Load reaction fittings are built into the test floor in such a fashion '
._,._ that a 10,000 pound load can be reacted at each corner of a five-foot
•..i_ by five-foot grid covering the entire test floor. )
._.;*-_ The test jig membe__ are standard structural steel shapes having •1
":._i-f_ 13/16 inch holes pre-punchedor drilled on either three or slx-inch ,:_
centers.The re.betsareboltedtogether. ]
":._N Test jig constructionand test article emplacementis by two
_[_¢;"-i 75-ton travelingbridge cranes which can work the entire test floor j
_..{_<_ area. A third travelingbridge crane, of 150-ton capacity, covers a ::I
"'_,_:'. ii0 foot by 66 foot area in the center of the test floor. The center
• I
i!il bay area has a clear height of 121 feet, while the two end bays have "
clear heights of 86 feet. Test _Ig heights are normally limited to "i
60 feet in order to permit travel of the 75-ton cranes _I" "approximately
over the entire test floor, although exceptions can be made to this
limltatlon.
dXX
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; k_AIN TEST FLOOR CAPABILITY
"' "'I
'.-.! • UNOBSTRUCTEDTESTAREA
.- ._.J
-:-_i 251 FT. LONGX 170 FT. WIDE X 86 FT. HIGH
• _
: '-_ ( 121 FT, HIGH CENTERBAY) i
"2:_
"_ • CRANECAPACITY
,:'s_ 2 75-TONCRANESCOVERENTIRETESTAREA !
_"_;_ 1 15D-TONCRANECOVERSENTIREHIGH BAY APg_
!)_!!},-._'-_ • STRUCTURALFLOORWITH P FT. X 5 FT. LOADREACTIONGRID ,
._:._ o • "ERECTORSET" TESTJIG lt_MBERS
FIGURE 1_ !l
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i_ :_':. The size of the facility can be better appreciated when one
•' :; realizes that a B-70 and B-58 test structure can simultaneously be
• "[.. accommodated within the test facility.
Elevated temperature testing can be conducted anywhere on the
test floor unless cryogenic fuel simulation is required. In such
• cases, testing presently must be confined to a speei_l area on the
•--_'\; test floor.
• :'::'f".: AFFDL STRUCTURAL TEST FACILITY MAIN TEST FLOOR
• . .,_-_, -:.
, .,';._. _ L/--qJ
•.,. t1111111111111
I:"(_! ._
•f -nA
• ° :',:'_k
FIgUrE 13
-.':,.._.._.," ",'_&: i: .,,-, :,.4__-.'."i • '-" '" ' - "_- " "'" ""_:'' ""' "'
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The aerodynamic and inertia load simulation systems used by the
•il
" test facility are representative of pres:-._t state-of-the-art within
the testing community.
i Whenever the Thermal Protective System (TPS) of a test structure
_i_ prohibits penetration by loading hardware, and the _PS cannot be@
"}-'_'_".! omitte4 either concentrated loads must be applied to structural
i."._,-, iJ members extending beyond the region of test interest or the loading
• _ , ;,_'_
i.._f _• must be done internally. No fixed rule can be applied in such cases
'. "i._.:{_'i_'!'I_ and each test structure must be considered individually.
"_ • . lit
: • .,.:.;:).j If combined load and thermal simulation is a firm test requirement,
-"'4 ',Q
it is desirable to involve test personnel very early in the design of
_ _},-j_..,fi"- _ the test structure in order to thoroughly explore all problems and
":' : " _I arrive at compromises satisfactory to all interests.
i... :. LOAD ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
.;_._,,,,.::.,_,_:)_ • CENTRALHYDRAULICSUPPLYSYSTEMOF200GPMCAPACITY
....:,._:-'_.'_:'_._ AT 5000PSi
:J. %'_= "%_'f._...*'._
.-::'-.:_.,.,.,,).'-'._ • l(_ HYDRAULICYLINDERSRANGINGIN CAPACITYFROM
..... :,.-_.:._ _ _.
: -- ._i_! 2,000LBS.TO65,000LBS. (TENSION)AT,5000PSi, WITH )
: STROKESRANGINGFROM12 INS. TO_ INS. 'i
• CONTROLBY PRESSURE( DISON-OPENLOOP)OR_BYELEC-
TROHYDRAULICCLOSEDLOOP
._-:.-...:, • LOADINTRODUCEDBY RW BONDEDllENSIONPADS( lil)l)eF)
:,,'._.,-,_._,- OR BYLOADBOLTS.
_-. ,.,.¢..,, . :';.,j.
......._,",.-_.-:. FIGURE 14 '
..:':;.:,'.,._.. ;,_;,',
_.: ,o.-._.7,
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_ Closed loop, force feedback, analog load control systems having
the general characteristics shown on Figure 15 are used by the Test
Facility for cyclic loading, or ascent and entry load history
simulation on a real-time basis. Load magnitude and load rate limits
_ can be set on each channel for protection of the test structure. Force
""..+ ..i....;.:i_,i feedback is supplied by one bridge of dual-bridge, resistance strain
" , gage load cells in series with each hydraulic loading cylinder The
'. ' ...;;'_:
• _ :_,_'[:, desired force input functions are obtained from various types of
• : ; si;,, function generators to be described later.
• _.:_
:'_ ':_;'_ The program input and force feedback signals are compared in a
_:_;:_!!
_":'_' ,,: differential amplifier within the controller. Any difference is an
:. ;, ...._;.'_
;+:',:;]:.]:_%]_.-_-_ error voltage which is amplified and applied to the servovalve
•:_'_/.._ associated with the loading cylinder, for directing hydraulic fluid
,.",."' in the proper direction to correc_ the load and reduce the error to
::",L'"; zero.
..:._.:,.::_" LOAD ENVIRONMENTSIMULATION
_n..:..q
:":_i!J::'.:._!-: • CLOSED-LOOPLOADCONTROLLINGEQUIPMENT
;L;_t'.-",:.":':
_'-"_;:'_:,,_:!_.:,,_,:,.. EXTERNALLYPROGNAMAEDORMANUALCONTROL
_' :.-_],_:.e ._
."_"' ;"/':: FAILSAFEPROVISIONS
_"" _.-"._ MAXIMUMCYCLINGRATE- 10 CPS
•:"';'_":;"" TENSION- COMPRESSION
If PRE-LOADPROVISIONS
, • 50- CHANNELSYSTEM:
!',
1 0" 35,000LBS.PERCHANNELI °,
(
_, • 26- CHN_L SOLIDSTALESYSTEI_
:';:_;:_,,_",, -, !i'" 0.-_O,O00LBS. PERCHANNEl.
._:...-_,._,_<, -, INIERLOCKWI_ _-_ SYSl_
"_--';V'-""_;_' " "
,r'_,¢_[,.' _:_ _
_:.;,_:_;_..,._'_ • lO" CHANNELIN'HOUS_LOADSYSIEM '_
,'.'-_ A t," '_"
"" ';"'_:" 113
'..:+'":+..4 l, +:_._$..++.; I.+-'_.'..+5 .,+
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• _/',J_ The simulation of an orbital entry thermal enviromnent on even
._-:' modest sized lifting body test structures requires a large quantity
_ of electrical power. The power available to the test facility is
shown on Figure 16.
Three phase, 60 cycle electrical energy is supplied at 69,000
volts to an electrical substation immediately adjacent to the test
!il facility. Within the substation it is stepped-down to 6900 volts and
• °-
'. : _ ;/) transmitted to unit substations wlthin the test facility. In turn,
• c :
,', ,- " -.,:, the unit substations supply 600 volt power to the 80 580KW, back-.to-back
• • ,,' ignitron power regulators.
.'....,::":i:._" Regulated power from the ignitron units, controlled by special
_ii:i..-i_i,_;!..i..ii! purpose heat control computers, is available for radiant energy
" •.' :'-".'_) heating purposes at any of three locations on the main test floor.
•'.""':':":)-'.:_!'-:__lJ
',';"....-:'i_"_-:_'/.'_.-_ If smaller power blocks are desired, the 60 I_ (ignitron) or
"..j_".k.:;,'j.i._'"':_:_l 25 KW (thyratron) power regulator/controtiersmay be employed. These
:":"/:."._::":,/"-_ regulator/controllers may be operated in either the temperature set-point
_.:-:_'<_ ."5_..
• _-...._-. :,, ,.... or ti_e-temperature control mode usin_ external function &enerators
:._:,. _ "...,.,,..'..: (Includin_ the epeclal purpose heat control computers).
_','_.',i[._,Y:;.'<-., TEMPERATURENVIRONMENTSIMULATION
,'-;-'.% ._.. ,;_ _'_"-:..:
,<,..,:..-,_'._vJ..,_%_ • ELE_ICN. POWERATING-
"-•"".... _"_._.:' _,000 EVA- CONTINUOUS
":'""':::"_-_":._':" _8,000EVA- 2 HOURS
• . . :-..., _',:_..
I "_ 43,740EVA- 3} MINUTES
! I .ms
• I_OIANTHEATINGeOW_
/_:_,:;.::'_i_:_"._ 114
.',._-,_:,-,,,_'..;.:.. _'-
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_.":"' In the event that the flight vehicle carrys on-board cryogenic "
X:: propellants it is important that the cryogenic heat slnk and
?
,- associated insulation be simulated within the test structure if the
proper temperature gradients and thermal stresses are to be achieved.
'j+. L
_- ",
_," At the present time the test facility uses liquid nitrogen as the+. +,,.
.'.," j.•, :,_
""_".,,'"_ simulated cryogenic fuel. Safety considerations require that such
; • t ,.,
•_;"_;: testing be conducted within a special, open top test enclosure. The "'
.,.,,, cryogenic fuel simulation system is presently operational, but if the
• " "- _A"
\
•:"*"Jt:',?I
• ,'.'_;_,_ cryogenic fluid is to be withdrawn from the test structure's fuel tank '
• +o.,,
•-':'-+I!'?_
._?:) (e.g., to simulate engine usage) the 750 G1_4discharge pump and 8-1nch '_
-j.f
:.'-.:_I'._ line should be replaced with units specifically compatible with each4 _
.,',;':,'_'.'_ test structure to avoid pump cavitation problems.
•...;-K'_:,::.I
.'-".';':'.'":°.'_ TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION "
...:.'.:_.::._ • CRYOGENIC FUEL SIMULATION
.-._.°.,,:_+ :_
_.._.,_,:!;_:_ 10,000 GAL. I.NZ SIOP,AG_
,,+i_".:"::.'._} 30 FT. X if0 OFT. X 20 FT. _ST ENCLOSURE
-._.,_'_. OUTSIDE LN2 DUMP PIT, ".+.,''_
AUTOMATIC CONTROLAND SEQUENCEVALVES .:
., '_.'-,.':_.-,
i .' ":'- ,.+. 250 GPM SUPPLY PUMP :o
eooemoisce meewecaiN.Llee
.-._ COMPATIBLE WI1H OIHER _ SYS1EMS
x 'o 1
) ,
" _[GUiI_ 17 .:
;," "_.'." I
"+.:.V,'.,'Y':_
_._,,,._,,,.,. 116
-_ _, +. j, [ -
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q, Input functions to the load and temperature controllers within
". the facility are analog signals generated by either pure analog or
hybrid equipment. Elevated temperature testing of lifting body entry
vehicle structures generally utilize the Special Purpose Heat Control
C_'_:'uters for function generation.
Two 40-channel and one 30-channel units make up the ii0 channels
¢
• ..:"!, of temperature function generation/control equipment. Each unit has a
,_ .. -_ special purpose analog computer which is time shared by its associated
•"_.,' _ control channels at a commutation rate of ten computations per control
:,"?":(_, channel per second, Although the computers may be operated in either
'.'..".4} the tlme-temperature,power-feedback,or tlme-heat flux mode, the
• ".:'_I tlme-temperature n_ode i_ utilized almost exeluslvely.
".:" ";;" heat control zone thermocoupIe(s) is compared within the computer to
:"_"/_: • the progrIed temperature function for that channel which has been
_,...., : stored within the co_puter. The. mpllfled dlfference (error) sisnal
_.,? / _ •
_,_.)_;.._:.,_:,}_ Is transmitted to the channel's $801W ignltron power rek_lator where
:,?.'_,,_':. the elec_rlcsl power to the radiant l;eatlns units of the channel is
":'.*....."" adjusted to drive the error signal to zero. ',.
•::..,, ,_.
' :'_" ENVIRONMENTPARAMETERFUNCTIONGENERATION ,_
• PUREANALOG _,
!•'"".',......" a HYBRID/BI_IT_'_ ,,
'"":'""_"_ IW CHAH.SPECIALPURPOSEHEATCON_OLCOMIV_S
•a'/,; "1_"_" \
. ._._,/_ - ..*,_ ,.' ! '_
ql
"',';.':.'_ 118 ',,
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Realizing the need for valid data concerning the response of the ._
test article to its environment a large data acquisition and processing
system has been installed within the facility and has the characteristics
and capabilities shown on Figure 19.
_. The higher sampling rate channels are usually assigned to strain,
,_ load, and deflection transducers while the slower channels are
,.
!i associated with temperature measurements. Sampling rates can be varied ,
'_ in discrete steps during t_ test £rom the maximum rate to "on demand".
;-i All signal conditioning, multiplexing, and digitizing is done on the !
-; "!-
:il main test floor. The digitized data samples are cable transmitted to _
._.)I the Data Room where recording_ computer processing, and display
:i;] operations are conducted.
' !i
_ii Small scale experiments in on-line digital control of test
!I_._i parameters have been conducted using the Data Systems t CDC 1604B
:_ij computer. " ' "' " : !i
g."
_ It should be obvious f_om the foregoln_ .material that the II...ii
_ AFFDL°s Structural Test Facility is operational and th_'ta Significant , "
,if!,I amount of experience has been accumulated in testing develol_ental _istructures for hypersonic flight vehicles. However, like any test
,.i facility, it does-have certain limitationsanddeficienc'ie's'. !The
most important of these are listed on the figure (Figure 14o. 20).
/
!
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-/
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• • , . •
• . , . ...
-', ,-. .' .. _
., <.. , -.,.-...... ::-:.:._,. . .:_.. .. ..
:" ";,:i....:,.-.'.-.';.7,'-......: ..°" • . '.............
..-"-_-t.'<
.. _ HIGH SPEED DATA ACQUISITION :& PROCESSING SYSTEM
"i • 952CHANNELSWITHMAX. SAMPLINGRAIEOF100 SAMP/CHANISEC.
• 972CHANNELSWITHMAX. SAMPLINGRATEOF20 SAMP/CHANISEC.
• ACCURACY:+ 1.3_ READINGOR0.35_ FULLSCALE
• RANGE:25 MICROVOLTSTO 100MILLIVOLTS
: • RESOULTION:12.5 MICROVOLTS
i: :_. • MAGNETICTAPERECORDINGOFALLSAMPLEDATA
,...-."..l • ON-LINEOROFF-LINECOMPUTERPROC£SSINGOFDATA
:"-_,.: :: • ON-LINEOROFF-LINEDISPLAYOF PROCESSEDDATA
• -.._- -.i. !
"._'* _•"i."*'-""_•i;_;'!-' " MICRO'F'LM HARD COPY
,i ,..-;_. • OFF-LINEPLOTTINGOF PROCESSEDDATA
..:..,-._._-:_
.:"._..i"-.!:;--! • CDC1604BCOMPUTERUSEDAS BACK-UPSAFETYAT EXPENSEOF
".. '.;"-:.'.:._: ON-LINEPROCESSING.
,.,.,,:_._:_ FIGURE 19
_..:-:- ..!_.-_'_
.:.-::"_.'._:_.,_- AFFDL STRUCTURAL TEST FACILITY LIMITATIONS
i"._>:-"_-._:_ L CANNOTACHIEVEHIGHTEMPBIATURESREQUIREDON NOSE
"7.','.._,:,<:',*'.: CONES AND LEADING EDGES.
-.:.....:--_...,,_ 2. ABLATIVETPS CANNOTREALISTICALLYBETESTED
c; / !
3, THERMO-STRUCTURALEFFECTSOFLH2 PROPB.LAmSNOT I
ADEQUATELYSIMULATED t
4. NOALTITUDESIMULATIONCAPABILITY !"'"
.::._:;..;,:_,-_.:,: 5, AVAILABLErlECTRICALPOWERLIMITSTESTINGTO COM" I,,
,,_.:;_/.,_;>::._ PONENT-SIZEDS1RUCTURES.
• ,_ ,: _:_ . ._
'<.':::" _",. 6. MUCHOFEQUIPMENTR_RESB_TSPKd)STATE-OF-ART
, _.-.--.;:,.:.._,,_..,
_,_:_ _....,-.'_.:. .*.
':,",:.,_)".':'_,:' FIGURE 20
"-_:"__'""i:;"_ ' 118
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Solutions to these limitations exist; for example, the AFFDL's
50-MW Gas Dynamics Facility is an excellent experimental structure's
research and development tool .with which the effects of hlgh
temperature and mass flow can be Investigated.
:'.: This facility can be used to experimentally evaluate nose cone
".i: and leading edge structural configurations and their attachment to
=!':J primary structure. It can also be used to explore candidate ablative
_,: thermal protection systems, their attachment to radiatively cooled
.[:.'_ structure, and the radlatively cooled structures themselves.
•_;,s A,.m_ ' i
"'_ _ '
-_.'a i
_'_ /
-_,
" (.3
FIGURE
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,_,._ Sections of a liftlng-bodv, orbital entry vehicle containing
/.
'_"'_il liquid hydrogen propellants internally could be tested with a
proposed MCP addition to the AFFDL's Structures Test Facility. The
addition would have the characteristics shown on Figure No. 22.
t. Extensive studies by the AFFDL indicate that such testing can be
_-:L.£.I:._.._,}i conducted safely by surrounding the test structure wlth an Inert
i!i-• -_,,.__; atmosphere. After placing the structure and its test hardware in
• "-... ,:-". _.;,-2
"_..,--.;:;_i-_, the test chamber, the chamber would be pt,_ped-down and an inert gas
.'-., -, _"_i.;
:-:_,-,._ such as nitrogen introduced at either reduced or sea-level
pressure.
•:.'._":_"_i:j.._:_
-2_ _f./_:'_! The internal tanks of the test structure would then be filled wlth
:_: :_;::f:':_'_ Lg2 and the test condition of interest accomplished.
..;;:_c.//:::7"}_ Such a test leg would have the additional benefit that structural
"_.-!:i_)_.i;_! components whose thermal protection system efficiency is altitude
-.:_:;'i_:,--:::,_ dependent can be more realistically tested by first pumping down the
_..]_L_#_...!3:-'_.; chamber and then bleeding it back to sea-level pressure on a time-
:.•]7.,-';/• ;-., v.a
_',J_-_4;._:;;:4_ programmed basis as the test progresses.
!';': ':_;._-"-_;_ , _2'_.'_,,,_]I_>,;;,_._'-_',;. ',I'IY._Vi'/,, "_
_rlrOL _11,01"0
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: LIQUID HYDROGEN/LIQUID NITROGEN TEST LEG _
""-.--::_."_':: • 20000GAL.LIQUIDHYDROGEN
; I
,-._-_::-, • 28,000GAL.LIQUIDNITROGEN
• _-" _-':_ • 30 FT. DIA. X 60 FT. LONGHORIZONTALTESTCHAMBER i
• 250,000FT. PRESSUREALTI'[UDE(10-2 TORR| I
• 129LB /SEC GASEOUSHYDROGENBURNING 1
• 30 PSIGTESTCHAMBERELIEFPRESSURE !
• INTERNALLOADREACTIONFITTINGS ;_!
• WILLHOLDFULLSIZEORLARGESCALECOMPONENTS .,:"
Z0FT. SPANX 12 FT. HIGHX 40 FT. LONG
_oFT.OIA_ERx40FT.LO_ i_l7°000LBS. LH2 INIE NALFUELCAPACITY
: i!
_.
¢ f;," -
, ,.".:.:,_
:_!!:4,.::II
_,,':"_:._..,_
•:",':_.:;';, ,
_-:-,_.: _: , ..
":"_:_" J21, :,
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•,.'.,. -. • ,: ,. ; . ,
• .._'--:_-" .;... , ." .
¢
• , • - -,, ,. _ ,
"- -. • . ' , . .- _'-.' • . ,'- .: . :._. •
• f
;'." ) = "'.i .,.2-2:I ". ...... " '. " "
• • .,-:_ . , ..:, . .
Sufficient space has been provided within tiletest facility to
permit doubling its power rating. Such an increase in power would
very nearly double the length of the structural component that
could be tested, although the exact size increase would be dependent upon
test structure geometry and heating requirements.
{,, ii Increasing the electrical power would require an increase in the
:i;:!_:':":'i ntmtber of control channels. Sho.uld this be done i_ would be wise to
: -i ,'-;'i equipment.
_:" _I
" _:_', Recent studies conducted by facility personnel indicate that
:_.:j
direct-dlgltal-control techniques offer many advantages over the
hybrid-a_log methods presently used, particularly in the area ,f
temperature control. Equipment replacement, therefore, would probably
be by "mini-computers" capable of either stand-alone or satellite _
operation.
In summary, the A_DL's Structures Test Facility has an operational
capability and extensive experience In the structural development testing I
t
of lifting body, orbital entry vehicles. The AFFDL's 5N Gas Dynamics
Facility nicely compliments the Structures Test Facility. Specific 1 ".
modifications and additions to the Structures Test Facility could
enhance its contribution to the successful development of this new class t "
of flight vehicles, i_ •
! ,
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N70- 42985
SPACE SHUTTLE STRUCTURAL PROTOTYPE
DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND TEST
E. E. Engler
NASA Nmrshall Space Flight Center
: Huntsville, Alabama
__'_ Introduct ion:
';'.:. In the development of large launch'vehlcle structures, a number of different _,
",:J structural tests are performed to verify selected design approaches. Depending i
":"_: on the program phase, these tests will be of different type and magnitude. 1
During conceptual design, early material selection will necessitate physical I
.:_) property evaluation such as strength, modulus of elasticity_ corrosion resistance, ,'l
specific heat and others, if these can not be found in the current standards.
:; :;_
::2 Also, selected structural elements will be tested for stability, strength,
'r;'?%
'._!'-I fatigue resistance, acoustic response, thermaI performance, and oth_rs as required.
.,:, During preliminary design: prototypes of representative structures will be
ii{t designed, fabricated, and subjected to a variety of loading and environmental
_..s- conditions to assess the performance under simulated operatlonal conditions.
_! Ln the f_nal development phase of a veh£cle system, Nll-scale hardware-is
_ built, inspected, and tested to qualify the structure. These tests include .static
"_i! load, vibration and acoustic envirol_ent, thermal cycling and proof pressure,
_"_ depending on the partlc lar element. The s_ze of test hardware, load _n_ensity,
and combination of test condlt£ons is limlted by facil£t_es and cost.
° i:
%
' _7 ! •
2
x
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a
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The listed parameters constitute the most important ones in the develop-
ment of the space shuttle structure.
Weight of the aerothermal structure and related parameters such as mass
fraction and CG loc_tion are dependent on the design requirements (reuse,
? inspection and refurbishment).
i
:/-.i Program cost for development and operation must be predicted accurately.
•:'2 Development risk must be minimized to avoid program delays and cost
"7,[,q
' "_ increases.
i J4
";!.': MASSFRACTION(DRYWEIGHT)
_i TPSPERFORMANCE
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION (CG LOCATION)
STRUCTUREDESIGNEDFORREUSE,INSPECTIONANDREFURBISHMENT
:_-_i_ DEVELOPMENTANDOPERATIONALCOSTS
;._i__ DEVELOPMENTRISK
, 124 '"
/, !
o
I
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Major Design Aspects ,
The listed design aspects are a compilation of design aspects pertinent to !
the space shuttle structure. Design solutions J.nthese areas must be answered
during the prototype test program to reduce development risk and provide
direction for the development of an operational system.
t
i • FAIL-SAFETPSIPRIMARYSTRUCTUREFOR100REUSES
t • LOWWEIGHTANDCOST
• TRANSITIONBETWEENDIFFERENTTP$MATERIALS
t • SEALINGOFTPSELEMENTS(PURGEANDVENTING)
• LARGEDOORSINTPSANDLOADCARRYINGSTRUCTURE
• OPERATIONALREPLACEMENTOF PSELEMENTS
• ACCESSIBILITYOFALLSTRUCTURALE EMENTSFORINSPECTIONAFTERASSEMBLY
• TRANSITIONOFHOTANDCOLDPRIMARYSTRUCTURE
• MINIMUMHEATINPUTINTOPRIMARYSTRUCTURE
• ._IZEOFCOMPOSITESTRUCTURES
• ASSI_MBLYOFCOMPOSITEANDMETALSTRUCTURES
• ENVIRONMENTALPROTECTIONf COMPOSITEPARTS
• REPAIR& REFURBISHMENTCONSII_RATIONS
• INTRODUCTIONFLARGECONCENTRATEDLOADSINTOCOMPOSITESTRUCTURES
r
/
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Test ?rogram Objective
i{I
The planned test program will provide recon_nendaglonsfor the aerothe_l
structure developmentprogram for the operational system and a realistic
i.' weight forecast. It also will demonstrate the validity of selected materials,
: analysis and design methods_ fabrication,inspectionand refurbishmentaspects
i_, for the required number of reuses.
It will also supply developmentand operational cost figures to be used in
preparing a realistic cost picture for the operationalspace shuttle program.
.o .
• ; ..: :'._.
, .. •;..,:,_ PROVIDESOUNDTPSIPRIMARYSTRUCTURERECOMMENDATIONS
.!,-i.:.ii,.i,i i._ii!'iii!t;'' "__ PROVIDEREALISTICWEIGHTDATA;. DEMONSTR TEVALIDITY OFAPPLIEDANALYSIS ANDDESIGNMETHODS
...... ., ,-', DEMONSTRATEREUSABILITY
,.;_ .; :'.; .....
'.,; _-:-._'_.._,_':
• ,,_._..., : .:._ DEMONSTRATEAPPLICABLEFABRICATIONMETHODS
" '........, :.': DEMONSTRATEOPERATIONALINSPECTIONMETHODS
' .'_l_ _,._'_'_._:",
DEMONSTRATEOPERATIONAL METHODS
_..,_.,_.,._. REFURBISHMENT
-'...:, ,, :_.... PROVIDEBETTERDEVELOPMENTANDOPERATIONALCOSTPREDICTIONS
•-d'-,,'.'_-_,"_" .'1
.'.'_;_'_..:.,v:;,_,;,
_.'r:.",..':,':.', _ ,"
i'-.i.t..:';._._._',,./
• : c.'7', _;_:_:
,. _'.. _',, • _.,_. ,,_
'L,"'". _,,,.:'_:,, "_!'
,.:;:.;_r _ :'.(_,
'_.,, ,_. ::, _
,,__;'..,.,_.,,:.:: _*
,,._._/%,._,-t_ ' /_6
"_ ... ,.:._'*
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:',' Program Ground Rules
The listed ground rules are established to assure similarity to a hardware
program,
Materials, analysis methods, manufacturingtechnlques, inspectionand
,' refurbishment procedures still in research are not utilized, The sintalationof
,
_/, flight environment is limited to the available, facilities,
• _i/_!''i _:
, b_l
.
.: il: _ UTILIZEEXISTINGMATERIALSANDCOMPOSITESYSTEMS '_
". i-i,!? TESTSTRUCTURESIZESUFFICIENTTOREPRESENTFLIGHT
HARDWARE "
"_""_ TESTSTRUCTURESEPRESENTDIFFERENTSECTIONSOF
SHU'rrLEVEHICLE
• '/j
•"i%'..I DESIGN,ANALYSIS,ANDMANUFACTURINGTECHNIQUES el
":"_J EQUIVALENTTOFLIGHTHARDWARE
-i-:_iI'_ TESTSWILLSIMULATEFLIGHTENVIRONMENT
:.:;:-':_'l INSPECTIONANDREFURBISHM[NTPROCEDURESEQUIVALENT
_':?i_!i._:._ TOOPERATIONALCONDITIONS'. "_,..._ _-
J ,:.y,. _ {".: :9 :
.'.','L }
__.:_:::_ i
i;; i l °,
"'"_':)_£t t:_'
i'
'o ""
_;
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! PROGRAM OUTLINE
- i
. ' :-. : •:i a.) MISSIONSIMULATIONSTRUCTURALTESTS
.- - , , s
.:: :,i_'_ DESIGNANDEVALUATE
•_,i_.::i_:_,.-;_ 4 PROTOTYPESREPRESENTINGDIFFERENTORBITER
•:;_:_.:_:._:.:._ ANDBOOSTERSECTIONSiNCLUDINGTPS
:.-':_ LH2CONTAINERSECTION(BOOSTERL"_
,.!'SJ LH2CONTAINERSECTION(ORBITER)
CARGOCOMPARTMENTSECTION(ORBITER)
FUSELAGES CTiONWITHWINGROOT(ORBITER)
b.) COMPOSITESFORPRIMARYSTRUCTURES
DESIGNANDEVALUATE
STAGETHRUSTSTRUCTURE*
SKINPANELS
ENGINESUPPORTBEAMS(SHEARWEBANDTRUSS)
The first prototype is representing the LH 2 area of a Space Shuttle booster.
_e propellant container, fabricated from AL 2219-T87, has external stiffeners
_" and rings and internal foam insulation similar to the SIVB stage of the Saturn
launch vehicle. The forward and aft skirts are external stiffened cylinders, also
J_'_ manufactured from AL 2219-T87. The heat shield is supported by the ring frames,
which extend to form the frames on the bottom of the structure.
:-,'-
_.).",: The thermal protection system consists of corrugated skin panels with circum- ,
_..::. ferential expansion joints and multiple flexible supports. The appropriate >,
;.:,_.,-: materials used in the individual temperature zones are shown later. The high
'_;':: temperature insulation consists of Microquartz battens, supported either by !" .L,'.
'-"'':_:c._.,._ separate titanium panels or are attached to the outer heat shield panel by wire
L,.2J
• .- .-- ?
:i.*' LH2 TANK BOOSTER
_..'.?
..... DETAIL A
_.'-,:.,..
_,_
[ -
_i DETAIL B
_'_ 113.1 " "
_._',_
'./'4:'_
(" I ---
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• : Temperature Zones
The shown temperature zones and utilized material are typical for prototype
#I. The weights given are for the respective TPS area and include high temper-
ature insulation, support panel, heat shield, and associated multiple supports. .
,- !
7
2_
_r _ -'_
\N <::':D i.
::¢2..<_i ,
:_77:' '-''__t ! IT DESCRIPTION '/
_'7;7_it ZONE TEIP MATERIAL iNSULATIOH I /,]'_,.;._;'-_i;i _ -423_F POLYURETHANE "3-D INTERNAL .42 LB/$Q IT TANK
.-,:.._ ,..J ,
:"_'::}_;',.:._._ _ 700*F MAX TI-6A-4V , ,..., .:_ .2_' THICK MICROQUARTZ 1.8 LB/S_ FT EXTERNAL SKIN
1200"F MAX RENE* 41 1.25 THICK MICROQUARTZ 2.8 LB/_ FT EXTERNAL SKIN
:!
] I.LLLLL_1600iFMAX L_OS !.25THICKkUCRO_JARTZ 3.3LB/SQFT EXTERNALSKIN
f;
\
_ _ _
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_ Typical Test Environment
• ,_
• !',: Prototype #I will be subjected to a simulated flight profile as shown. In
'i" the prelaunch phase, the propellant tank is filled with LH2. Vehicle loads due
L, to ground wind and weight are applied. During the ascent phase, propellants are
depleted and flight loads and heating is simulated. In the reentry phase, the
i' structure is subjected to heat load according to the predicted temperature profile.
li Durin_ subsonic flight, the structure is allowed to cool according to the indicated
,_ temperature profile and body loads are applied. The bending moment peak during
,r,".!'i landing is simulated as shown.8 4W
'"_'i".j'i"_ :/;:i_ LOW frequency vibration tests in three a_is are performed to verify dynamici,i response characteristics of the thermal protection system.
,-;',',---Y'i
,, iX , \r, |I !i
J,.,l, i,.. \
: I I ! I"
•" I t .I
/ / " I _ % --.c_,@,_,,_. " I ! ;clt_| i '
/ / " li I'-_ "'.- ...... _ I I _ _ .!|4 ,li/','....-%4,, ,:
• " T / "'-... It, ' "----.:./'1 .."I / "'"....!_ _ '-,
I / .' I...... --/" i I}, .,_ II
_.. " _ _ _ o*_ .-
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Inspection and Quality Assurance
The shown sequence is the planned inspection and quality assurance effort
for the various prototypes and related components. It is similar to operational
requirements during fllght hardware fabrication.
The post-test inspection also determines the necessary refurbishment between
simulated mission cycles.
,..."
":_--.-:':..,:,!
.:_ ."i:;':_'." CONFIRMATERIALS
• : . - ,'_:, A. EDDYCURRENT
B. THERMOELECTRIC
-'.',, . .t...... ESTABLISHTRACEABILITY
....,_.....,,..: F/tBRICATION
,- .....-...... PIECEPARTINSPECTION
"; ..... _":,_.- A. DIMENSIONALNALYSIS
' ' "_:;"""_'"'_ B. CONFIRMATERIALS(EDDYCURRENT/THERMOELECTRIC)
: _;:_;:;. :.::: C. VISUALINSPECTION
....;_,,.-;..,:-::._:(:. WELDEVALUATION
....,.,_,:_......- _ A. DYEPENETRANT
:-._', ,,_:; ::_.'::.:
:.:_;._:._;:._.:. B, X-RADIOGRAPHY
t._,-::"i?_:_":", C. ULTRASONICS
....";:"-" : _" ' TANKAGET STS
,.,?/_;..:.,y.:.t..
,_:-,_._',:_'-':_,' A. LEAKTEST
._.- ._ - _...,.,:,..
:,.,:.,__.,.::.<,.,:..,,: B. HYDROSTATICEST
:,d"" "-_:"_,_"_ DUllINGTEST
";:-_&:':_'= '_:;'._I TANKAGE
_,/.=*,: J'.1_," ,J
'-.L:::..;,_,'_:::,._:_._._ A. ACOUSTICALEMISSION
:"_::":_:i:':_';_' POST-TEST
-'.:_,':'.",;;z_:. A. VISUALINSPECTION
•..,_,_'. _'_,,_,;::.,.
:-::,,;;_: ._:_;_;.',:: B. ACOUSTICALRESONANCE
• ' ..... "'"_'_'°':l! C. MISC.NDTASREQUIAED
.;.._;:,:,"_;:..'_,::,_
•-;_.:;,:,,.:;:.,.:,-.:.:. ,;.
_. ;, _/_ ,;,_. .
•,L • -',, :' ,.. ::
":, _. "':: ;:'i : "_":'
'."."_g,-._';_,--:'"._;.."
: ;,-,_.._,. --_-.;.!_
•...:_ .- ,.., _:'_
•._>_ ,...... . .'_"
.,_._.:.':,_ -_. /'.,
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i/:"._;: Thrust Structure
: The thrust structure test section is a i/3 scale simplifiedtail section of
the Space Shuttle booster. Nine load points, simulatingthe engine glmbal points,
are located on a system of beams. These cross beams are tied into the outer
barrel section. Each load point is capable of supporting80 Elb simulated engine
i ' thrust load.
i
_, The selection of the thrust structure for the applicationof composites is ,
,:... made because major elements of typical primary structures are present. These
;"<,i are: stiffened skin panels, ring frames and beams.
-.:-'.'.-#,":_
•."C, :"
....._."-" Composite systems utilized are: Boron-Epoxy,Graphite-Epoxy,and Boron-Alumlnum.
•...:;::'_ During preliminarydesign, two beam constructions,shear web and open truss are
i [ii':_i studied for each composite system. A parallel design, using titanium, is used as
•. _ ˆŒ comparison.One of each beam is designed, fabricated and tested. The composite
skin panels are fabricatedand tested, using each of the mentioned composite systems.
':_'_;"" An element selection for the final thrust structure design .$smade after
:'i:"!g':l evaluation of the different elements The thrust structureand all elements are
"""_'.... subjected to multiple load cycles to determine the reuseability. Acoustic and low
• ._._.:_,-!
• _._'_" frequencyvibration tests are also performed.
' g:Z.'i+d{_ !"
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,! Inspection and Quality Assurance['!
The shown sequence is the planned inspection and quality assurance effort
' for the different composite elements and the thrust _tructure. It is similar to
" operational requirements during flight hardware fabrication.
_,i The post-test inspection also determines the necessary refurbishment between
!_ simulated mission cycles.
.;_
Ii
'.._ .- ._
• ,,-. •
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• .._,,, RECEIVING
.... " CONFIRMI_TERIALS
• "- ESTABLISHTRACEABILITY .,
I
FABRICATION
PIECEPARTINSPECTION
a.) DIMENSIONALANALYSIS '[
b.) CONFIRM ATERIAL(ULTRASONIC,X-RAY,OTHERSNOT)
C.) VISUALINSPECTION "l
' 1
POST.EST -. :_
a.) VISUALINSPECTION _/tb.) CHECKIN_GRITY6MISC.NDI')
• , • . .
""-,:-._"-._, :4
-_;:,):._;'_;.7._:
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WEIGHTANDCOSTOFSTRUCTURE ':i
TPSIPRIMARYSTRUCTUREINTEGRATION ';,
DESIGNCOMPLEXITY
DESIGNFOR100REUSC.S
,i
DESIGNFORINSPECTIONANDREFURBISHMENT i
FAIL-SAFESTRUCTURE
CONCLUSION
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,:. _[I_qVAL PRO'I_:0N 8Y.qT]_ - INTRODUCTIONAND0VI_VIEW
• W.A. Brooks, Jr.
NASA I_y ResearchCenter
Hampton,Virginia
: _nM assessmentsof the technologystatus for the space shuttlehave concludedthat the most critical
_', tcehrolo&-yarea is that relatedto thermal protectionsystems. Although weight is importantbecauseof the
' , C
} _ shuttle's small payload margin t tile most demandin_ requirement for thermal protection systems is an
:L_, extendedservice llfew1,'-.has many as i00 entrieswith minimal refurbishment, These requirementsof
• _:_ minimum weight and extended servicelife necessitatea vigorousprogram _o determinematerialscapabili-
•• - _ 9
_..._ ties in the shuttleenvironment,providen_eded advances in materialsand thermal protectiontechnology,
_J_ and produce li_ht-wei@itsystems desi,_nswith _.,rlfledperfon_nce. ':;
The fo_lowin6 eight papers have been selected to provide information on major as_cts of shuttle
o,
thermalprotectiontechnology. The _tatu_ of _resent technology,proble_ areas, and needed developmanta
will be identifled. In additlon,f_is paper"and the followingNASA papers constitutea bri*f review of
the NASASpace Shuttle _hermal Protaction SMstems Tecm_ol_ Program. The paper entitled "Disper_ion _
Strengthened Alloys" by N. Saunder_; describes activities which are part of the NASASpace Shuttle
Fateriala Technolo_ Program and is presented with the following group o_ paler| for continuity.
o
i
.t .
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J': A summa1_ of the proposedNASA Space ShuttleThermal ProtectionSystems TechnologyProgram is given
in figurei with a llsting of the major task areas and the identificatiohof the _SA Centers w_rking each
area. The su_tmaryconsistsof activitiesinitiatedin FY 70 (mostof which continue into FY 71) and
proposednew startsfor FY 71./
The approximateFY 70 funds allocatedto each area are shown to provide an indicationof the scope of
'" the program. The large dollar amount shown for Non-MetallicTPS Developmentresults in part from advanced
( .
.'._, funding for plarmed _Y 71 activities, and thus is essentially funding for two years.
;_9 The individualdollar amountsand the total are necessarilyestimatesas several of the initiated
., &
737! procurementactionsinvolvedhave not been finalizedand a finalaccount of the _ 70 fundingsituation
./_.
!::,i'- is not yet available. A moderate increase in total funding for this technology is expected in FY 71. ,,
.%;':
2
"-'_I SPACE SHUTTLE THERMAL PROTECT'ON SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
PROPOSEDNASAPROGRAMSUMMARY
:.,_,,_ NASA FUNOS,K$
-_._.@j;_-_ MAJORTASK _WERS FY_ _ r%
_:*<-_ _L mO_CT,OUsYs_s sruoi[s MSC,mc ,2s _
:i_!li?/_ M(FAU.,CHEATs.Ew OL_U)m_r mC SZS
I
:= ::_ HIgHT£MFERATUI_INSULATION_k't_EIOPM£Nr MSFC ISO .}
_-"_i_ NON-METALLICT PSI:%_U)PkEW MSC,LI_,ARC 2475
":'_"_ LG//'COSI" AIKATI'4_ TPS _t"4[U)PMB_r UIC. _ 425 i
_i mFC.L_¢ xxx _ .
!
COOLINGSYSlI_
,:_:_ CGNflMCT£STINGW TPSMA1ERIAi5 ARC
_.._d Xxx
•_. , MOOIFICA110fl&OPERATIONOFNASA1TSTFACIUTIF.S ARC.tJIC 144 /_
A_IMA1[ TOTAL 3814 /_
o'[_ _ - FY11START , .
0 'a . .
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:,. _gurea 2, 3, and _ expand the summary by showing the program elements under each major task.
"': Unless otherwise noted, these elements involve contractual studies with those being initiated in FY 71
indicated by an asterisk.
'_' Under Thermal Protection Systems. Studies, a major activity is the development of an efficient
" computer program for weight and performance analysis in design optimization studies. A detailed study
of venting and joint sealing requirements is also planned. Interest in the latter area results from
• preliminary calculations of the heating due to air inflow through gaps in overlapping metallic heat
-:.... _-: shields. These calculations show that significant temperatu_ increases can occur at the edge of a metal
.;' ;_
i: _ panel that is overlapped by an adjourning panel. In addition, it is planned to continue the study of
_'"'_ theinteractionof theboundarylayerand oxidesurfaces_ a phenomenonthatisparticularlyimportant
_"-..-"[I inunderstandin_thedegradationof thedispersionstrengthenedalloy_)Ni-Cr. Finally,theresultsfrom
_-.-_.: :i!:, contractual fabrication and refurbishment studies will be used in the development of a cost analysis.
%-
D
{_ NASA work related to Metallic Heat Shield Development will be amply covered by the second and third
:'¢ .'s papers of this group. Briefly, the principal items are scaling-up coated columbium technology and studying
""::i:.)i the respond of the metal systems to simulated shuttle entry environments -- particularly TI) Ni-Cr. .,
".,'--_ In High Temperature Insulation Development, studies are in progress on the determination of the
,::_:':__. reusability and design properties of high temperature insttlation. Principal problems associated with high !
:_'_:",..,;:I temperatureinsulationarethedevelopmentofmethodsforcontainingtheseic_-densitymaterialsand
:: ..":.,,,,r_ attachingtheinsulationblanketstotheheatshielAorprimar_structures.
|
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! Non--MetallicTI_ Developmentwill be coveredin the followingpaper by D. Greenshield. The NASA
•_ program centers mainlyon the developmentof llght_weightrigldizedceramic for use on the shuttle
exterior surfacesand the developmentof oxidation-inhibitedcarbon-reinforcedcarbon materialsfor
stagnationareas.
Low-CostAblative TPS Development_except for refuroishmentstudies,is the subjectof a following
_!1 paper by R. Swarm. The principalgoal of this work is to identifyand reduce the costs of ablative heat
!-_ shields. Refurbishmentcost studiesare discussedlater by R.Goldinwho describesa beginningNASA
14:
i ._. contractstudy and presents results from a Lock,heed Missiles and gpace Company study.
t: :(_ .TemperatureControl of the shuttle orbiterhas receivedvery little attentionin the shuttle studies :
""" '"ii thus far. The proposedprogram consists of examiningall missionphases and systems to identify
-f " "_ critical problem areas,to provide conceptualsolutionsfor the critical areas, and to develop thermal :
" .:".'i_ controlcomponentssuch as heat rejectionsystems. A laterpaper by W. Neuenschwanderdiscussesthermal
'_";:i"li controlaspects. _',
}
l
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LOW-COSTABLATIVETPSOk'_[LOPMENT ;_!
DEVELOPREFURBISHABIr ABLATIVETPSFORSTAGNATIONAREAS
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':'_"/.;.-_ Coolin_ Systems Developmentincludes activitiesrelatedto surfacecooling concepts for stagnation
,:-':'i" areas. The objectiveis to reduce surfacetemperaturesto the levelwhere superalloyscould be used.
". Structuralcooling systems (activecooling systems,ground cooling after entry, and the heat sink _
afforded by phase-changematerials)will b? evaluatedand developedas req'uired.
,. - Our experieneeto date with testing shuttlematerialsin lO0 cycles of simulatedshuttle entry
_j
,'_//'i... environmentsindicatesthatmore testing capabilitythan thatpresently existingin NAsA may be required.
",.-i'. Accordingly,ContractTe_tin_ of TPS Materialswill be utilized to supplementNASA capabilitieswhen
L't"''>_'"f:=i needed.
":'":"':.,._•, Modificationof NASA Test Facilitiesis also related to testing TPS materialsand concepts. The
-.'",._:-., arc facilitiesat the Manned SpacecraftCenter, Ames Research Center, and LangleyResearch Center
"" require modificationsto provide better shuttleentry simulation. The types of modificationsproposed
-]_ .!
are indicatedhere and are presentlyunder study. The last paper (by R. Howell) in this group concerns
test facilitiesfor TP8 testing. !
,I
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Et£qENTSOFPROPOSEDI_SA FYII RIB PROGRA__ONT'O) ,_;
_OOLINGSYSllEMSOk'_PI_NT '
•Dk'IgdOPSTAGNATIONAREASURFACE_OOUl_ CON_PTS *J
•LWALUA11[ANOO_VIKOPSTRUCTURALC_OUNGSYSIlgAS _
cO_rRAGT1ESTIN$OFTPS MA11HUALS I
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Figure5 displays a theme that is containedin several of the papers which follow. Specifically,
the extent to which variourmaterialscan be used on the shuttle orbiter. The types of materialsbeing
consideredfor thermalprotectionare listedwith an approximatemaximum use temperaturefor each material.
For many materials,the maximum use temperaturehas yet to be established. For example, can titanium
be used to lOOO°F and the superalloysto 2000°F? It should be noted that effortshave been initiated
_ to develop the ceramicand carbon/carbonmaterialsfor futureuse at temperaturesas high as 3000°F.
On the right of the figure, the percentagesof the orbiter ares below the correspondingmaximum
! temperatLu-esare given. These percentagesare influencedby the vehi..leconfiguration,the entry mode,
_ assumptionsconcerningtransition,and other factors. Clearly,well-developedmaterialssuch as titanium '
and superalloyscan be used over large areas of the orbiter. Depending on the particularorbiter,those IO
materialsrequiringfurtherdevelopmentmust be used on i0 to 35 percent of the surface area.
_!I Subsequ_t paperswill provide detail on the requireddevelopments.
i
t
APPLICATION OF TPS MATERIALS
APPROX.MAX. APPROX.ORBITERA F.A (
USE-TEMP, BELOWMAX. USE-TEMP,
MAllERIAL *F •
,, !
TITANIUM 800 25-50 !
SUPERALLOYS I800 65-'0 '
TO-N_r _200 '5-,5 t
COAllEDCO_IUM 2400 90-98 1
CGMPACIEDCERAMICFIBERS 2400 (fW. 3000| 90°98 _.
+ m
_'_u,,__ _ .
!.
CO_L_I_G REMARKS Ii .The present The_.al ProtectioaSystems Tecbnolo_ Program inclt_lesdevelopmentactivitiesrelated
to most of the principaloptionsbeln_ consideredfor use c_ the space shuttle. Furthermore,the
philosophyused in definln_ the program is to retain su_ficlentflexibilityto incl_e promialn_
As presen_l_c_tltuted the pr_ram 18 lar_e_va contract_ml_rc_ram..The latterpart of FY 70
vu devote_to de_i_n_ lind _lat_ ccntrac_at_les. InitiLl res_ts _r_m t_e|e st_le8 wLll he
availablein m Imri_xlbe_i_mi_ about st.X no_t,h8 from now. ,_'
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SUPERALLOY HEAT SHIELD TECHNOLOGY
FOIl THE SPACE SHUTTLE
W. A. Wolter and R. T. Ratay
Grummun Aerospace Corporation
Bethpage, New York
_, • Introduction
"j
-_ Aerodynamic heating effects during reentry subject the external surfaces of the
,.'_ Space Shuttle to a range of temperature levels varying from 500 to 3000OF .
: Superalloys are a family of iron, nickel, and cobalt-based alloys having good
_! strength in long-term exposure to temperatures in the 800 to 2000°F range. They !
possess good oxidation and corrosion resistance in this temperature range, usually i}!i without protective coating. Their development and use have been mostly in the areaj
,' of jet engine hardware. Their chemical stability, useful strength in this high-
!:i:: temperature environment,, and relatively broad background of design and fabrication !
_,. information make the superalloy class of materials attractive candidates for a re- i
.!._ usable thermal protection systems (TPS) for a shuttle-type vehicle, l'_ Of all the reuseable materials suitable for the shuttle TPS the superalloy sys-
. ; terns appear nearest to being state-of-the-art. However, there are some techn0-.
;.i, logical problems which remain to be solved before the superalloy TPS can be c()n-
,._._
.,.! sidered truly operational. These involve design problems concerning panel-to-panel
-_ expansion, sealing and attachment, and the containment of the insulation materials
,::.j which must be used with these panels. Also, the true upper temperature limits of
-t_ the superalloys must be established based on a more precise definition of the elevated-
.?"4
_i! temperature exposure cycles and the effect on the pertinent properties of the alloys. :This paper discusses the applicability of the ava lable superalloys, required
._ design features, insulations systems, and problem areas which still remain. The re-sults of a test program in progress at Grumman, which is directed toward investi- i!
i,_)i gating solutions to these problems, will also be presented. !
i!
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Typical Superalloy Design Data
Fig. 1 lists four of the most attractive superalloys for use in the 800 to 2000°F
range. They are the nickel-based alloys Inconel 718 and Rene t41 and the cobalt-based
alloys Haynes-25 and 188. The two cobalt-based alloys are closely related, with the
188 being a recent improvement on the 25 alloy in oxidation resistance in the 2000OF
range. The maximum-use temperature for these alloys is based on oxidation resis-
tance, metallurgical stability, and strength characteristics. Thi'ce of the more sig-
nificant strength characteristics affecting weight are tensile yield strength, creep
rupture strength and stress oxidation effects. In the lowest temperature range,
," 800 to 1200°F, Ineonel 718 has a superior strength-to-weight ratio and excellent oxi-
:.:...._: dation resistance. Above 1200°F_ the superior tensile yield strength and creep rup-
- _.•_ ture characteristics of Bene t41 make this alloy appear advantageous. The maximum-
"," Yz
•:.:'..?. use temperature of 1500°F was arrived at to avoid overaging and subsequent loss of
._: strength and room-temperature ductility. Haynes 25 and 188 are utilized above 1500OF
, "";' and are limited to 1800°F. This limit is a tentative one established on the basis of
• _ the poor creep strength and the anticipated accelerated effects of stress oxidation
•"_ _ on thin-gage sheet. The stress-oxidation performance was extrapolated from data
...;_ available for Hastelloy 235.
i'!:i; ._ Additional data are required in the area of creep behavior and stress oxidation, .
.: .. -_ and the effects of multiple cycle exposures before the exact upper temperature limit
-:._._ of these materials can be determined. However, it is quite probable that use above ,
'" - '_f 2000°F for a 100-mission capability is not possible.
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:,-,'.: Shuttle Environment
The thermal and structural loading environments which must be considered in
the TPS design analysis are indicated in Fig. 2. During boost these are maximum
aerodynamic pressures, acoustic sound pressure levels, and mechanical vibrations°
The maximum aerodynamic pressures occur at the max q a conditions when the
vehicle speed is slightly in excess of Mach 1. Here, under the critical wind shear,
• '. dynamic pressures on the order of 500 to 700 psf are encountered. The surface TPS
."'" panels must also be flutter-free under the combined dynamic pressure and Mach
,.: ;"" number conditions
The acoustic environment is most severe during "hold-down" while the booster
""'"-':;-::'"': engine thrust is built up, Maximum values of 170 dB near the engines have been pre-
• " _: ":-:':;" dicted, with diminishing values as the distance from the engines increases. Mechani-
•, / : . (.•'()
• . _ ,:_, cal vibrations occur during boost due to dynamic response of the structure to inputs
i " i;.:_2 from the propulsion system.
.. ". _'._
• _ i:_:_ During reentry the maximum temperature conditions occur on the orbiter and,
..-_,.:'-.:_._ for the most part, the booster. The orbiter experiences the most severe heating
_,:._ with the longest duration. Temperature levels for the critical lower surfaces of the
•:::• .,,,_,,_ orbiter are higher and of considerably longer duration for the high crossrange maneu-
:" :.. :,4:.'._" ver than for the low crossrange, As can be seen the majority of the TPS area for •
the low crossrange vehicle is below the 1800°F level where supera]loys find their
." ./, ,',_,_ most efficient application• Essentially, only the leading edges and nose cap areas
for the low erossrange vehicle require material beyond the superalloy range. _,
. :_".2 :_.:_/t The aerodynamic pressures during reentry are considerably lower than the
. :,...: ..'.."_ maximum value during boost because of low wing loadings and load factors Lower- .
,.,.: :_..... _. surface normal pressures are expected to be on the order of 40 to 60 psf during the
:: _..-, ..K._ maximum temperature portion of the entry maneuver, Because of the reduced
.--_-_- _.-,: strength of the materials at elevated temperatures this condition can be critical for
'.. _.: - :',._ creep deformation of the panel, when evaluated.
:"/':":;'_ ":!i_ The dynamic inputs due to boundary layer noise are considerably below the
..-4":,:•,p* .,
....._........,;_:._ noise levels during boost. However, the effect on the TPS panel and its insulation
_:-_-._;_ :':,:,..::.
..{_!:..;:.:..:%_._ii package in the heated condition must be assessed.
•""":_':" P2"_;J
.: :.-:,.,:": :
:"%t_i,.'#L4
,..'.::,,..-_._/._
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: Typical Metallic TPS Design
A typical metallic TPS design using superalloys is shown in Fig. 3. The basic
concept is an external insulative system consisting of a surface panel, insulation
package, and attachments which protect the primary load-carrying structure from the
high surface temperatures. This permits the use of lower-temperature materials
which are more efficient for the primary structure. The external surface panel must
maintain an acceptable surface contour and smoothness while subjected to aerodynamic
pressure loads and thermal gradients. To support these pressure loads, the panel
": must be sufficiently stiffened to prevent excessive deflections. From the standpoint
_ of aerodynamic considerations, typical allowable panel deflection in an 18-in. span
':- ,:']" are I/2 in. for a low LID vehicle and 1/4 in. for a high LID vehicle. The required
,:_" stiffening can be accomplished by utilizing honeycomb sandwich, corrugation stiffeners,
: _._ beaded skins, br sheet stringer.
-,.
•-',' The surface panel must be designed to resist the acoustic environment and be
_ flutter-free. In addition, the surface panel must be able to withstand the ground
• 4 :'t
, _.: handling conditions which an operational flight vehicle capable of 100 reuses must be
'.*;_; expected to sustain.
'_'_ The surface must also have a high emissivity to radiate the maximum amount
•' ,i_ of incoming connective heating back out to space. Emissivities of 0.8 or greater arerequired for efficient performance. This high emissivity can be obtained on the
• .: "_:t
• _'i nickel and cobalt-based alloys by controlled oxidation.
,_ ;.:7_.,:: The panel size is critical since it detormines the amount of expansion which
,.::_'_ must be accomodated at the edges and the number of supports. The panel is attached
_"!!i to the primary structure via supports which must be capable of transfering the aero-
.';;_! pressure loads and the panel inertia loads while also minimizing the heat flow from
:X.,:! the hot panel to the cool primary structure. In addition these supports must accomo- "
.,_
_._! date the differential thermal expansion between the hot surface panel and the cool
_,:,_ substructure. The panel support can be a number of individual posts or continuous
:-:'"_::_i supports along two or four edges, or combinations of these. The support design' should also be such that the panel can be easily removed for inspection and replace-
::/: ,:_:_'il ment.
_-.-_ Since the surface panel operates at a much higher temperature than the primary
:"; i:_!'l structure to which it is attached, the surface panel is segmented with gaps betweenadja ent panels to permit growth. These gaps nmst be sealed to prevent leakage of
i:i_!iil the high-temperature boundary layer gases under the panel whioh would nullify the
effectiveness of the TPS. The panel seal must allow free expansion of the panels and
.., :.:!:), maintain its sealing ability despite panel distortio, :s.
The insulation package provides the main barrier to heat flow betwee., the hot
surface panel and the substructure. The in§ulation material must wW _the
thermal and vibration environments ch$iracteristic of the TPS, The _ifieient in-
sulating materials in the 800 to 2000°F range are the low-density fie: _ mats made
of silica fibers. These materials are very susceptible to compaction ..... ',ater ab-
sorption. They, therefore, require packaging which protects them against moisture
and also supports the insulation so that it fills the entire cavity to prevent radiation
• "windows," The package will also be subjected to pressure levels ranging from one
,. '::.v_, atmosphere to the vacuum of space. The venting and sealing of thls package, there-
":_:'::,:':;. fore, presents a significant problem, A partial solution may be to use a rigidized
;":?:,., insulation with non-interconnected porosity.
.,..":::,.._,.., . .
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" :'._',, Weights of Typical Metallic TPS
'_'". The accompanying _igure shows the variation of weight of a metallic TPS for
• high and low crossrange orbiter reentry maneuvers and for a typical booster reentry.
' The temperature scale indicates the peak temperature that occurs during the heating
pulse. The elements included in the weights are surface panel, panel supports, joint
seals, and insulation package. The insulation is sized by assuming that an aluminum
substructure weighing 2.0 psf is allowed to experience a 250°F rise during the entry
'_" maneuver.L
_'_. The metallic surface panel was considered to be a corrugation-stiffened Haynes
.?:...- ;((" 188 beaded face sheet with a 3.5 lb/ft 3 Microquartz insulation blanket contained in a
• __: nickel-foil package, up to 1800°F. Above 1800°F the metallic surface panel was
':" !_:_ assumed to be made of a coated columbium alloy and the insulation was a composite
• .. _i
"" .-_,:"_"__ weight°fZirconiaabovefeltl800OF.and Microquartz. This is the reason for the sudden increase in unit
; _, . .. _._! The general variation of weight with temperature is due to the increased insula-
..." --:i_.j tion thickness required at the higher temperatures. The effect of the length of heating
• ;_:; on insulation thickness is evidenced by the difference in weights for the booster, which
A_ h
:.!:"-_i'i.:t.:_""''_! has the shortest heat pulse, and the high crossrange orbiter, which has the longest
"";'.""_'_"i heat pulse,
;" y" _'_
•:",.(.<.
•._ •..,.-,:...:j'.
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,. Design & Test Conditions for Development Pro6ram
: Two TPS units were designed for (and tested under) the critical temperature,
load, and acoustic conditions that realistically could be expected during 100 repeated
missions of a low erossrange space shuttle vehicle,* The design conditions were
established during the course of preliminary studies conducted at Grumman. For
current an.,: future work, f;hese conditions have bee_ reevaluated and more severe
', airloads are being used. Conditions were grouped so as to be consistent for particu-
• lar locations on the vehicle surface. They are summarized in Fig. 5.
•i_ Critical heating occurs duril_g reentry. An analytically derived 20-minute
Ji temperature-time profile with an 1800°F peak was chosen for design because 1800oF
• ':i"i _i' is a reasonable maximum temperature at which Haynes-25 and Haynes-188 super-
alloys could be expected to endure 100 missions. A profile with a 2100°F peak was
• I_' setected to simulate an overheat condition that the superalloy TPS would have to with-
" ._,_ s_and safely in one mission only. The temperature of the protected substrw'*ure
.... should not rise above 500OF at any time during the I800°F mission..The high heating
- ' ' _ rate is accompanied by varying air pressure normal to the surface. Considering
"i:.-:,"i j combinations of temperature, pressure, and temperature-dependent material proper-
_;!i ties, a load of 40 psf, constant through the temperature profile, was chosen as a
:_::"_i-":""_l_i critic _1reentry design condition; it was later increased to 60 psf.
/.-.":",_t The critical room-temperature pressures for static strength occur during the
• ..-._! launch trajectory at the maximum-q condition. The surface temperature is only
.... _:_ negligibly above room temperature. For the initial two specimens a maximum posi-
, ".;.%:..:,_!
':-'!::i_;":_t tire pressure of 150 psf normal to the TPS surface was used. In current work th_
• much more severe 450-psf positive and 200-p,d negative pressures are the design
..... : _ c,_nditions.
",'¢ ,":..:-,'..! Critical mechanical vibrations occur during liftoff. For design of the TPS pan- /_
._-,-;_:,_: els a maximum room-temperature acceleration of 100g was selected.
'.."' -.' L..'_
.... " " ._ The critical acoustic vibration environment for the TPS occurs during the hold-:.. :r.', , .•f
:-',,.,,:.? ,__ down phase of rocket launch. The design conditions were the maximum predicted
?._i,!:,:H.-,_ octave band levels up to 152 dB at 10,000 Hz.
.,..-_...,-.._, In the design and analysis of the test panels the material properties of Haynes-
•. ,, "," _,_- 25 were obtained from specification MIL-HDBK-SA.• _v_.._ :._
"_-;'_.__:,_i_
.... ._':.' : -. At high temperatures the material allowables were reduced to stresses that
':_',"': '" create 0.4% creep strain at 25 hours of heat and load exposure.
":::i:_('! :_:'I Maximum permissiblesurfacedeflectionof0.5 in.per 18-in.spanwas oalcu-i _' lated analytically on the basis of aerodynamic heating and drag penalties.
! _: Minimum required element and panel st/finesses were calculated analytically
to prevent flutter.
• "Development of a Reusable Metallic Thermal Protection System ior Lifting Reentry
Vehicles," by R.T. Ratay and W.E. Fisher, Grumman Aerospace Corp.,
ADR 02-04-70.1, April, 1970.
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,:._. TPS Test Panel Configuration
Several TPS configurations with metallic/radiative heat shields were considered,
• including corrugation-stiffened skin, double-faced corrugated panel, integrally stif-
fened plate, and honeycomb sm_.dwich panel. The corrugation-stiffened beaded-skin
heat shield with supports that allowed thermal deformations and flexible insulation
were selected for the detailed study because it appeared to have more of the features
necessary to satisfy the design requirements. (See Fig. 6.) Two full-scale TPS
" - units were designed, fabricated, and tested. The first panel was intended primarily
?_ as a pilot specimen, the second was prepared for a more elaborate study.
• _:_?": The heat shield panels were made of 0.008-in. thick L-605 (Haynes-25) super-
" " ' -:i:_: alloy sheets, fabri:;._ °ed into 18-in. square corrugation-stiffened panels. The face
sheet had 0.025-in. high by 0.6-in. chord circular cross-section beads, at l-in.
'_i:- pitch, running the whole length of the panel. The face sheet was welded (resistance
: _ " _i::",__! spot welded in panel No. 1 and resistance seam welded in panel No. 2) to a panel
,_ _)_ of 1/2-in. depth by 1-in. pitch corrugations. The longitudinal beads and corrugations
St:.
"-.'- r-_; provided the strength and stiffness needed to span the end supports. In the lateral
_ ":_":'_; direction the beads and corrugations provided the flexibility needed to minimize
:o. ,iii!! lateral thermal stresses by allowing local deformation of the cross-section.
.... -. _:-"; The heat shield supports, running across the beads and corrugations under the• "_: ,._
• ".. _ ,_
.:" •_ ;-¢'. ends of the shield, were fabricated by forming and welding (as for the panels above)
• _- \_:_
• - .:-_ 0.008-in. thick L-605 superalloy sheets They were beaded and segmented to pro-
:.::" •","?.. vide discontinuities for relieving thermal stresses. They were welded to the heat
" :'::::"_e'_ shield and bolted to the substructure on load-bearing insulation. The supports were
• ,o..,:._ designed to have sufficient strength to carry the air loads, and be sufficiently flexible "
-..:....._.._;_ to accommodate the longitudinal thermal expansion and bowing of the heat shield. -_
.: ": ."° b, Insulation, consisting of 1-1/2-in. thick blanket of fiberous silica quartz felt •'!"
o"•-_;" :;_9 (Microquartz), made up of 3/16-in. thick layers, was placed between the heat shield .,
and the substructure. In panel No. 2, the insulation was "bagged" in 1/2-mil thick
. :.-:,::_";_:_ nickel foil whose edges were resistance seam welded.
...._.:,:.:,.;_.;:: The TPS unit was attached to a titanium substructure, consisting of a 0.1-in. ',_
:2::-::::':.:_-;i plate with stiffeners, that was to simulate a vehicle primary wing structure.
_:::;_i'_'_! Temperature distribution, thermal deformation, stress, and deflection analyses '
_:_._,. ,_;;:_ were performed as part of the heat shield design. The calculated weight of the TPS '!.
- :%,_, :•_.,_,'..:' . •c I:- .'.._":--::'_:._t panels was 1.57 psf, of which the heat shield and supports were 1.17 psf and the in-
: '"%:_ '_ sulation was 0.40 psf. -I
.., Testing _
o The test setup consisted of an aluminum support fixture, quartz heating array,
. loading weights on wire hangers, movable loading platform, deflection-measuring
_ probes, and thermocouples, For the room-temperature acoustic testing, the TPS
; unit was suspended in front of an exponential horn, A new test fixture is being built
to accommodate more than one unit. :..
! The specimens were subjected to repeated exposures to heating, loading, and
:.:. . _,.-"_ acoustic vibrations. Panel No. 1 was subjected to 10 normal thermal cycles and
: ,_,-.'::,._.:.:._ 5100 seconds of acoustic disturbance; panel No. 2 was subjected to 14 combined
.-::..'--'-.-',(_.:,._ thermal/load cycles, including two overheat cycles, 5100 seconds of acoustic distur- _
/::i-_b_'_7_i_ bance, and to 150 per loading at room-temperature. Continuous temperature and de-
,._[:i,:'_}:_;_:';':_ flectlon measurements and many photographs were taken, ,i
_:_::_":," _ _ l
! I L_
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. Test Results
The test results confirmed analytical predictions. Typical temperature and de-
flection measurements are shown in Fig. 7; a photograph of the _ested panel is shown
in Fig. 8.
:. During the 1800°F heating cycles the maximum temperature gradient between
• the face sheet and the bottom of the corrugation was 275°F for panel No. 1 and 350°F
".'." for panel No. 2; it occurred at 1-1/2 minutes of heating. The maximum mean temp-
erature of approximately 179 r,'_v, occurred at peak heating; at this time the gradient
:'-" across the heat shield was o ,_y .'bout 20°F, lifter about 2-1/2 minutes past the peak
• %,.:? heating the gradient reversed: the face sheet became, and remained, cooler than the
• !:i:_:- corrugations. The measured temperatures on the bottom of the titanium substructure
• _"J!: plate under the heat shield supports ranged up to 650°F, while under the middle of
• _:i_;: the panel the maximum temperature rose to 440°F. The latter temperatures were
_ r_: slightly higher in each consecutive test, implying a degradation of insulating effective-
hess from mission to mission. Under the 2100°F heating profile the titanium sub-
• ..:. structure plate reached approximately 560°F near the middle of the panel, and approxi-
• _.,_._', mately 1000°F under the heat shield supports.
_.._-.
'::.- "__ The maximum upward bowing of the heat shield in each run occurred at approxi-
..:.,:/: mately 1-1/2 minutes of heating, coincident with the time of highest temperature
.._. gradient across the corrugations. The maximum thermal bowing with no load was
_..'._, 0. 165 in. ; with a 40-psf load it was 0.125 in. After the time of maximum bowing,
. . _:,:,
• :_,:_ the 40-psf load induced significant downward deflections of the heat shield. The maxi-
...,.:::,¢:,-.; mum in-plane longitudinal thermal expansion of 0.15 in. at the two ends of the heat
".:.,_;_ shield occurred at approximately 11-1/2 minutes, which was the time of peak heating.
-. 1,..-_.._ Permanent deflections of approximately 0.015 in. were accumulated in each
...:,_.':: ::'/ _-."i':_' elastic limit of Haynes-25, even at 1800°F; therefore, the permanent set was attri-
...:.:,.!_] buted to high-temperature creep rather than to plastic flow. ,_
- .C":_,:.: Following 14 temperature/load cycles, the heat shield was loaded to 150 vsf at
,.._._-._,,_ room temperature. It deflected 0.10 in.. a very much greater deflection than the
. ,..:.--.._;. calculated 0.037 in. This descrepancy implies that a great deal of the heat shield
_-_..,..."_::_ '
:._,..,;_.:_ ,., stiffness was lost during the severe environments of the previous tests.
_-:',"_:_' The overall width of the heat shield increased by approximately 0.2 in. during '
:,:_:,,,:,_ heating. The heat shield supports were expected to restrain, and the face sheet beads _
,."':.._:_ were expected to absorb, this thermal expansion. The lateral expansion returned to
?._:..(--._._ zero as the heat shield cooled off.
":. _d _-._),,
_:; Clearly identifiable permanent deformations of the beads occurred in both heat
shields during the first 1800°F heat cycles. These deformations did not progress
," noticeably with subsequent 1800°F tests. The "bulging" of the beads was more pro-
nounced at locations where the end supports are segmented (at every other bead}.
The deformations were not uniform; some of the beads bulged more than others.i
_. Analytical work indicated that thermal bending stresses and strains at the crown of a
l bead would go far into the plastic rm_ge of the material during the first and subsequent _.I cycles. (Less plastic deformation would occur with beads deeper than 0.025 in.) '_
• •_ : :_ Repeated, reversed deformations of the beads at such high strains may present a
.._:-':i::_t potential fatigue problem. The deformations of the beads grew more severe during _
'"'"" '_ the 2100°F temperature profiles.
_._,-._ ,_
_'_.:!-_y...: -
)
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_," The end supports of the heat shields of both test panels survived the test pro-
grams with no apparent damage.
Both panels survived the 100-mission equivalent of 5100 seconds of exposure to ".
" the acoustic test levels without apparent failures. Resonant frequencies and transfer
_unetions were obtained from the tests.
Visual examination of the heat shields showed no evidence of weld failures or
,' material degradation. After exposure to two cycles of the 2100°F over-temperature '
:._.. profile in still air, the nickel foil insulation bag was severely oxidized.
"::_:" The following conclusions and recommendations were based on evaluation of the
' ":.' quantitive and qualitative test data, and on analytical results:
-.-:::. • The described thermal protection system is a thermally effective and safely
•;;: ' reusable configuration; however, further improvements are needed to perfeet
• _7_.::,
_.'-_, the system. .,
:-.:
._,_, • The limitations of test panel No. 2 were not reached at the end of the 12
"_:._, simulated, normal, reentry cycles (1800°F temperature profile and 40-psi
-_:-.:_: pressure) and 100 simulated launch acoustic environments; apparently, the
_"_'_ TPS could successfully perform many additional missions. However, it is
. .,not possible to project reliably the safe life of this TPS based solely on this ,:
:_-:_'_.>_ program; cyclic thermal stress analyses and additional tests are needed for .
•""_.•_] such a projection.
J
• _"i:
_:,"_ • The test panel endured the two 2100°F over-heat cycles, but the nickel foil
:":_:, insulation bag completely oxidized and the heat shield deformed to such ex- •:
• _".'0 ....
"__,L=:.__ tent that it would require refurbishment. _,,
::._'l_._./._ .-
.. ,,_. • The heat shield sustained permanent spanwise bending deflections after each
"-'__,, simulated reentry heating and loading cycle. These deflections were attri- •
?_i_':!_. buted to high-temper_tture creep. The accumulated magnitude of these de- '_
":."_':r_:
,_'_._ flections was considered neither aerodynamically nor thermodynamically ,_",
- . _._
: _(?_:_: critical after 12 cycles.
•:.:;,•¢.:_
._:,:_;:_._ • The beads of the heat shield also sustained permanent deformations, which .i
_:;:_:G_ were not the same in every bead. The beads should be deeper {more flexible)
:_-'_"- to lessen permanent sets. The end restraints should be improved to produce "_
:':.:;_ uniform deformations in every bead without overall lateral expansion of the •:
...:.(._:_ 1
:!_._,_._ heat shield. :,
::_,%.,: • The heat shield supports performed satisfactorily in carrying the loads and :' _
•-" ,_:_' accommodating longitudinal thermal expansion of the heat shield. However, J
" _,:-, their attachments to the beaded face sheet must be redesigned to allow each ', _
__' beadtodeform freely and to restrain overall growth of panel width. _
' • Under the 1800°F temperature profile, the insulation maintained the titanium _.
substructure below 440°F, except at local areas under the supports where _"I
i the substructure temperature rose to 650°F. More effective insulauon may be i
i desirable between the supports and the substructure. _, .
• Closures to provide continuity of the surface between adjoining heat shields _
were not tested, o!
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Conclusion, Current & Future Effort
For temperatures up to 1800°F, the metallic heat shield panel utilizing nickel
and cobalt-based superalloys holds promise for a practical, reliable, and reasonably
efficient reuseable TPS for the shuttle system. It appears particularly applicable to
:. the low crossrange orbiter and the booster.
A number of problem areas remaiff which require further investigation; they are:
• Determination of creep and stress oxidation characteristics of the cobalt-
' based alloys in the 1500 to 2000°F temperature range
•f_ • Resolution of design features for optimum interpanel joints and support
_ methods
.!, • Investigation of panel response to high-energy acoustJ.c environments
Y":-! • Flutter characteristics of metallic panels when sub,_eeted to launch and re-
..5
:_ entry conditions
.°_
;;. • Insulation package design which prevents excessive moisture absorption and
, ._i provides adequate support to prevent insulatiou damage due to vibr;"_or and
. .._ acoustic effects
: _ • Flowing-gas tests of representative TPS panels to demonstrate overall per-
.: :_ formance during repeated cycling
. ._.:
;_.'ii A major advanced development program is underway at Grumman for perfecting
:)_ superalloy and refractory-metal TPS components and assemblies. This includes de-
thermal and stress analyses, component fabrication and assembly techniques,
and testing.
ones in restricting the lengths of panels. The attachment of the insulation and methods
;_?_ of preventing moisture absorption by the insulation are also being investigated.
ie;_i A test fixture for heating and loading more than one adjoining TPS unit is being
i;:-'::_-i built. Specimens are planned to be tested under more of the mission-environment
:t:.._ conditions.
_.._:_
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" './.!_"' DISPERSION-STRENGTHENED ALLOYS
'L?' "'_ FOR SPACE SHUTTLE HEAT SHIELDS
Neal T. Saunders
NASA-Lewis Research "enter
• Cleveland_ Ohi¢
:_If.'I' INTRODUCTION
%11/ii:i:,
"".':.i_- 7-.'.:'-:!i[ Dispersion-strengthened nickel-base alloys are currently considered
•_ ''_'_i,'.' as one of the prime candidates for use in the hotter regions of the heat
_.. shields for the Space Shuttle. These alloys are attractive primarily
.'('_ because of their good high tenlperature strength. As shown in figure l,
- the. stress-rupture strengths of conventional superalloys (such as the
nickel alloy Rene 41 and cobalt alloy HS-25) decrease quite rapidly with
:_ _..•_ increasing temperature. So these alloys appear to be limited to heati'?/
'....;- shield regions which will see maximum temperatures of about 1800°F. Above
J:. ." this temperature, the stronger refractory metal alloys could be used (for
• " _'_::'_}i example, the columbium alloy Cb-752 or the tantalum alloy T-_2_). But
these alloys rapidly oxidize in air and thus require protective coatings
_'•:::V, to resist oxidation under re-entry conditions. Because the reliability
of these coatings is questionable for repeated use# it is desirable to
minimize the use of coated refractory metals to only those areas where
they are absolutely necessary.
Another class of materials that could fill a gap between superalloys
and coated refractory metals are dispersion-strengthened alloys, such
as TD-NiCr. These alloys have adequate strength and oxidation resistance
to be considered for use in an uncoated condition over a temperature
range of about 1800° to 2100°, or possibly 2200°F. This temperature
range is important because it could be associated with up to 30 percent
of the heat shield area, depending upon the vehicle configuration and
flight path. By using dispersion-strengthened alloys in this temperature
range, the need for coated refractory m_tals, or non-metalllcs_ could be
reduced to perhaps less than five percent of the heat shield area.
" "':' CANDIDATE ALLOYS
_ . Several disperslon-strengthened alloys have been developed during
I _! the past decade. Prime impetus for this work has come from DOD and NASA-
i,.i
sponsored programs to develop alloys for use in the hottest components
• _....=i'_;,"
_ fi_._._-9;_,,:7"
I
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,; of advanced turbojet engines, Relatively little work has been done to
.._ evaluate the alloys for use in heat shields.
Most of the dispersion-strengthened alloys developed to date are
listed in figure 2 along with potential suppliers. This li_ng includes
mostly nickel-base alloys, but a limited amount of work has also been
done on some higher strength cobalt alloys and on a more oxidation-
_ resistant iron alloy,
_, J In all of these alloys, their unique high temperature strength is
• _ associated with the dispersion of very small particles of a metal oxide
:"-" in a meta],matrix. The amount of the oxide dispersoids used is relatively
...i'[_i small--usually in the range of one to four percent (by volume). Thorium
:', X_
'._ dioxide (ThO_) has been used in most of the alloys because of its good/
._- ..:_ chemical stability in this temperature range, However, Al^O_ and Y^O_ are
4
..v: _! being used in some of the newer alloys to alleviate the hand_ing pz'ob_ems
":L?...:.._ ' / associated with the toxic ThO 2 powders,
Several different organizations have been active in developing
/:-- ;. these alloys, and each of these organizations uses a different (and
:.:.,".".%
- -- usually proprietary) process to produce the alloys. Most of the alloys
'":/:'._.:_:. are produced from powders, but the methods of making, blending, and
.'". :._%! compacting the powders, plus the sheet rolling processes vary greatly
'.,':t'' '/:_').:_-_ from one producer to another. Thus, dispersion-strengthened alloys of
"_i_! the same nominal composition can have appreciably different properties
• .___.j-.'_' _,_ if made by different producers.
.:•-j_,.:..,.: Only two of the dispersion-strengthened alloys have reached a status
......%_.%1 of large production quantities. These are the relatively simple Ni-2ThO_
.'_'&,;':2_ and Ni-2OCr-_ThO_ alloys. They are the only ones that we have consldere_
,.•::,.,.,,.;, for wide-use within the next few years. The Ni-LYfhO2 alloy is further
-_-'_._"._".-:i developed, but this alloy lacks adequate oxidation resistance for re- d
._._-t,"...._ entry use. So the best curreDt choice appears to be the Ni-2OCr-_FaO 9
•_':i;.¢.,:-':':::-_ alloy because this alloy has the best combination of strength, oxidation
:");_;;'"'.$_..:;.;:"_"I._._resistance, and availability of all the dispersion-strengthened alloys, /I.,.5_._..;.,, However, we will continue to evaluate some of the newer alloys to
_>L,v :..:, determine if they warrant further development for later versions of the
_ "':,_:":,-•":_ Space Shuttle. For example, the recently-announced development of Inter-
..,.,-'_,'_.'Cg;
:-:"< .'-."' national Nickel in dispersion-strengthenlng relatively complex superalloys
•:......."%,.,I offers promise of achieving both the high temperature strength of dis- .%
-.: persion strengthening plus the better intermediate temperature strengthening
of preclpitatlon-hardened superalloys, Another process being developed
In-house at the Lewis Research Center also offers promise for achieving
these combined strengths in dlspersion-strengthened superalloys. However,
these processes are in the very early stages of development _:.dwill require
several more years of development to come to fruition. !i
-••'5._'.,'•_.
,_ ':, ".b,,c2.'
-".i_"'_.".:,'_','_ . '_ 1_0"
Z" :-''
: ;-,..:..:_%".=2 •
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'_._' At the present, our prime emphasis for Shuttle heat shields is on the
Ni-2OCr-[FghO^ alloy. And most of this effort is on the alloy commercially-
termed "TD-N_Cr." This alloy _1as originally developed by E. I, DuPont
"" deNemours, Inc. ; but the rights and facilities to produce it were sub-
sequently sold to Fansteel, Inc. who currently is the only commercial
•:/ producer of this alloy.
i""_i. TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
,..'".:;:: Although TD-NiCr offers considerable promise for use in heat shields,
::-i:._ it needs more development before this promise can be fulfilled. Questions
,,..;,_ have been raised about such things as adequate availability of sheet,
i',e._-_-_, inconsistent properties, adequate oxidation resistance, etc. Therefore,
:._¢..:,: we have started an extensive technology program to seek answers to thesequestions and further the development of this type of alloy.
":".",;,: _nis work can be generally grouped under the following three areas :
._,:,.:;_, i, Improvement of the sheet manufacturing process
•._,_..._ 2. Development of fabrication processes for making heat shield panels
•;_"!.1" _+i
"'f_?_] 5. Evaluation of design-allowable properties, o/
;._7.2,7%i_ In addition, we are pursuing a "back-up" development program which involves
":_:,'.} the following studies :
:',fC,"', i. Optimization of the alloy composition to improve properties
:";:'_";7 which may be marginal for heat shield use .._
>..x, _, 2. Development of an alternate sheet fabrication process to assure " :'
!_i_:t:':'? :I material availability. .'°_:..TJ::'."i
"'%'!_.-'.._-, These technology programs are being pursued through a combination '
_!,<:_'-_ of in-house studies at several NASA Centers and contracted studies with
.'_.4_',i''_:_ various industrial organizations. These studies are summarized in the .'i"
:,..,',_.,_:'4 following sections in terms of the current status of development and "}
:'_.-,,,_ our plans for advancing the state-of-technology in each area. _
{I ,
,i
)
,t
\
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TD-NiCr DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Sheet Manufacturing Process
One of the concerns that has been frequently expressed about the
use of TD-NiCr is the _.lidevariations in properties that have been reported
by various organizations. This property variation can be largely attributed
to the fact that the material has been in a state of "advanced development"
in which the processing methods have been frequently changed. One of
•_; the unique features of dispersion-strengthened alloys is that their
properties are highly dependent upon the processing methods used (much more
.I so than for most other metals). For example, f_gure 5 illustrates the
'.i effect of various rolling and annealing methods on the 2000°F tensile
" ! strength of TD-NiCr sheet. These DuPont results indicate that the
. strength can be varied by a factor of three or more by c_ _ng rolling ,
•i_ procedures. Also, the corresponding ductility can be va_:;cd y a factor
• of ten or more (for example, the tensile elongation of the _rongest
1 sheet shown in figure 3 was about two percent while that of the weakest
_i sheet was about 20 percent). Since this material has been primarily
developed for jet engine applications, warm pack rolling has been used
most extensively to achieve maxim_n strength. This strength advantage is
gained primarily at the expense of lower ductility. On-the-other-hand,
heat shield applications may require sheet with greater ductility, but
some trade-off in strength may be tolerable. Thus, the sheet manufactur-
ing process needs to be optimized to tailor the resultant properties forheat shield use.
To achieve this purpose, we recently awarded a contract to Fansteel
to further develop TD-NiCr sheet processing methods. This one-year program
will involve study of the powder consolidation process, the rolling
schedules and associated heat treatments, and the effects of minor con- 'i
taminants. Particular emphasis will be directed toward improvement of 'I
cold rolling techniques. Cold rolling is more desirable than warm rolling /
to achieve better dimensional control. Good control is particularly needed i
in sheet thickness where minor variations could appreciably affect the
heat shield weight. As an overall result of this process improvement
study, we expect to achieve sheet produced to tighter specifications
with more reproducible properties than that currently available.
Another objective of this sheet processing program involves process
scale-up to achieve larger sheet sizes and greater production capacity.
Current size capabilities for TD-NiCr sheet are about 18 x 36 inches in
thicknesses of 0.020 inches or more. However, some heat shield designs
require larger panel sizes and thinner gauges. So the processing methods
1970033660-168
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• will be scaled-up to produce sheet sizes up to 2_ x 60 inches in thicknesses
:. as thin as 0.0].0 inches. Also, foil rolling procedures will be developed
to produce six-inch wide foil in thicknesses of 0.009 to 0.010 inches.
i, This foil could be used to produce honeycomb-type panels for heat shields.
In addition to the scale-up in sheet sizes, Fansteel is increasing
_{ its powder production capabilities to meet potenti_l Space Shuttle require-
,, ments. Low powder production rates have limited sheet production capacity
• to about i0,000pounds per year. But the additionalpo_der-making
,•." facilitieswill result in sheet production capacity of at least 2_,000
_-.... pounds per year, which shoul_ be adequate for Space Sh_,2.tleuse.
}[:.-.,. Sheet resulting from th__ process development program will be supplied
• ¢...:2 to other NASA Centers and contractors for use in Space Shuttle-related
•X ,_ "f,
_::v...'.._ programs. This should afford more direct comparison of test results on
'" _''_'_ sheet of reproducible and "pedigreed" quality. This direct comparison
"_ ',_:_ is imperative for a material with properties that are so highly dependent
_,::.',,';_ on the sheet processing methods used.
." 'I Panel Fe;oricationProcesses _
, <" •,%
•;,.,t_"<:'_' Several airframe manufacturers have conducted initial panel fabri-
..4:.£,'" cation studies to investigate forming and joining processes applicable
• ,._._,:;',._:.( to making various heat shield configurations from TD-NiCr sheet. Exempies
•"L;;_',{L_; of the results of these studies are shown in figure _. The 18 x 18-inch
panel on the left side of figure h was produced by General •Dynamics-Convair,
..%..,.,,,,,_ and the 12 x 18-inch panel on the right side was produced by McDonnell- ,_
J*.;_'J_:| Douglas. These test panels were produced from cold-formed TD-NiCr sheet.
'..-.E?-,
•q;i_'_i,%_ Joining processes used for panel assembly included spot-welding,brazing, ._
'_"_c.4 and riveting. These panels illustratethat forming and joining of TD-NiCr
<_::_..:.'_ are certainl_feasibleprocesses. However, these panels were fabricated
,j._{:-..._ through basically trial-and-errortechniques. The fabricationprocedures
_,_'3,_-_I have not been optimizednor are they necessarilyapplicableto other panel
":..j_'_ configurations. Thus, there is a need for further developmentof the
_.._'_:_._[,_-_'q panel fabricationprocesses.
-"'¢_._ Forming of TD-NICr _heet into various configurationsis not too
•:_.,..-._ difficultbecause this material has moderate ductility at low temperatures o.
_ .. (e.g.,i0 to 19 pe.rcenttensile elongation at room temperatures). This
ductilitylevel is similar to that found in many superalloyscurrently
in aircraft use. On this basis, most of the cold-formingope_.ationsused :_
for superallcysheet structures shouldbe applicable-_oTD-NiCr. However, _°
the forming criteria and limitationshave not been fully establishedfor
this material. For example, the minimum allowable forming radius and _.o_
,"_. ,_t
?
4
', I ,_L
, F
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il. the maximum allowable strain need to be determil ++d. The effects of forming
"'i strains are particularly important since over-straining could appreciably
: change the microstructure and the resultant properties. Also, changes xn
the sheet processing methods can affect the subsequent fonnability, So
it is imperative that forming operations be closely coupled with the sheet
processing methods being developed to better define the inter-relations
of these processes. Forming studies such as those described will be
• evaluated in a contracted program that we plan to initiate later this
;.. year.
": Joining of TD-NiCr sheet presents more difficult problems than form-
• : .... ' ing. Conventional fusion welding processes are unacceptable for this use
• .,p.
- "" :- !. because the ThO_ particles vaporize in the molten weld zone. :.iso, the
• . +¢ controlled microstructure is altered by fusion welding. This results in
,_ ... -... _... very weak welds. For this reason, most joints made to date have utilized
• .::'_-_ either mechanical fasteners or brazes. These joining methods have worked
..-._ •-•"__ reasonably well, but the joints are relatively weak. For example_ brazed
--- :-..:; _;+; joints exhibit only about _0 percent of the tensile strength of TD-NiCr at
• ": ' _'_J elevated temoeratures. This low strength requires that considerable over-
-%- :.'.}+ lapping material be used in the joint region to achieve the full load-
++:-.->-_._ carrying capability of the alloy. Thus, better joining methods are desired
- .r..-.•._. to improve the strength of joints and reduce weight of the panels.
...... +' u'+ The most promising methods for this purpose appear to be the newer
..-..+.._;-,+....!_ solid state welding methods. These proeesses involve contact of the mating
_"----V_ surfaces under high pressures and temperatures to produce solid state diffu-
_.=4:,_._.__,._:-? il sion across the interface. Welding temperatures used are in the range of loo0 Oi...-=,._..,._ to 2_O0°F which is belo%:the melting point of the alloys. An example of the
....._ +_:"'t!l type of joint that results is shown in figure 5, _is joint was produced
?-,;'._--:_::.-_-_ in an in-house Lewis program using a high temperature, gas-pressurized
" "+_:•"_-":"_ autoclave. The welding process is termed "hot isostatic pressure welding."
-/. "-!L-'-,.,':)
•?;,.:;'_:-.-',:., As shown in the microstructure, the interface of the mat<ug surfaces has
_:--_/.:%.-.-,:-:_ been completel_, eliminated by diffusion, and the jeint l_6ion is indis-
"- -',+'._?-+-("%+::?'++_ t.inguishable from the base material. Tests of this type of joint at htK)Or
+&:7.+:.:_J:;:+,+.:_ have +ndic_ted that the tensile strength of this joint is as good as those
,,>_.-:...::+,.-. of the b_se material.
_.;f_.:t::_:.._J Thus, so-id state welding processes offer considerable promise for
'2_>._,._;_ joining TD-NiCr sheet. But the particular process used to produce the simple
•+.:.,+,,.', .?.+.++.+f'I
-,.--'.:,'_;.+ butt-joint shown in figure 9 would be difficult to apply to more complex
" ." joint regions expected in heat shields. So further work is needed to develop
,.._
other solid state welding processes that will be applicable to more complexV
-'. panel configurations. This we plan to pursue through another contracted
I+. program la_er this year..
• _+
• ..,,.. :.,...,.-,-.:_!
:'7';:_.,','._' _ _,_:,_• k'." "-:--+".P"_
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{. Design Allowable Properties
After the sheet fabrication process for TD-NiCr has been optimized and
a standard product results, a contracted program will be started to determine
the design-allo_lable properties of this sheet. Property measurements to be
included in this study are tensile strength, creep strength, modulus of
elasticity, thermal fatigue resistance, emissivity, thermal expansivity,
and oxidation resistance. Most of these properties will be measured as a
_-. function of sheet orientation since TD-NiCr can have anistropic properties
":-.,;]...i!ili_:ii_:,.:_ as a result of the rolling techniques used.
Also, the effects of simulated re-entry conditions on the properties /
' " "__) will have to be determined. These conditions could have appreciable effects
=." _'_:_>_[ on the allowable strengths of materials. For example, USAF-sponsored studies
-;..... at McDonnell-Douglas and at Solar Aircraft have indicated that exposure to
•'_'"_._:->.-__:L' high temperatures and low pressures can result in a decrease in room tempera-
"_:,?._%' ture tensile strength of about 20 percent. So the combined effects of stress_
:: ._._-_ temperature_ and air pressure will have to be thoroughly evaluated for this
....". .:_i-_ material,
":""_"' In lieu of the optimized sheet, we have been using currently-available
-- _.... TD-NiCr sheet to get a preliminary "feel" for the two properties that are of
. .:_..,:!_ most concern to us. These are the high temperature ductility and the oxida-
• ,,-c:,,_ tion resistance.
,.[:T:'•;?_:ii High Temperature Ductility: The ductility of TD-NiCr is somewhat unique for
::-:.>;i4'!_!
•.,:j. ,,;:_.._ metallic systems since it continually decreases with increasing temperature, -".
• ---;. -, -'-t_ 5"
,.;4_- _,_o,= as sho_.a%in figure 6. Most other metals (such as the nickel alloy HS25 and
._!'L[(L:_-_ the columbium alloy D-43 in figure 6) go through a ductility minimum at
:._.-_:_%.7_,'..-_ intermediate temperatures, but they usually have higher ductility at their
• _'.,.__',,,.'_ operating temperatures. In the case of currently-available TD-NiCr, the '_
-;,.,_.:, _-_.: tensile elongation values at the desired operating temperatures are about
...." "'"_"_"-i one to two percent. This low ductility could limit the material's resis-
t] tanceto low-cycle fatigue.
.::':'::_":_ Since adequate high temperature fatigue data were not available for °'
"_'"°::':':-_;_i<:_J-(_:_:_>_TD-NiCr_ flexural fatigue tests are being conducted in an in-house Lewis /I_
°:1;2,.'_:_ program. These tests involve cyclic (tension/compression) loading of sheet
,: ::'-.:<_-=_,._ foz.._ed into a semi-circle. The test configuration is shown schematically _!
in figure 7 along with the initial results of the tests. Resistively- !
:, heated strips of TD-NiCr are fixed at one end, and push-pull loading is ._.
applied to the other end to simulate panel buckling loads. These tests _,
_, are being run in air at 2_O0°F at a cyclic frequency of 0.05 hertz. ,_
._::._!.- •
a li;
. cg-.'._.)
_._:;: 165
_: -,,:.:.-
i_: ' .I.
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" The initial results for TD-NiCr correlate well with fatigue-life
.. predictions based on creep and tensile-ductility measurements. In fact,
the results indicate that the mode of failure in these tests is cyclic
creep-rupture from the additive effects of the tensile component of the
cyclic stresses applied. Although the allowable strain range for this
material is relatively low (as shm_ in figure 7), these value[ appear to be
tolerable for most heat shield panel designs. However, higher levels of
allowable strain are desirable to allow more flexibility in panel design. This
appears to be achievable in dispersion-strengthened alloys through increases
in high temperature ductility. For example, figure 7 shows that the allowa-
• •: ble strain range for TD-Ni (Ni-2ThO^) is nearly double that of TD-NiCr. This
'.-:"_:.. difference is largely due to the differences in high temperature ductility
•,.f•'. I of the two alloys (e.g., 2000°F tensile elongation values of about seven
.... " ' percent for TD-Ni and two percent for TD-NiCr). Thus, improvements in the
" . high temperature ductility of TD-NiCr are desired. This is being pursued
: _ " "?'i in both the sheet processing studies (described previously) and the alloy
I :•_ ....._ optimization studies (to be described later). Our goal for these studies
• L'-::....:'_ is five percent tensile elongation at 2000°F.
•
1 !:. .,::"if_ Oxidation Resistance: In regard to the oxidation resistance of TD-NiCr,
-_:':-,.-'::_<_ the picture is not quite as clear as that of ductility. Re-entry conditions
: (:..;;:'_ impose three major parameters which affect the oxidation of TD-NiCr, These
. -._: _
"::."--"::_'_ parameters are high temperature, high-velocity air flm:, and low oxygen...... _ ressur . _h combin d effects of high temperature and air f n TD-NiCr '
•-_;:t-.:.::_::,_ have been examined in burner-rig tests for jet engine applications. How-
".'":%:'......_':"'>_ ever, the additional effects of low pressure oxygen have not received much
_.:':"':=:'_;-_-:-ii":_::/[:_'_attention, and this effect can pose a special problem for this alloy. The
'q_'";_,._._:L:.._ oxidation resistance of TD-NiCr is associated with the chromium addition '
..":-.J-°_ 4 which forms a protective Cr20_ surface layer when heated in air. But low
'..:Li_._-:_.:..._- pressure-high velocity condlt_ons can cause vaporization losses and partial
::-"_"::.:"':,,- depletion of the chromium. This can lead to the formation of less-protective
surface layers.
_.r._O_:.:.;'_'_._..f_]:.... The severity of this effect is currently our prime concern with TD-NiCr
;,i:(_';"_S..}:_._;, because this will probably determine the upper use-temperature of the alloy.
,-,._:_':.:_'iA', Therefore, oxidation tests are now being vigorously pursued in arc-jet tunnels.
_7__.'._"/_.::.'_-k_-]
A.::..:.._.:._:¢_ Because of the complexities of this type of testing, programs have recently .,
:.:::,....,..%.'-..,:,_ been started at both the Langley and Ames Research Centers. The initial
:/._.(_._:_.;j:'2_ tests in these studies are limited to use of small TD-NiCr specimens (0.5 :
•:;":._,._'_-'?: to 1-inch diameter disks) because of test equipment limitations. These tests
involve an airstream velocity of about Math 5, a stagnation point pressureo
• :'"': of about 15 Tort, and a 90 orientation of the specimen (in relation to the "_
air stream). The specimen is heated by the arc-jet air stream, and cyclic
testing is used with 30 minutes hold at the test temperature for each c_le. _
I
An early test was run at 1800°F for 50 cycles, and the specimen showed "i
"" ",':5',-:?'- "j:'.
-_""_V2"'_:_'._"' !88
'','._,-.:-" . )_ I
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" 57- little effect of the test conditions. So other tests have been run at
.:,: 2200°F to evaluate the upper-end of the use-range for this material. The
': initial results from tests at this temperature are plotted in figure 8.
For comparison, static test results obtained at Lewis in a vacuum furnace
are also shown on this plot.
These results indicate the following:
:" 1. Comparison of the static and dynamic test results confirm that the
_,_. combined effects of low pressure and high velocity appreciabl_.
• ', •_ increase the amount of surface loss from TD-NiCr at this temperature.
:.... _.-_..-. Thus, simple vacuum furnace tests are not adequate to determine
_"-_-'...".._!_. the true oxidizing effects of re-entry,
"-- ° ",' _'A-'J
;- .'-..:< -:. 2. Comparison of the two sets of dynamic test results indicate
' : "_{_;" relatively good correlation considering the differences in test
• ..•:.:.•.__:<< conditions (e.g., enthalpy, material lot, specimen size and thick-
:"--.:•.,.x.:_ hess, etc.). The amount of surface recession (i.9 to 2 mils in
.: . 29 hours at 2200°F) might be considered a tolerable level for
" Space Shuttle use. But pose-test metallographic examination of the
-;:.,:-...
•. specimens indicates the formation of considerable amounts of
internal porosity. Since this porosity would probably cause a
-. _._, substantial decrease in material strength, the material would be
>;']:._!o•_'_;:-' considered marginal for use under these severe test conditions.
Much more of this type of dynamic testing is needed to determine the true
oxidation resistance of this material under re-entry conditions and to
establish the upper limit on its usable temperature range. This must
include a study of the effects of test variables. For example, the
initial tests _;ere run at enthalpy values of about 1000 to 3000 Btu/lb.
which are considerably less than the values expected for Space Shuttle
heat shields (i.e., greater than lO,000 Btu/lb. ). Theoretical analysis
of this effect by Langley personnel indicates that the materlal's lifetime
is proportional to the square of the enthalpy. If this correlation is
correct, these arc-jet tunnel tests are much more severe than re-entry
conditions. Therefore, better re-entry simulation tests must be devised
before the full.capabilities of TD-NiCr can be determined.
BACK-UP DEVELOPME_ PROGRAM
-.:".<_ Alloy Optimization
In parallel with the 'development and evaluation of TD-NiCr, our back-
up development program includes evaluation of the effects of alloy com-
" i "' positional changes. This work is being done througi_ in-house studies at
i!_ Lewis and the Fansteel sheet-process development program, plus some other
&•,:',':j',"k.'J_'<,_•_
, ..: ,J.._.....: ,_
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,'. augmenting contracted studies. This work is primarily directed toward
:_, improving the oxidation resistance, but some of the effort _Iili also seek
improvements in high temperature ductility. Various combinations of alloy-
ing additions will be evaluated to determine if they have beneficial effects
on these properties.
The feasibility of this alloying approach to improve oxidation resistance
!,. was demonstrated in recent tests on a Ni-Cr-Th0_ alloy modified with
aluminum and yttrium additions. These elements-are known to have beneficial
_i effects on the oxidation resistance of nickel and iron-base alloys. The
• )<_ improved behavior is thought to be due to the formation of an AI^0_ surface
•-"_:"- -_"_,' layer which is more protective than the Cr_0_ layer formed on TD_N_Cr.
A specimen of a dispersion-strengthened Ni-C_-A1-Y alloy (produced by
c "4-. ._
:;-_ Fansteel for the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Co.) was tested in an arc-
• " •, -'_ jet tunnel at the Ames Research Center. Test conditions _ere similar to
-' _":'_ those used for the TD-NiCr tests described earlier, After forty _0-minute
•_. "-':.,c'_/_! cycles to 2200°F, the specimen exhibited no significant surface recession
..- :-.::-_-.._j nor internal porosity. Thus, this initial test indicates that this alloy
• /:%:" _i has much better oxidation resistance than TD-NiCr.
• ... . V'_•,.'.
-, -.:,_,,. _..: However, this modified alloy does not represent the full solution to
• °- . -, x_.
. .:._., -,\.._ the oxidation problem with TD-NiCr. Tests on the initial samples of this
• .-.:!.o.•:_._ alloy indicate that the alloy additions also reduce the low temperature
.:,:;-__::,.._ ductility of the alloy to a level which makes sheet forming operations
• "':; :-:':";•': extremely difficult. /klso, the formation of an Al^O_ surface layer reduces
"- ;":_'_ .... ':,;.,1 the emissivity of the sheet. Thu% more extensive s_udy of alloying
....:,V_:_,7,._ additions (and processing methods) is needed to achieve the proper balance
Z.:,_,,_._...__ in desired propertfcs.
_:""_-_-_:u::.__ Alternate Sheet Manufacturing Process
"_-_';;'"_-..-,.,..._.:_:"'"'_'_ ., Another part of our back-up program involves development of alternate
-_,..:-,.-.:,_ supply sources and manufacturing processes for NI-Cr-ThD^ sheet. For this
,._._.:,-_,:_, ,_._ purpose, we recently awarded a contract to Sherritt-Gordon Mines, Ltd. for
-_:-_',-'..-',_._,_W_ :_'i
• _._-_._,_ _:,.._ development of a much different sheet manufacturing process. This process
i_.:._.-_.::.!__.._: will involve the diffusion of chromium into wrought Ni-2Th02 sheet which
.-:,:.._-_,?__. -, is currently available in production quantities, The process has been
-.,v:,._,_., successfully demonstrated for small, laboratory-scale specimens, but
"" ":....."'-" scale-up of the process is needed to produce large sheets, The current
program will involve process development to produce sheet sizes of at
least 2_ x 48 inches in the thicknesses of 0.010 to 0.030 inches.
The differences in the mlcrostructures of the Ni-Cr-Th09 sheet pro-
duced by either Fansteel' s powder blending process or SherriEt-Gordon' sI
,. °_°,° . ....•
:_:;_•:..._q :_._ _.'
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_.. chromium-diffusion process are illusbrated in figure 9. The TD-NiCr
specimen contains more elongated grains which result in higher strength .
than the more equiaxed structure of the experimental material. However, the
experimental product is much "cleaner" which results in better ductility
and possibly better resistance to porosity formation under oxidizing con-
ditions. _ne dark spots in the TD-NiCr sheet are Cr_O_ particles which are
/i formed during the powder processing steps and are dirflcult to eliminate
.. during subsequent processing. These oxides do not form in the alternate '.
-,,..
, processing method since chromium is not introduced until the material is
"#,,.. in a wrought-sheet form. Thus, this alternate process offers potential
"_".L for possibly achieving better properties, if the p_eess can be fully
developed for large-size sheet.
;!.;.[i_. (Note: We want to acknowledge the cooperation and support of the Canadian
_"_"" government, through the Defense Research Board and the Canadian Commercial
Corporation in the award of Contract NAS5-14313 with Sherritt-Gordon.)
".T.y; _.
•._. CONCLUSIONS
'_,_ In conclusion, I have tried to show that dispersion-strengthened alloys_
_ such as TD-NiCr_ offer great potential f6r use in re-entry heat shields
;_._._ at temperatures in the range of about 1800° to 2200°F. However, these
_,._ materials are relatively new and thus have their share of problems which
_ _ust be resolved before their potential can be fulfilled.
_._'_ Improvements are needed in the processing of TD-NiCr sheet and the fabri-
_'_:,_ cation of heat shield panels, but these seem to be achievable in a relatively
_ii!i straight-forward manner. And we expect that these needed advancements will
,_5_'_)_. result from the various technology programs now being started.
.....,' Tae most crucial problem area for this material appears to be its ..
:i[_,_! oxidation resistance. TD-NICr is probably acceptable for initial flight-
use_ but better simulation testing is needed before we can establish its -
•_A_._, upper use-temperature for eventual use in 100 flights or more..
_"_.:_;' In short, TD-NiCr offers both great potential and some problems' But ,
-_.:_,.,•,_ I personally feel that the problems associated with this material are much ,
....._"_' eas__r to solve than the problems associated with any other material con- _J
:_.i" sidered for use in Space Shuttle thermal protection systems at temperatures :_above 1800°F.
_t
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Figure .5
SOLID STATE WELD IN Ni-Cr-ThOz SHEET
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REFRACTORyM_AL HEAT SIIIELD TECI_TOL(_): FOR SPACE SIILPlR%E
Bland A. Stein, Donald R. Rummier, and L. Robert Jackson
NASALangley Research Center
Hampton, Virginia
SUmmARY ",._
In developing he_: -_hields for thermal protection systems of space shuttlej the most important r:
factor to be considered is rciiability. A h_,ghprobability that flight weight shields will su._vivethe
I. complex environment for iO0 flights with minimum refurbisl_nentis the goal of the NASA technology
:_ development effort. This paper first briefly reviews the status of coated refractory metals for heat "-"
!: shields, The importantenvironmental factors which these shields must survive are listed, Specific
' heat shield configurationswhich have bn.enproposed are reviewed and some of the configuration restraints '_
c, t_"
_.. which are important for coated refractory metals are discussed. A new heat shield configuration is
}j proposed to satisfy these rcstra_ntSo Finally_ NASA contractual and in-house studies pert_ining to
"l'_ coated refractory me_al heat shield technology are llstc-.,
o%
M
,fJ/,
:°i 0.
.. _ 4_k_r_nlq_t_m!_'_ "
j.._ It is generally recognizelthat thermal protection systems (TPS)_ eo_isting of heat shields_ shield ,_
?.::_ supports aa_dthermal insulationto protect the primary structure,are among those systems which require
:,_J technolo_p]developmentto perform the shuttle mission. The most importantfactor to be developed for o ,J
il_ flight weight metallic heat shields of these thermal protection systems is reliabil,_.ty._hore must be a , jhigh probabilitythat the shields will survive the operational environment i_oriO0 flights with min._,mum
)_ reful.bisltment.Two other import,,_tgoals in the development of these syste_ are minimum weight and cost,
_.,_
:,:._! This paper reviews the status of coated refractory metals fo_,heat shields and the envirorment the
_"_J he_t shields must survive. Refractorymetal heat shield configurationswhich have been prol_Jsedare : :
O•
described along with configurationalrestraintswhich are important for refractorymetal construction. -_ ,
A new heat shield concept is proposed to satisfy these restraints. Fina}ly, a brief review of NASA 4
• ,,e
/// contractualand in-house _tudies per?v.inir_to coated refractory metal heat shields I.sgiven, These
studies and others to come in the future make up the Ni_A technology develol,mentp',_gramin th._.serea. ' _" "._
:i_! The Durpose of these studies is to advance the state-of-the-art in refractory mr,tal heat _hield thermal ._"
protection _ystems to the polnt ,:..h_r__ reliable system is ready for the shuttle applicatien, j
x
.i _'t 1';6 -"
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APPLICATION OF TPS MATERIALS
Ma'0erial usage currently anticipated for the shuttle orbiter thermal protection system is shown.
For the maximum use temperatures listed_ titanium alloys and nickel- or cohal%,-hase superalloys may cover
from 69 to 90 percent of the orbiter sttrface, depending on vehicle confiz_ration and reentry trajectory.
Tech, ologLy for titanium and superalloys appears to be pretty well in hand with only de,.onstration of full-
size heat shields and validation of weight and cost predictions remainin_ prior to shuttle application.
t' All the other materials l_sted here 8re candidates for the hotter portions of the orbiter surface.
b Tec|molozy for dlspersior_-stabilized alloys such as TD-_iCr, compacted ceramic fibers, carbon/carbon ,_/o
{_. composites, and ablators has been covered in other papers in this conference.
• t This paper covers technology for coated columbium and tantalum alloys; these refractory metals are
I•
:"I prime candidates for heat shields operating at temperattLres from 2200 ° F to about 2800 ° F. The latter
¢<
_•'_ temperature appears to be the upper limit for use of current oxidation resistant coatin6a in the shuttle
_, application. Columbium and tantal_m alloys are currently envisioned for 5 to i0 percent of the orbiter
I?,', surface. Howeverj it is important to realize that, should dispersion-stabilized alloys like TD-NiCr
'! not be available in time, coated columbium alloys will be prime candidates for up to 25 percent of the' thenpal protection system. Thus, a large effort in coa_ed col_mbium alloy teclmolo&y has b_.%un this year,
_i! as indicated subsequently.
s., -1 _
APPROX_LATEMAXIMUM APPROXIMATEORBITERAREA
MATERIAL USETEMPERATURE. BELOWMAXIMUMUSETEMP.,
OF Percent __ !/
Titanium 800 25-50 [i
! Su_mlloys 1800 65..90 !,
TD-NiCr 2200 85-95 f "
CratedColumbium 2400 90-98 l 'COml_ctedCeramicFibers 2400(future3000) 90-98 "
CmledTanblum 2800 [arbon/CarbonComposites 2600(future>30001 95-100 :
Abbtors,Dlborldes >3000 2
.% •
(,,
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:_[k:. CURRENT CAPABILITIES OF COATED REFRACTORY METAL_
Developmentofhi£h stren_h columbiumand tantalumalloysand oxidationresistantcoatingsfor them
_,_.. has been inprogressforthe past,decade,underDepa1%mentof Defenseand NASAsponsorship.Thesestudies
.. • haveprovideda majorimprovementin coatingtechnology_the fuseds_urry_ilicidecoatingsfor eolumbium
_-- alloyswhich,in ouropinion_are readyfor scaleupto full-sizeheatshields.
"_/-: Thisslideindicatesthe currentstatusof the coatedrefractorymetalspresentlyconsideredfor
_-_(,__ ,." ',
_ _ heat shields.For eolumbiumthe maximumuse temperature_or the shuttleheatshieldapplicationis about
._i_¢ 2bOO"F; thislimitationisdue primarilyto creeplimitsin currentalloys. Basedon staticair
environmental tests of small £abricated specimens, a 60 to i00 flight capability is possible for sillcide , I
coated Cb 752 alloy. However, this potential remains to be proven for full-size heat shields in hiEh-speed o
airflowenvironments.Anotheradvantageof the fusedslurrysilieidecoatingsis.thatdefectedspecimen
testsindicatethe potentialreusabilityof thesecoatedalloys,evenwith smallfailuresites,for :i
severalflightswithno massiveheat shielddamage. AEain,thlsremainsto be provenin simulatedshuttle ,_
environment tests, o
Fo_ tantalum, on the other hand, although alloys have been developed with acceptable strengths above
2800" F, no acceptable coatings are available for reliable reuse at the temperatures of interest. _
CO(.UMBIUM/_LLOYS I" !
1. Nominalusetemperaturelimitedto,--2400• F bycreepstrengthofalloys _,_.
_. 60-100fli9htcapabilitypossiblefor silicide-coetedCb-752 I. j
_. Defectedcoatingspossiblyusablefor severalflights J ".
T,a,NTALUMALLOYS _,
1. Alloysamilablewithacceplablestrengthto>2800• F ..
2. Noa_bble coatingsa_i_ble for _lhble flight use
• . ,,
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"', NR(_ENTAL FACTORS FOR COATED REFRACTORY METAL THER4AL PROTECTION SYSTN
The environmental factors which may affect the design of a thermal protection system for space
shuttle are listed. For each phase of the orbiter mission several factors and the possible modes of
damage for the thermal protection system _re given. An overall assessment shows that physical coating
damage by erosion and impact can come during launch, orbit, landing and ground operations while chemical
ds_age to c_tings is most likely during a_cent and reentry; general corrosion may be a problem for many
materials in ground operations. Noise and vibration damage to heat shields and insulation is _csslble
during launch_ ascent_ reentry, and landing. The reentry subjects the system to maximum temperature
with some pressure loading so that oxidation, creep damage and panel buckling bec_e possible during
!:/' "_!__il}::;'i':_7_ that mission phase but maximum pressure ioadings on heat shields will occur during either the ascent
phase when the heat shield is at a moderately elevated temperature or during the subsonic cruise phase,
depending on venting details in the shuttle vehicle. In general, the design, fabrication and testing of
•-<_I.=':',':L thermal protection systems to demonstrate developed technology must consider all of these environmental ,:
•:"_._._)'. effects. The tests should be rut,to simulate the i00 flight operational life span projected for shuttle.
• ::'_:_" Complex tests of this type are no_ possible at this time. Tests which can be run are expensive for full--
size hardware and still cannot include all important test parameters simultaneously. Consequently,
extreme care must be taken in planning test programs which will verify thermal protectio_ system
technology. ._
MissionPhase EnvironmentalF ctors P_,:;ibleTPSDamageMode _
I:Launch Rain,hailor debris C_atingerosion i_
Noise S_pportandfastenerfatigue J_
Vibration , Panelflutter /t ..
Ascent Vibration ' FJutter iNoise Sonicfatigue
Surfaceheating ' Pest"failure
Max.dynamicpressure Stl!icstrength
7 Orbit Vacuum i_-lulaUonegraet_n"
i! Micrometeeroidimpact C_tlngermionor pitting'_ii_-- Solarradiation _, Hkjhinternalheatloads
Reentry _x. surfacetmpa_ture \_ Cumuiativecreep_m_je
• Surfacepressure *' Panelbudding
_ _ Aerodynamicnoise eaUngoxklzti n"
<_'_:_,-',:Ci Insulationdsgrad_tion
....-,:-'_..... Themalktkjue
c:-_._,_;,_ Cruiseand Pressuredifferential ,,IStati_strength '
_v!_-:_/_._ landing I_in, hailor groundebris )i C_tlngerosionorpitting-_._.-:.:__---_
:,,r::);:.;,,:,, " I_iseendVllx_tion (_SuplbrtOrf_mnorfatigue
:i_i_.;_,'_;_}_t Ground'o_lrations _rbble Imp. andhumidityL, *1Insplatlohd_nMation•
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"' CONFIGURATIOH RESTPAIHTS FOR COATED P0_RACTOR_ ME_AL TPS D£SIGN
'.. , Even with the assumption that current technology can provide a unlformly distributed co,tint of
adequate _hickness on a columblum su'ostratejirmufTicient attention to heat shield design details will
still lead to premature coating failures, Nine config_ratlon rest_alnts are listed which should be
taken into account in any coated refTactoz_jmetal TPS design. Edge and corner radii should be maxi_zed
for good coating performance and minimum coating handlin_ damage. AdeqL_te radii sy be a problem with
-_ ./,_ both the simple corrugation and the beaded panel (see previous slide). Elimlnatlon of laying surfaces
; prior to coating appears impossible with both the honeycomb and the double belliedpanel. Coa_ed sliding
. .- . ...
surfaces supposing airloads are undesirable as well as coated supports which must withstand appreciable
:_?._,::_..,.:".-_;.-.,..i strains during each heating cycle; thus the suppo_ systl sh_ _ the previous slide appear to be
.:"_;.'-'.',J"::" ." undesirable for coated refracto_ metal construction.
Cozifiguration restraints which preclude coating of all panel surfaces are a problem primarily for a
brazed honeycomb sandwich, The high surface area to volume ratio of the thin ga£e uncoated honeycomb
core makes this panel type er_remely vulnerable to oxidation aider any exten_l panel 4s_age. Regions
in fastener areas may also present hidden surfaces and_ in general_ the use of' coated refTactory metal
";= _asteners is undesirable and should be minimized, All coated surfaces should be visible prior to
installation because_ in our opinion_ co_letely acceptable nondestructive evalhation procedures for
coated panels with interior coated surfaces are unavailable at this time. The double beaded p_nel
ecr_truction suffers on this point. In fa_ RDE for rece_ifleatlon of any panel eenflgu_atlon in place
on a structure is in its infancy.
The avoidance of braze/coa_ing contact is an important factOr in coating protectiveness fox- the braze
and coatin_ systems currently under consideration. This problem is moet significant for the honeyco_
sandwich but brazing may also be required for the double beaded panel if other fabrication methods are
unsatisfactory for full-size shields. The final item here is avoidance of contact of the coated heat
shield or its support with incompatible materials which could cause possible chemical or e_tectic
reactions. Material eonpatibility is a general problem for any heat shield design,
• • , . " -.. -. , " ,- ; ,. --1--. -
• . .,,. . .--. ,.. .,.+ . .... • .
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. Consideration of these configuration restraints noted in the preceding slide for existing designs
has led to new ideas for coated re£ractor¥ metal heat shields. _n example of one such concept is shown.
It must be pointed out"that as of this date the _-f_. square heat ,'hieldshown here is a concept only; it
_• has not been fully analyzed and has not been fabricated.
"_ The aerodynamic surface of the heat shield is shown at the upper left and the internal details are
!LI;,' shown on the upper right. These details are not %o scale| they are highlighted so that the concept may ._"
'" " be more easily understood, A wall section of a complete TPS using this heat shield is shown at the l_/er
-_'s..,. left and a detail of the external attachment is shown at the lower right. The aerodynamic outer surface -.
of the shields is relatively smooth. Thermal b_ing is minimized by the use of shallOW depth integral
stiffenerswhich are radially oriented beams supporting the pressure differed|iceloading on the shield, i
Overall bowing of the panel is prevented by the use of multiple supports. Differential expansion between %
shield and primary str_cture is accommodated by the flexible superalloy support clips which are oriented
to support drag shear in any direction while imposing little restraint to thermal expansion. The shields
are attached to the structurefrom the outside by superalloy screws. The access hole to the screw is -
plugged with a coated refractory metal cup filled with insulation. The connections to the superalloy _
clips are made at the 1900° F isotherm. This concept utilizes overlapping segmented edge seals. , : .
Each design constraint (previous slide) is considered in this concept. Generous e_e and corner • ,_
radii are used in all refractorymetal members. No faming surfaces exist before coating application and _
no load-carT_ing coated sliding surfaces are used. Coating strains have been mini_'zed. All surfaces x_
all coasted surfaces are visible prior to installation. No coated fasteners are required _are coated and
and no brazing is used. The only contact with possible incompatible materials is in the external
attachment plug which could be readily replaced and at the 15(X)° F connection to the superallo¥ supports. ! _.
Further design, %hermostructural analysie, fabrication, and realistic testing of this coated refractory "__. -
metal heat shield concept is necessary to evaluate its performance. _
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-. COATED REFRACTORY METAL TECI_OLOGY RESPONSIBILITIES
: A list of technology areas and responsible centers for the coated refractory metal technology
programs Is shown. Coating development and scaleup programs are under Lewis Research Center. Design,
fabrication and evaluation studies on full-size thermal protection system panels are the prime responsi-
bility of the Langley Research Center with the Ames Research Center taking a significant role in the
evaluation phase. Development of nondestructive evaluation and defect-repair processes are the
responsibility of the Marshall Space Flight Center.
"' ' It should be noted that, although these centers have prime responsibility for the areas listed,
•,," "" ",'" other NASA centers will contribute their efforts where specific expertise exists. To develop this
technology, both contractual and in-house studies have begun as listed in the following slides.
(,;:'-.::!..,::
' TECHNOLOGYAREA RESPONSIBLEC NTER
CoatingsDevelopmentandProcess_mleup " LeRC
Design,-FabrMation,and,E_elOationof Full-Size, LaRC(ARC)
,IntegratedTPSPanels , '
Develol_ento¢NDTandDefect-.ReMirProcess_ MSFC
i
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;_" . < "; COATED REFRACTORYMETAL TPS TECHNOLOGY PROGR_4S
_ _ .... Contractual Programs
'% o :
' "_ This slide l_sts the NASA contractual programs in coated refractory metals for FZ 70 and FY 71. C__,
All studies listed here have either recently been initiated or will begin in the very near future and
L • . no comprehensive technical results will be available for several months yet. It is expected that these
--._,' effo_s will need to be supplemented as design criteria become more specific and as additional problem " ',
'," - , areas ere identified by the existing studies.
• ,•:.,%'[ .: ,:
; _: Most of these studies involve columblum alloys because of the availability of at least one coating/
substrate system which appears ready for scaleup to full-size components. This is the purpose of the
Langley Research Center coated eolumbium study listed first. A refurbishment cost study also undertaken D ':
by Langley will include coated refractory metal shields. Under Lewis Research Center support, materials
scaleup and the optimization of existing columbium systems is under way and contracts _o develop an _!
improved tantalum alloy coating will begin soon. As noted previously, tantalum heat shield technology
awaits the development of such a coating, Marshall Space Flight Center has four contractual programs, _';_
all for coated columbium alloys. These include evaluations of commercially available coatings and -
coating emittanee to establish design properties and studies of field repair methods and defect tolerance ¢_
and crack'propagatlonbehavior. _ -
I
TITLE RESPONSIBLECENTER
CratedColumbium-AIIoyHeatShieldsfor LaRC _,_
SpaceShuttleApplication
RefurbishmentCostStudyofa Spare LaRC i _
ShuttleVehicle !SScaleupand0_,imizationof FusedSlurry LeRC
- !.j
SilicideCeatingsforQ)lumbiumAlloys
Developmentof ImprovedFusedSlurry LeRC :_:.
SilicideCoatingsforTantalumAlloys ,, :-_i
-- E_lu_tionofOxidationResistantCoatings MSFC _,;,-
forColumbiumAlloys _;-
HighTemperatureEmissivityMeesurements MSFC !°
-on CeztedColumbiumAlloys i,
Field,RepiirMethodsforC_ledColumbium " MSFC
° tDefectToleranceandCmckPreplgation .-- MSFC iiBehaviorfCo_tedColumbiumAlloys
• - (,,
., ,0
o
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// ,,,
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NASA in-house coated refractory metal studies which are either under way or will begin soon are i
listed. A_ the I_n_ley Research Center studies are under way to provide a good definition of the local i
_ thermal protection system environment for coated refractory metal shielde. Langley will evaluate the
if performance of coated columbium sheet in the best simulation of this environment which we can provide.
{_ Lewis Research Center is exploring both improvements to existing fused slurry coatings for columbium J;
and advanccd coatings for columbium alloys. At the Marshall 8pace Flight Center there is an in-house
effort to obtain and codify design properties for coated columbium alloys and there i_ in-house wc,-kto _i
!i
develop columbium alloy fabrication procedures. The final item listed is an assessment by the Mann_i i'
Spacecraft Center of the properties of refractorymetals with commercially available coatings and of }i
nondestructive evaluation procedures for these material sy_t_. !_
TITLE RESPONSIBLECENTER _
Definitionof LocalTPS Environment LaRC ,.•
Performanceof CoatedColumblumAlloy LaRC, ,]
Materials in a Simubted Shuttle ARC ,,}Environment
ExploratoryStudiesof FusedSlurry LeRC '
Coatingsfor ColumblumAlloys
ExploratoryInvestigationof Advanced LeRC
Coatingsfor ColumbiumAlloys
DesignPropertiesfor CoaledColumblumAlloys MSFC
CoiumbiumAlloy TPS Fabrk:ationStudies MSFC --
RefractoryAlloy Studies- Materizlsand MSC :_"
NDEAssessment
,j C¢IIC/JOIZO_R_lam
A revi_ of the 18asa_ pro_._,8 in ca,ted _ netaXhe_tShiela, for shuttle
application ha8 be4m presented, It £8 anticipated t_,_ these _ and. othe:._ to come in the '_
, futurerill pro_de the necessary-it_ial_'_s_t! ,d_,_1olm_t_,b_t shield d_lpu, andtb_
_q_,_. verif_cati_ z_]L_wd to dto_trate t_ applic_bilJLty of c_ted refraetoz_f _ _ " o
_ti_n,s_t_ f_ shuttle. " "' " ,,*•
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• .: NONMETALLIC REUSABLE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
_ D.H. Greenshields
,/I' MannedSpacecraft Cente_ "'
/'/ Houston, Texas ,_
':21 INTRODUCTION ";
•'.,.._,* Themosthighlydevelopedand mostthoroughlyinvestigatedreusablethermalprotection ;
._-";:, materialsfor useon the shuttleare metalswhichhavebeenalloyedand speciallytreatedto :.
•._;,_,.;,
•)_.,-_.) exhibitoxidationresistanceand highstrengthat elevatedtemperatures.However,there
•_.--_ existsnonmetallicmaterialswhichexhibitinherentchemicalstabilityand/orhighstrength :.
::-_i_ propertiesunderentryconditions,and thusare potentiallybetterchoicesfor reusableheat "_
::i:__!:!_ shieldapplication.The developmentof twosuchmaterials,refractoryoxideand carboncomposites,are beingpursuedto assurethatthepotentialadvantagesof thesematerials 'care adequatelyinvestigated. " o_
, .[
APPLICATIONOF MATERIALSTO THE SHUTTLEORBITER .:
"!
THE FIRSTCHARTSHOWSTHE AREASOF THEORBITERWIICHWILLEXPERIENCEPEAKENTRYTEM- ..
PERATURESIN FOURRANGES.THE SHADEDAREASINDICATETHE VARIATIONIN THESEAREASWHICH i-
MIGHTOCCURDEPENDINGON THE EXACTVEHICLECONFIGURATION,ENTRYATTITUDE,AND TRAJECTORY. I ;
)
ITWILLBE NOTEDTHATA LARGEAREACAN BE PROTECTEDBY STRUCTURALMETALSFOR WHICH
THESTATE-OF-THE-ARTIS WELLESTABLISHED.HOWEVER,PROTECTIONOF THE REMAININGHALFOF )_
THEAREAREQUIRESTHEUSEOFMOREADVANCEDMATERIALS,SUCHAS THOSEINDICATEDATTHETOP
OF THEFIGURE. NOTEALSOTHATTHEWEIGHT,COST,ANDDIFFICULTYOFAPPLICATIONOFTHE
METALSGENEPJ_LLYINCREASESTOWARDHIGHERTE_EILe_T_ES. THESURFACEINSULATIONCONCEPT, );
HOWEVER,,IS COHPETITIVEIN WEIGHTANDSIMPLICITYWITHTHESUPERALLOYS,ANDYET ITS TEM-
PERATUREANGEXTENDSTOTHEHIGHEST EMPERATUREFORWHICHDEVELOPEDMETALSYSTEMSARE _,.
AVAILABLE.THECARBONSYSTEMEXTENDSIN CAPABILITYTOEVENHIGHERTEHPERATURES,AGAIN
WITHOUTDIFFERENTWEIGHTOR COSTPENALTY. I"o
u"1$IIELS"_Am.LOYS_NiCr*_t;_
CARBON r:_
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"" _ NONMETALLICTPS CONCEPTS
_ THEAPPLICATIONOF REFRACTORYOXIDESBEINGDEVELOPEDIS THATOF SURFACEINSULATION
_'" SYSTEMS. INTHISCONCEPT,THE REFRACTORYOXIDEIS USEDINTHE FORMOF A FIBERINSULATION
MAT WHICHHAS BEENRIGIDIZ_DWITHA CERAMICBINDERANDCOVEREDWITHA DENSE,TOUGHSUR-
FACELAYER• THISMATERIALIS THENBONDEDTO SUBSTRATEPANNELSWHICHMAKEUP THE AEROSHELL
OF THE VEHICLE,OR BONDEDDIRECTLYTO THE LOADCARRYINGSTRUCTURE.THUS,SOMEOF THE
__,5' SIMPLICITIESOF THE FAMILIARABLATORSYSTEMSARE REALIZED•
- 'Y"2,i'"'Ci'¢_ FUSELAGE
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,L:: WEIGHTCOMPARISONOF NONMETALLICAND METALLICSYSTEMS
,' TYPICALMPTALLICAND SURFACEINSULATIONSYSTEMSHAVEBEENSIZEDFORA SHORTRANGE
SHUTTLEORBITER.THE UNITWEIGHTSOBTAINEDARE SHOWNAS A FUNCTIONOF HEATLOAD,WHICH
VARIESWITHLOCATIONON THE VEHICLE.WEIGHTSARE SHOWNBOTHFOR APPLICATIONSREQUIRING
•_. THE USEOF A SUBSTRATEPANNEL(FUSELAGE)AND THOSEFORWHICHA LOAbBEARINGSTRUCTURE
-- CAN BE USEDAS THE SUBSTRATE(WING).NOTETHATTHEWEIGHTSOF ALL THREESYSTEMSSTUDIED
_; (SUPERALLOY,COLUMBIUM,AND SURFACEINSULATION)ARE COMPARABLEFORTHE CASEWHEREA
t• SUBSTRATEMUSTBE CHARGEDTO THETPS,HOWEVER,WHEREA LOADCARRYINGSTRUCTURALSURFACE
ISAVAILABLE,A 50%WEIGHTADVANTAGEIS INDICATEDFORTHE SURFACEINSULATION.
$
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.4 SURFACE INSULATIONSYSTEMl
I
I THERE ARE SEVERAL COMBINATIONSOF FIBERSAND BINDERSWHICH CAN BE USED TO FORM Ai' SURFACE INSULATIONMATERIAl+. IN GENERAL, ALL THESE MATERIALS SHARE THE ADVANTAGES OF
I SIMPLICITY,STABILITY,AND WEIGHT-EFFECTIVENESS. HOWEVER, THEY ALSO SHARE PROBLEMS,
] i ALTHOUGH LESS BRITTLETHAN THE USUAL CERAMICS,MECHANICAL PROPERTIESCONSTRAIN THE
• SYSTEM DESIGN. THE OTHER PRIMARY PROBLEM IS THAT OF A COATINGWHICH IS SUFFICIENTLY
"+ TOUGH AND WATER RESISTANT TO SURVIVE THE TOTAL SHUTTLEIIISSIONENVIRONMENT.
• ++
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.;.,. CARBON-CARBONCOMPOSITES •
THERE ARE SEVERAL DIFFERENTTYPES OF CARBON FIBER _IHICHCAN BE USED TO MAKE THE CARBON-BONDED
CARBON COMPOSITEMATERIAL. HOWEVER, THOSE BEING PURSUED FOR SHUTTLE APPLICATIONARE USED IN '
-: A CLOTH FORM, IMPREGNATEDWITH A PHENOLIC RESIN. THIS PRE-PREG IS LAID UP IN MOLDS MUCH LIKE "_
"-'." FIBERGLAS,AND CURED, SYSTEMS DESIGNED USING THIS MATERIAL TAKE THE SAME BASIC FORM AS THOSE _tI
"+_, DESIGNED USING METALS. AFTER THE LAY-UP IS CURED,THE ARTICLE IS SUBJECTEDTO FURTHERHEATING ,.
:,.,.-:', AT TEMPERATURESABOVE 2000°F,AND THE PHENOLIC RESIN AS PYROLIZED INTO CARBON. INHIBITORS
_/_ . USED WITH THIS SYSTEM ARE USUALLYMETALS WHICH FORM CARBIDES ON HEATINGWITH THE CARBON MATRIX, _ ;
, !
_.'::-;." AND OVER-LAYSOF A REFRACTORYOXIDES. THE ADVANTAGESOF THIS SYSTEM OVER METALLICS LIE IN THE i-,
_:_" INHERENT HIGH TEMPERATURESTRENGTH OF CARBON,AND THE HIGH CHEMICAL STABILITYOF THE CARBIDES : i
AND OXIDE USED TO INHIBITOXIDATION. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT BORIDES CAN ALSO BE USED ON A
SECONDARY INHIBITORWITH CARBIDES. THE RESULTINGSYSTEMS SHARE THE HIGH TEMPERATUREATTACH- i:+i
MENT PROBLEMS WITH METALS, AND ARE NOT DUCTILE, THUS FACING DESIGN AND FABRICATIONPROBLEMS. -"
MATERIAL INHIBITINGELEMENT PHYSICALDISTRIBUTION
REINFORCEMENT BORON IN-DEPTHDIFFUSION
CARBON,GRAPHITE SILICON DISPERSEDWITHBINDER . .
CLOTHORFIBER ZIRCONIUM SURFACEOVERLAY :+
OTHERCARBIDE/_IDOXlDE COMBINAIioNOFABOVE
BINDER FORMERS
PYROLYZEDRESIN I,
I!
ADVANTAGES PROBLEMS POSSIBLEAPPROACH i'-'o_
HIGH1T_PSTABILITY INHIBITORABOVE3000"F MATERIALDEVELOPMENT +_--_.
LIGHTWEIGHT SIRUCTUR._COMPATIBILITYDESIGNDEVB.OPE_NT
H I GH STRENGTH AND _OD_IUS,' THERMAL MI 'q'_I_ATCH BE'r_EN _ATE_ | _L AND DE_ |GN I _
DIRECTIONAL |NHI B|TO_ ANO CARBON DEV_-- I-o ++"
CUMPtEXSHAPEFABRICABILITY,COST SYSTEMSTUDY I'i_ "
INSPECTABILITY INTER-I.AMINARSTRENGTH MATERIALANDDESIGN
FAILSAFECHARACTERIST CS DEVELOPMENT !_!.
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•". ._ THERMALDEGRAD;_TIONF CARBON-CARBON
CARBONIN ITS PURESTATEIS SUBJEC'(TO OXIDATIONAT TEMPERATURESOVERlOOO°F. HOWEVER,THIS
OXIDATIONIS GENERALLYAT A LOWERRATEUP TO 4000°F,AND CARBONACTS_AS A RELATIVELYEFFICIENT
_BLATORUNDERENTRYCONDITIONS.THE CLASSICALOXIDATIONOF CARBONIS INDICATEDIN TERMSOF
. A SURFACERECESSIONPARAMETERAS A FUNCTIONOF TEMPERATUREBY THE SHADEDBANDON THE CHART.
THE STA_E-OF-THE-ARTFORTHE SIMPLESTCARBIDE-INHIBITEDCARBONSYSTEMSIS INDICATEDBY THE
NEARLYVERTICALLINEAT 2700_'F.THISPERFORMANCEHAS BEENREPEATEDLYDEMONSTRATEDIN ARC
,; HEATEDFACILITYTESTSAT REALISTICCONDITIOI_3.HOWEVER,WORKIS PRESENTLYUNDERWAYON THE
. OVERLAYAND BORIDESYSTEMSWHI_;4 SHOWPROMISEUP TO 3500°FOR 4000°F.
°I
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-:" SURFACE INSULATIONDEVELOPMENTAPPROACH !'I
J
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SURFACE INSULATION WAS INITIATED BY SCREENING SEVERAL MATERIAL/COATING i I
SYSTEM CANDIDATES:THIS ACTIVITY WILL CONTINUE INTO THE THIRD AND FOURTH QUARTERS OF 1970° _%_!
AT THIS TIME, THE SCREENING TESTS HAVE BEEN SUFFICIENTLY ENCOURAGING TO INITIATE TWO MAJOR
• CONTRACTEDEFFORTS: ONE, A TWO-CONTRACTDEVELOPMENTPROGRAMWHICH IS AIMED AT DEMONSTRATING,
_, THR.)UGHTESTS OF COMPLETETHERMAL PROTECTIONSYSTEMS, THE PRACTICALFEASIBILITYOF BUILDING .
"' I
,,. REUS/_6LETF.ERMALPRO!ECTIONSYSTEM USING MATERIALS WHICH CAN BE MADE NOW. THE SECOND MAJOR i(
,:.., EFFORT IS AIMED AT IMPROVINGTHE BASIC MATERIAL AND COATINGAND ITS APPLICATIONTECHNIQUES,
;:., AND IN APPROACHINGTHE HIGHER TEMPERATURE REGIMESABOVE 3000°F. AFTER THESE TWO EFFORTSARE ',:_
:"i':"_! COMPLETED,FURTHERSTUDY AND DESIGN EFFORTSSHOULD RESULT IN FLIGHT PROTOTYPE PANELS FOR TYPE i-_|
"j_,4
PRESENTACTIVITY FUTUREACTNITY
I SCREENMATERIALS
BUILDPROTOTYPEAN& _ BUILD"APPLIElY'"_-t"'I_ST/IEVALUAI'E
TEST/EVN.UATE SYSTEM
MATERIAL/DESIGNMPROVEMENT/ --
A A
DEMONSTRATION FLIGHT-LEVB.PROTOTYPE
FEASIBILITY HARIMARE
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" ";._" CARBON-CARBONDEVELOPMENTAPPROACH
L{ _ THE DEVELOPMENTAPPROACH TO THE CARBON SYSTEM ORIENTED INITIALLYTOWARD MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT,
•_' EXTENSIVE PROPERTYDETERMINATION,AND DESIGN STUDIES. THIS IS NECESSARY PARTLY BECAUSE TEMPER-
ATURE STABILITY ABOVE 3000°F IS REQUIRED FOR MANY POTENTIALAPPLICATIONS,AND BECAUSE DESIGN
!'; AND FABRICATIONARE MORE COMPLEX. THIS EFFORTWILL BE THROUGH TWO PARALLEL CONTRACTS,AND
; WILL RESULT IN A "PAPER" DEMONSTRATIONOF FEASIBILITYBY EARLY 1971. THESE CONTRACTS WILL BE
_'_", FOLLOWED BY A SINGLE CONTRACT WHICH WILL RESULT IN FLIGHT-TYPEHARDWARE PROTOTYPES FOR TESTING.
PRESENTACTN_Y FUTUREACTIVITY i_
i
DEVELOPMATERIALS "_
DEVELopDETERMINEDEsIGNPROPERTIE:;(:,.,__ BUILDPROTOTYPE_ lEST/EVALUATE
A
"PAPER" PROTOTYPE
FEASIBILI.TY HARDWARE
DEMONSTR_.'_,TION
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_"; LOW-C(BTABLATIVEHFATSHIkV,DS "_"
R. T. Swarm
' NASALangleyResearchCenter "'-_'''
"..t Hampton,Virginia
•";'" INTRODUC_[ON
;.7
_..... The objectivesandcontentof the ablativeheat shieldtechnologyprogramare outlinedon the first ',
. , .,_.vL
figure.Whilesomeattentionis directedto thermalperformance,the programemphasizescostand replace- -_
mentaspectsof theproblem. Manufacturing_qualityassurance,and panelreplacementcostsandprocedures
arebeingstudiedforparticularhighheatingrateareassuchasleadingedgesaswell as for broader ,
vehicleareaswhereothertechnologymay not developas'rapidlyas expected.
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.._. REPIACEABLE HEAT SHIELD PANEL CONFIGURATION
V
_., The heat shield panel configuration under consideration,whichis shown in the figure,has high reliability
i.w
[ and is easily replaced. The panels are constructed by first bonding a honeycomb matrix to a back-up sheet,
" !'i then filling the honeycomb•withan ablation material and curing. Positive attachment to the structure and '_
_. easy panel replacement a_.'eobtained by mechanical fastening through holes in the ablator. These holes are ,!
then filled with a pl_ of ablation material. So far as thermal performance is concerned, this approach is 'i
similar to that use_ion Gemini and Apollo. H_wever, the ablation material itself will probably be elastomeric i}
based composition,having a density of abo_t 15 lhs/sq, ft, It should be noted that a continuous external 'l
structural ski,,_is presupposed. If such a skin is not provided as part of the s_ructural design, then it
must be included as part of the heat shield system.
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.i EFFECTIVE DENSITY AND COMPOSITION ON EFFECTIVENESS
The effects of density and composition on the ablative effectiveness of phenolic nylon ablator are ;"/
shown on the figure, In general, the effectiveness varies by about +lO percent from the average value at :/
a given density and also varies sl_#ly with the density itself. This relative insensitivity of performance
to composition and density combined with the high inherent reliability of the panel configuration under
consideration provides the basis for our belief that ablative heat shield costs can be substantially reduced.
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• '_ LOW-COST MANUFACTURING APPROACHES I_
• • Five contractors are studying ablator manufacturing costs. Each contractor will build several 2'x4' '_
i panels and based on this actual fabrication experience_he will then estimate the cost of heat shields in _'_
• _/, varying quantities. The various contractors are trying several different approaches to reduce fabrication '_
_/ eo_ts. Several of these ideas are shown on the figure. One contractor is using porous face-sheet bonded
to the honeycomb to aid in filling the cells with ablation materials, Another is investigatingthe cost
of molding to finished shapewith hard tooling to eliminate machining and provide good quality assurance. !
approach to the manufacture of curved panels is to attach the honeycomb to a flat face shoe :i
An interesting
and fill with ablator. Then place this assembly on a second ply, place the panel on a curved mold, and hold _i
to contour with a vacuum bag during curing. Another approach which is being studied in house is the use of _i
dielectric heating to reduce curing time. ' I
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' " ,_ IDENTIFY CRITICAL DEFECTS IN ABLATIVE I[SAT 8|IIELD-G .
In view of the inherent reliability of the panel configuration as well as the relative insensitivity of , ,
_ performance to density and composition, quality assurance is perhaps the most promising area for cost ..
,,,
"_,Z '. reduction. Our program to identify which defects are actually criticel is outlined in the figure. Defects ,_.
}[ will be identified and characterized and their effect on performane on the entry environment _n0 other
_:o_o' ."
:' _''-:"['r:l environments wi11.be examined. Based on these experimental resultsI methods for certifying that ablative
heat shield panels are free of critical defects will he developed. Then the impact of allowable defects on
heat shield fabrication costs will be determined, i,"
, _,oc
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St_MAR_ OF CONTRACT EFFORT
The contract effor_ on a l_-cos_ ablative hea_ shield for FY 7o and 71 is outlined in the figure.
In FY 71 work on the firs_ three item_ will b9 primarily a follow-on to work initiated in FY 70. _o new '_
star_s are visualized in FY 71. Once - nominal space shu_le ablative material has been defined_ then it
will be exercised over _he range o_ environments encountered by the space shuttle, wherever facilities are
available. The o_her major new activity is the development of ap approach s_.table for limited high
-!.,_;:-_ hea_ing rate areas such as the leading edge. i'!-
>'
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T_IPEI_AT_E CONTEO_FOR THE SPACE SHUTTLE
W. E. Neuenschwauder
,. North American Rockwell Corporation
Downey, California
_:' ABSTRACT '
_;)5__ The influence of the then control system on the design requirements and "
._'_:-_;._ operational capability of the Space Shuttle Orbiter are discussed in terms --_
"_%__'"':_._._ of the thermal environments experienced during the pad-hold, launch, on-orbit,
-_'_-:",_ entry, post-landing, and ferry phases of a shuttle mission. Potential tempera-
.'%<__' ture excursions are compared to temperature allowables of various equipment
_...>_.:. and the effect of some candidate temperature control concepts on vehicle
._,.._: techniques are discussed and an evaluation/designapproach for selecting _i'
,_i[i_:_.! the optimum thermal control system - an integr&t,ed thermal management system - .. _.
._-_:_-_._ _ is described. i
.-_:"J_. Introduction "- _-
•. _-.___
:_._;._;_. The Space Shuttle win experience extreme temperature environments - ;_
;?_-_.'_-_ both hot and cold. Equipment located throughout the spacecraft as well as the structure i'_ .
-_ must be maintained within allowable temperature limits. There are many techniques <
"_'_"_'/"_ available, passive and active, by which this t_erat_re control can _e pr_o_.
ii_._! For this spacecraft, a variety of techniques or temperature control elemeats are i oi
'_"<_._.,._,__:_. required to provide over-all acceptable thermal enviror_ents for equipment at the _._!:-. _:_ con_onent and subsystem level. The combination of temperature control techniques
,_,_ and elements constitutes a temperature (thermal) control system (TCS) which is i ,_
'!i,:: _ important'by virtue of its influence on the weight and operational cape_ility of the _._.::"'_4 spacecraft.
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"' Mission Environment
A wide range of environmentsare experienced by the Space Shuttle in the various
i mission phases. All of these phases are important to the Thermal Control Syste_ (TCS)
design. For example, the _ temperaturesnear the main propulsion tanks occur
during fueled-up pad hold and launch phases. The high temperature environmentoccurs
during entry and after landing.
: Although any one (or more) of the mission phases n_ cause the maxi_min_
_" temperatures for a pa_icular subsystem component, the on-orbit phase represents a
•, _ particularly complex design condition. Both hot and cold conditions can be reached during
_._ :-' '_: the phase; however, neither a highl_ transient environmont (amenable to passive control)
,. '_": _ nor GSE are available during this phase. The long duration of the on-orbit phase
...... _._ involve increased consumables (for active heating or cooling) or operational constraints
i"_i:"_;_. ;i ! (vehicle orientation). The space station interface or docking constraints may also
"_i:'"" 7""_i_ im_ct the TCS design. Although all phases are i_rtant to TCS design, the on-orbit
•" _:,._._ phase may very well have the strongest impact on Space Shuttle design and operation.
• -. " . ";,'"-L._
•:_"_3_i"._ The various mission phases affec_ TCS design both directly (through environmental
extremes) and of is effectindirectly. An ofimportant example this indirect the
:,7;/'_._ orbital conditions on TPS requlrementsduring entry. The TCS design affects orbital
temperatures, and hence, the tape_atures at the beginning of entry. These temperatures
have a _aJor influence on the weight of insulation required for entry, which in turn,
affects the orbiter pa_load capability.
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On-O_bit Temperaturesand Temperature Allowables
: During orbital operations, temperaturesat any given location on a Space Shuttle
can be either hot or cold. In order to effectively limit these extremes to acceptable
values, the TC3 design must include certain basic design considerations. These
considerationsinclude vehicle orientation to the sun, orbit inclination, and surface
;" optical properties. _,,' "/L'
_': High temperatures can be reduced b7 a thermal control coating (TCC) with low solar
•. absorptivityand high infrared emissivity. The TCC can thus reduce insulation and
active cooling requirements. However, a TCC is not effective in raising the minimum
_!ii_," temperatures. These _ temperatures can be controlled by vehicle orientation.
;_._% Orientation can also improve (lower) the maximum temperatures. Vehicle orientation
control may represent an operational constraint in some cases. In those cases, mission
'"I'!_i requirementsand operational flexibilitymust be weighted against alternate TCS techniques,
'_[-_.?' such as active heating or cooling.
._"!_:,_._:-_ Limitations on potential orbital tmperature extremes are required by equipnent and
"'_';'_-_ eub_st_ which will not i%mction at those exSreme.. Only a Ball fraction of the Space
_._.,,;: Shuttle volume _iL_ be environmentally controlled (EOS). For those components located
-._..-::':_" outside _S areas, temperature control must be provided through passive and/o_ active --?
:,. _.}'o techniques, i
!
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i Effect of TCS on Heat Shield Designi
temperature conditions affect active cooling and/or insulation requirements
: of components located throughout the vehicle. Perhaps the cost significant effect of
i maximum orbital temperature conditions is reflected in the heat shield design. The heat
: shield insulation weight required for entry increases substantially as the initial (pre-
: entry) temperature increases. F_her, the a_licability of certain materials is
dependent on pre-entry temperatures. For e_a:ple, if the cryogenic tank foam insulation
is limited to a maximum temperature of 200°F, heat shield insulation weights become
, prohibitively high as the initial temperature increases from very moderate levels.
J
"_ The maximum orbital temperature, and hence the reentry system weight, can be controlled
, by thermal control coatings (TCC) or vehicle orientation. The use of TCC's implies some
:._. refurbishaent. It is doubtful that the current TCC candidates could survive the entry
,{":::._ enviro_ent without having their optical properties affected. This potential refurbishment
..._ requir_nent _uld conflict with one of the shuttle design goals - minimum maintenance and
_'_:i'.I refurbishment.
Rolling the vehicle can be quite effective in reducing te=perature extremes. This
reduces the cons_aables needed for active cooling or heating. However, consumables
required for the attitude control system ma_ increase. Also, roll hold for docking and
: _ pre-entry attitude _uld limit the potential reduction in te_rature extremes provided
by the roll mode technique.
• : . . , . ,
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_;"i" Component Requirements
_luipmentand componentsrequiringthermalcontrolwillbe locatedthroughouthe
spaceshuttle,includingboththe fuselageand wings. Becausemuchof the equipmentwill
be remotelylocated,the relativelysmallECS areaswillnot be availableto protectthis
/ equipment. Many of the components will require heat addition and/or rejection to maintain
',_. temperaturesand operationalreliabilityat acceptablelevels. Althoughpassivethermal
'_._., controltechniquesmay protectsomeof the equipment,it is probablethatactivemethods
.:.:. will also be required.For longdurationmissions,the use of activecoolingand heating
_:_" systems will be reflected in increased consumables to provide power.
.:_,_._:., Becauseof the largenumberof componentsneedingthermalcontrol,the consumables
:/'_:'_ requiredfor activethermalsystemsmay representmajordesignconsiderations.As an
...._
•._.-_j;; example,considerone component,the elevonactuator. In a coldenvironment,8 elevon
• •._':,:_.,
..._._;_ actuatorswillrequireheaterpowertotalinglO0'sof watts. _hen the numerousother ,._
......'_ :,4 componentsrequiringpowerfor thermalcontrolare considered,the totalTCS power .
•."_r'-,._:::_'_requirementsmay amountto severalkilowatts.
Componentthermalprotectionmay presentsignificantdesignchallengesin several _
areas. One areainvolvesequipmentlocatedin the wings. Placementof longlines(whether
electrical,hydraulic,etc.)through'the wingsmay requirecleverthermaldesignto avoid i'
a TCS which is heavy and inefficient. •._
Protection of components from the different mission environments encountered .._:_
by the spaceshuttleis alsoa majorproblemarea. The conflictingrequirementsfor these
environmentsare typifiedby the preferencefor a high_/_-surfaceto minimizeheater _
powerrequirementsas opposedto the low_/_ surfacefavoredby heatshielddesign. These ":l
parameters,and others,are influencedby and affectthe TCS definition.Theseparameters i_
mustbe thoroughlyevaluatedin concepttradestudies. ,!_/
q
ESTIMATEDPOWERREQUIREMENTS(WATTS)
LOCALINSULATION 0.5 1.0
_, HYDRAULICELEVONACTUATORS NONE 500 400
-20°F MINIMUM ._
3001450MAXIMUM _ 0.5 IN. CRYOFOAM 400 300
8 ACTUATORUNITSTOTAL
0,5 IN. DYNAFLEX 3_0 375
0.5 IN. TG15000 300 200
ii , ,
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';/::"_:': Thermal Control System Definition - Requirements
To provide an effective and efficient thermal control system for the space shuttle,
- _, an integrated thermal management system is required. Thermal management requires a
major TCS study to provide a basis for decision making. This TCS study zhould include
/'" extensive analyses on all scales, ranging from detailed component evaluation to 3-D net-
%',', ' _rks. These networks may include major areas (e.g., a wing) or the entire vehicle.
: " ". Design sensitivity and trade-off study are also a necessary part of the TCS study.
_,_
:.'.._... ,
•.._ i_:i'.:' As a part of the TCS study, an evaluation of design criteria and mission requirements
; , .,,_,,,.;t is also required. These "groundrules" can have a major impact on the TCS; therefore, they
•:._; ._, should be continually reviewed with regard to their impact on the TCS and vehicle design
". ',h _ .,'__.._
and operational requirements.
There are several thermal control techniques and tools which have been used on
previous spacecraft, and may prove useful on the space shuttle. However, some characteristics
of shuttle operation and requirements are unique (e.g., I00 mission life, minim_ refur- :.
bishment, and the wide range of environments). Therefore, it is expected that these
techniques (such as louvers, heat pipes, thermal control coatings, and thermal switches)will
require additional developmentwork to be compatiblewith shuttle requirements.
As a prerequisiteto the TOS study, decisions and definitions regarding property
and degradation data are required. Although material property data is generally Available
for "new" materials, additional data are required to determine the effect of a lO0-mission
vehicle life on these properties. These data will affect both the choice of materials
and the design limits usde for those materials. Definition is required for parameters
such as internal pressures during the on-orbit and entry phases (this pressure affects the
insulation conductivity, and hence the weight of the required insulation). Also needed are
definitions of what constitutesacceptable performance degradation.
(
Conclusions
Temperature control of the many Space Shuttle subsystems can be effecte_ by presently ....
available techniques. The applicationsand combinationsof these techniques will, however, _
have a substantial influence on the design, mission capability, and operational requirements
of the Space Shuttle. It is necessary that these influences be as non-restrictive as is
technical_ possible within the framework of the Space Shut,tle requirements e_l technology
capability - this can be accomplished by thermal control management.
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THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM REFURBISHMENT COST STUDY
1t. W. Goldin and 1t, J. Peterson
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
Sunnyvale, California
STUDY OBJECTIVES AND PHASES i
:_' The purpose of the Thermal Protection System Refurbishment Cost Study is _o identify the costs .... :
_o
:: associated with inspection, repair, and replacement of components, and to develop efficient tech- _
."j I
i: niques for performing the_e operations." This is accomplished in a two-phase program: Phase I
:.l includes definition of problem areas and study/test plans to aid in their solution, and Phase II imple...
.;!
•:_ ments the study/test plans.
,-: ,
-j
':;_ Prime objectives for the Phase I effort are described in the chart. While refurbishment cost data
are of great significance and interest to the space-shuttle program, in this study there is equal !'/)
i_j emphasis on identifying the degree of cost uncertainty of major elements of TPS maintenance
'_'_', operations, With priority uncertainty areas determined, study and/or test plans are to be formu- f_
.:_:_ lated to reduce these maintenance cost uncertainties. Heat shields, and associated hardware, for
use in these tests are to be designed to be compatible with a full-scale mockup at Langley Research flfCenter. )ii i:
_ A major portion of the study described in this paper was initiated as a company-sponsored activity
in January 1970. The present program consists of.a Langley Research Center-sponsored effort
under contract No. NAS 1-100N initiated on 16 June 1970. Most of the data, observations, and
/.._ results presented herein reflect the earlier contractor-supported activity. The methodology, _/j
study approach, and schedule shown in the paper are descriptive of the on-going Langley-
sponsored effort.
;-,_
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"" ' STUDY METHODOLOGY
The Phase I study is divided into 5 tasks. Tasks 1 and 9. identify primary structural components and heat
slueld attachment techniques, as determined from on-going studies, applicable literature, and space-shuttle
preliminary design documentation. In these tasks, various TPS design candidates are considered in relation
to the possible primary structure and attachment configurations. Configuration definition is accomplished
utilizing design efforts on other on-going space-shuttle studies to provide a basis for refurbishment cost
•. •. '_, analyses.
• .';:"i"!_ Task 3 includes the detailed operational cost estimating of the candidate matrix. Refurbishment frequencies '
are estimated for each TPS subsystem area, together with estimated uncertainty ranges for these. The
'... -':.,_ various operational functi: ._:_are analyzed, and cost and co_t-uncartainty factors are determined.
":':'_'.:_-_' Task 4 utilizes the cost magnitude and uncertainty ranges to identify most promising TPS candidates and the
development problem areas. The cost magnitudes, combined with the uncertainty ranges shown, allow for _'_
quantitative alignment of priorities for further study and tests.
In Task 5, TPS candidates are selected for study and test in conjunction with a full-scale meckup at Langley. !_
Study and test plans are formulated and test article designs are completed. A proposal for the Phase li !I
program is then assembled. !I
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• :,"' - PHASE ! STUDY SCHEDULE
The Phase I program is completed in _19_ months, with ' -
.' the approval draft of the final repo_ _ubmitted at the end
":';i;_' of the sixth month. Study go-aheac_ occurred on 16 June;
_' each of the tasks and its related prime activities is
_ scheduled as shown on the chart.
A midterm report is to be submitted in the fourth month
of the Phase I program. ,_ f
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"_', TPS CONFIGURATION CON.qDERATIONS
The matrix of configuration variation influence is described Ln the chart.
Vehicle system mission and configuraUon factors exert an cverall effect
• _,- on the TPS, introducing changes in shape, gross areas of TPS subsystem
4
'., types, and T.PS weight. VaCations in vehicle detail desigr, introduce
different primary structure arrangement_ to which the heat shields are
/ _ attached.
: The heat shield configuration alternatives tnclgde variat',ons in the basic
_ techniques for copi:_ with the severe environments encountered. _t least
four primary types are considered; these include two rerediative-type
systems, one ablative, and one actively cooled. Subsystem location influ-
ences both the design of heat shields _nd their attachr,w_t details. With
; ,I,>,_ most of the design variations, several alternative metalliu aed/or non-
metallic material candidates _re being considered.
I , V_ONS !.
CONFI6tP,ATION$: DELTA-_DY TY_ IE_T SHIELD:_:TAU.IC RA/X4TN£
STRNGHT-WINO NONME1N4JCRADIATIVE i'_
D_LTA'WI._I_ ABL_TNE i_
.,fondLYCOOI.£P ,_
C8058 RANGE 200 NM I_ $H_ELD NOSECAP _ ---
RIOtaRE.M_NT: 1500 N.M LOCATION: LEADIN6EDeE !-
UNDERSIDE _
TOPSJ_
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ORamU6aTEO---'-_.
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_ :" TYPICAL HEAT SHIELD SUBSYSTEMS
". The chart illustrates alternate heat shield types in ,:
":, representative locations on a typical orbital vehicle
::7 configuration. SeverM different primary structure
c, :,_ arrqngements ar_ shown. The TPS is then charac-
terized further by the different thermal-exposure ,
':_'-' regimes, and the associated variations in insulation,
.-'- _,,,'._', etc., to provide the required level of protection to ._
'_:'; the primary structure.
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TPS TRADE STUDY COST ELEMENTS
The primary cost matrix utilized is as defined in the Space Shuttle Phase B _tatement of
work. This requires that costs be gathered in three contract/phase packages, one con-
• :,, aisting of nonrecurring DDT&E. and the remaining two of recurring productio_ and oper-
z
_'" ations costs. In gathering cost data in a bottom-up costing approach, it is then necessary r
•,'..:'.,
_._" to identify applicable functional activities and obtain estimates from responsible organiza-
-" : ?/;',
,- .___; tions for th,,ir assigned tasks. Nine such functional groups are utilized in the TPS costing
':""-_ activities.
Costs must also be categorized in subsystem groupings. There is overlapping utilization /,
of subsystems from one TPS candidate to another, and relating cost-level to the alternate
subsystem candidate is essential in making TPS selections and study/test effort priority
assignments.
Each functional area then provides further detail costing breakdown as required in its
activity area for assembling useful cost versus uncertainty-area data.
IPRI/_ARY C,,,O,_TMATRiXI"PER SPACESHUTTLE PHASE B SOW
TIME PHASES (3)
eNONRECURRING COSTS ('DDT_ E)
IRECURRING COSTS- PRODUCTION
• RECURRING COSTS- OPERATIONS
FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES ('9)
e6 ENGINEERINGACTIVITIES : eDESleN eLOAOS_:CRITERIA
('DESIGN/ANALYSIS/TESTS/ • MATERIALS•STRUCTURAL
LIAISON) •THERMAL •MASSPROPERTIES
•MANUFACTURING
eQUALITY A$SURRANCE
! •OPERATIONS
i SUBSYSTE/_S (APPROXIMATELY 6 TO 12)
• NOSECAP •UPPER SURFACES(20RSlTPES)
eLEADINGEDGES(Z OR3TYPES) lEASE SHIELD
IUNDERSURFACES( 4 TO6 TYPES) -
IDETAILCOSTELEMENT,_I" ASREQUIREDIN EACHFUNCTIONALAREA
//
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". ;fJ* MAINTENANCE COST DETERMINATION
Operational tradeoff and pricing exercises i_equire the delineation of maintenance rates, maintenance options, •_
and operational functions.
•. ,, Engineering and quality assurance perform mission environmental studies to identify and establish the main-
:_ tenance rates for natural, human, and induced hazards, Maintenance rates are the integrated effect of all
/ " _,i_ hazards experienced hV h _ TPS system daring a mission profile. For a given TPS system, the rates are
_' ":;__._,-:_ recorded on End Item _zmn_ry (EIS) sheets.
."...,::. _., .;
•"::""4_'""_ Quality assurance makes use of the maintenance rate information to establish inspection requirements and
maintenance options. Here, inspection concepts are projected and the ground rules for material, spares, .
and labor e_._enditures by operations are defined. '_
Operations will perform various maintenance functions in accordance with the findings of inspection, which •
will be to tYepalr in place," "refurbish," or "replace." The cost of this effort will be contingent on the
maintenance rate. Results from maintenance and inspection are recorded on the Operations EIS sheet, q
t_
NASA cost ground rules are used to present cost data for tradeoff and pricing activities. This allows ii
i;for rational allocation of cost to organizational function, acquisition phases, and hardware-related TPS ,_
subsystems, p,
4
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MISSION MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS ii
ENVIP-JDNMENT 0PTIONS ENV.IRONMENT ii
I I I ,]?!"
MAINTENANCE OPERATIONAL tHAZARDS RATES QUALITY COSTS ,.,k_.INTENANCE
• NATURAL .• REPAIRNPLACE • MANPOWER i,
• HUMAN • REFURBISH • FACILITIES '
• INDUCED • REPLACE oMATERIAL _1-
' OUALITYASSU .' COSTANALYSISA ONS
' _ ' .";'"_ I "L_
ENGINEERING t
t
,r'COSTBREAKDOWNSl,=16 ' L ' i '_ :;'il
;pFUNCTIONAL ,_ ',, ,, ,, ' r _
_, e DDTE,OPS,PRODI_PHASES' r'/ '*
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•!_.:" BASIS FOR COSTING
In order to conduct a costing exercise it is essential that a baseline system be known to the _" -
. study team. The collection of system requireme_ts used for Phase B costing is embodied
_i_. in a single document referred to as "Cost Estimating Requirements for Space Shuttle".
'azJ_' Elements of this document that are directly applicable to the TPS total program are compiled "'
.. ;.:.: in a "TPS Cost Estimating Requirements" document, which meets the more specialized needs
.--_
,,,:'. of TPS. Some of the more significant TPS total program items are listed in the table and
?.:.f._.;-
_,•... represent an agreed-to baseline. ">"
i.._"/:
::-•'._ For TPS maintenance operations, a similar collection of cost-estimating requirements for
_px::
•• "' the assessment of refurbishment costs is shown.
:.'.,_;. In general, costs are collected according to NASA cost-collection specifications, while the "
costs themselves are constrained by various criteria or predetermined definitions. Within _='.
this framework, cost tradeoffs are conducted for system design optimization purposes.
3:};i/iTPS TOTALPROGRAM TPS MAINTENANCEOPERATIONS _ _?
@ It VEHICLES:2 _TV;_ FTV; 6 PV • MAINTENANCE_, INSPECTION i:_
FTV NO.2 $ NO._ REFURBISHEDTOPV COSTSBASEDON -:_2!
• IO YEAROPERATIONALIFE TOTAL-PROgRAMPRESUMPTIONS :_!
i."
• 75 FLTS/YR_ 2 LAUNCHSITES • NO LAUNCH/ MISSION-OP5 _. _!
COSTSPRORATED ii " " '• GTV COSTSASSUMED2 X PV COSTS ,. "_!
co Ts xpvcoors• Tpspo,uc'r,oD TE ......COSTSEXCLUDED I°";i
• TOOLINO:,S TDEVELOPMENT •-
?.SETS PRODUCTION @SPARESCOSTS EXCLUOED: _BY NASA DEFINITION INCLUDED ,_ =i
,_ • PROGRAMMGT _ SYSTEMS IN PRODUCTIONCOSTS _:6'_•
-il INTEGRATIONDEVELOMENT/OPERATIONS• FACILITIESCOSTSEXCLUDED:
;_ COSTSNOT PRORATA-SHARED ASSUMEDTO BE IN GENERAL l_
BY TPS FOR TRADE-STUDY LAUNCH/MISSION-OPS COSTSCOSTIN_
J
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METALLIC TPS MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY
The combined effect of all mission hazards encountered by a TPS system while flying a selected mission
profile will determine the nature and extent of operational refurbishment. Inspection, maintenauce, and
logistic TPS activities (and costs) are essentially a direct function of the operations that must be under-
! taken as a result of the hazards experienced.
f
!
• -- I The maLrlx of TPS Maintenance Frequencie_ provides values that indicate the degree to which a selected
• _; : ; : i TPS subsystem will respond to a given hazard. Integrating the spectrum of hazards over the mission
,. "'_',. ".-::i profile provides a maintenance rate, Both frequencies and rates _re interpreted as "_he number of' flights
',','. •_. . -] the TPS subsystem will experience before some maintenance action is req_ared."
• .:•'"_ ..._ Both frequency and uncertainty are tteratively developed measures derived from existing documentation
and best eng_leering judgments. They allow e_timates of the breakdown of fl, e projected maintenance
•::.:> ::.•(:_5)"I
_-._ --•,::.[: ._;. -:?;'-_ levels; and at_ the program progresses and m_.certainties diminish, the)' appro_tch the actual true level.
--'!_";i The Metallic Ti_S Maintenance Frequency Matrix Chart shows that the expects| number of flights per
_7_''':_'.-:'[7 ":_:i panel that will t_cur before some maintenance action will be required is 37, and this value can range
':i_//'!'_.i-'_!_i:'_l from 30 to 87 flights, based on the information presently available. In other work being performed,
"_-._. :._-:"._'_.'__7.-._
;(!:(i_i_::i_'_:l the target for development of a reusable heat shield is "nlinor" refurbishment with 100 reuses. This
• :iiii:]':_i!i- "'_'_'i_'l" target is presumed to reflect flight-envlronment-induced refurbs; hevce, based on present preliminary
'i]i[:!'["]!::_![_/!_'_[_I data, the t_l_et is judged to be compatible with the optimistic estimate of malntenacce frequency re-
flected in the uncertainty estimates.
:;9,:'._-':_Z.£", ',".
:::[.'-'::'_._:, ":,Z A par_lel data summary for nonmetallic TPS is shown in a separate chart.
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_'"_:: fJ NONMETALLIC TPS MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY
;/• %'..
, " : The combined effect of all mission hazards encountered by a TPS system while flying a selected m;.ssion
-. profile will determine the nature and extent of operational refurbishment. Inspection, maintenance, and
_' " logistic TPS activities (and costs) are essentially a direct function of the operations that must be under-
_. , taken as a result of the hazards experienced,
"-_,: _e matrix of TPS Maintenance Frequencies provides values that indicate the de_,ee to which a selected• . :
..,: ._, ;_:,_..,:., TPS Subsystem will respond to a given hazard. Integrating the spectrum of hazards over the mission
.... :_.•:....: profile provides a maintenance rate. Both frequencies and rates are interpreted as "the number of flights
• " "_':_:"::__"_ the TPS subsystem will experience before some maintenance action is required."
._-,.r,_;'_- Both frequency and uncertainty are iteratively developed n_e,_ ,ures derived from existing documentation
-: "-f_,: _i_-_._ and best engineering judgments. They allow estimates of the breakdo_ of the pro,_ected maintenance
....,i '_.:'_'_'-_:_ levels; and as the program progresses and uncertainties diminish, they approach the actual levels.
. ::.;...='.-_:_
'.:i; "-._i,'_ The nonmetallic TPS Maintenance Frequency Matrix Chart shows that the expected number of flights
, .. :. _ _;_)_._ per panel that will occur before some maintenance action will be required is 39, and this value can
_ range from 27 to 81 flights, based on the information presently available. In other work being per-
formed, the target for development of a reusable TPS heat shield is "minor" refurbishment with
100 reuses. This target is presumed to reflect flight-environment-induced refurbs; hence, based on
present preliminary data, the target is judged to be compatible with the optimistic estimate of main-
i
tenance frequency reflected in these uncertainty estimates.
A parallel data summary for Metallic TPS is shown in a separate chart,
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I_ FUNCTIONAL COSTS VERSUS PHASES FOR METALLIC TPS
i The total system cost for a metallic TPS system is 378 million dollars. Using
NASA costing ground rules the system cost is divided into Nonrecurring DDT&E
i (85.6 million), Recurring Producflou (45.1 million), and Recurring Operations
I' (247.8 million)..C
--:.%::'_
" _" The contribution by each of nine functional groups can be summarized under
: 39.2 million for manufacturing, 227.9 million for _erations, 77 million for
', .. s -
"_'f ':_"i engineering; and 33.8 million for quality assturance. Thus, the total system '.
• ; ". ":--'-_ can be observed as to its major cost drivers In terms of functionally responsible
.-: ..-_ . . ,!
": ._ ",,. program organizations, for each of the three specified contract-phase activities.
:_:_:::'_ A parallel data summary for nonmetallic TPS is shown in a separate chart.
,.. _' • : .".' • . :.. ..... ., • -.,
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• ,,, , : SUBSYSTEM COSTS VERSUS PHASES FOR METALLIC TPS
, / :/:".,
', For tradeoff purposes, a hardware orientation of system cost is necessary.
_" Major TPS subsystem cost drivers are then identifiable and the activity
;f.., distribution (measured in co_ts) between contract phases is evident.
-...., :: Design alternatives intended to improve operational costs will produce
•" .; :';_"_". satisfactory changes in production and development costs. Thus, over a
•,' .:'._,,;, i series of design iterations, both system cost and performance are inti-
".-..i'<.$":_.;1
;;_;_:_: mately related and their cost effectiveness measureable, In this manner
.- :i'. '': _i-_ a series of system/design points is established for use with selected
• ,*. "_:_.:." ,,_
..: .. _;:_._ MOEs (Measures of Effectiveness) in optimization studies. The TPS/
'..'._::'.'_] RCS methodology assures that, wh_le concentrating attention on the
" :_, _':-');? maintenance operations costs, their relationship and effect on TPS
total-program costs are not ignored.
A parallel d_.ta summary for nonmetallic TPS is shown in a separate
chart.
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! FUNCTIONALCOSTSVERSUS PHASESFOR NONMETALLICTPS
i The total system cost for a nonmetallic TPS system is 301.6 million dollars.
Using NASA costing ground rules, the system cost is divided into Nonrecurring
DDT&E (55.2 million), Recurring Production (28.0 million), and Recurring
_: Operations (218.5 million).
i
"':'.,:_i:../ ' ' .':i The contribution by each of nine functional groups can be summarized under
.: .,., .., • .:, ._
: ,._-:_ ... : _ 29.6 million for manu_turing, 199.8 million for operations, 46.9 million
: i:i:'1 for engineering, and 25.3 million for quality assurance. Thus, the total
,i._' i,":!I '!?,:':::iiI system canbe observed as to Its major cost drivers interms of functionally... " , _,. "::,_,
._/_,,._ ".,._--'_:_!i;;_,.___. responsible program organizations, for each of the three specified contract-
. " : " phase activities.
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SUBSYSTEM COSTS VERSUS PHASES FOR NONMETALLIC TPS
xl ''_.
For tradeoff purposes, a hardware orientation of system cost is necessary. .,
;, Major TPS subsystem cost drivers are then identifiable and the activity
: distribution (measured in costs) between contract phases is evident, •+
++:!-;-; Design alternatives intended to imp¢ove operational costs will produce satis-
,_"v_++ ,+_ factory ohanges in production and development costs. Thus. over a series of :
:?J design iterations, both system cost and performance are intimately relatedy,v
:"]_++++, and their cost-effectiveness measureable. I. this manner a series of system/ +
,;_ 'i_+i design points is established for use with selected MOEs ++.+_o,ures of Effec- +
flveness) in optimization studies. The TPS/RCS methodo_y __sures that,
while concentrating attention on the maintenance operations costs, their _. :
•,.+e relationship and effect on TPS total-program costs are not ignored. : .. _]
A parallel data summary for metallic TPS is shown in a separate chart.
SUBSYSTEM NONRECURRING RECURRIN_ +DDTE PRODUCTIONI OPERATIONS TOTAL ° !+
+ + ,
o_o+_+_ __ _+ , + ,79 Ii+_++
I' 4
'°° '+ '+ '+° + +°i
042 LI-1500 4.6 2.0 16.6 23.2 1+;++'_+
043 Ll-t500 6.5 2.9 19.2 28.6
080 TITANIUM 13.4 10. t 63.1 86.6 ,i ,/,;%
c_
044 LI-1500 3.9 2.0 24.2 30.2
TOTAL 55.2 28.0 218.5 30l. 6
m_
NOTES: COSTS IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
CONFIGURATIONI$ DELTA-BODY,1500 NM CROSSRAN_, LI-IS(]O TPS
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! METALLICTPS COSTUNCERTAINTYSUMMARY
*
Nominal costs to perform the DDT&E, Production, and Operation phases reflect the depth of informational
detail available to all functional groups. The costs shown are based on a mix of subjective judgment,
"similar to" knowledge, and definitive informatmn. The extent to which definition is lacking willappear
, in the magnitude of the uncertainty factor. For conditions existing at the time these data were produced,
the metallic TPS syste,m can cost 4.16 times nominal or 1.573 million dollars. Technological uncer-
""I tainty can result in a 7,/3.20 "_uctionin the nominal cost (118 million dollars for a metallic TPS system).,l
"',!'"..',' >i The importance of this information is twofold: (I) it provides perspectiv_ which allows the establishment
: ._. , _ of priorities for further development activities that will effectively lead to uncertainty reduction and de=
": "i critical appraisal of design and system tradeoffs and maintenance of program objectives.
During a Phase B effort when definition is meager, this approach gives order to normally volatile and (
disjointed activities and ultimately produces a eoMolidated position with known uncertainty.
A parallel data summary for nonmetalllo TPS is shown in a saparate chart.
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" ;._',._/. NONMETALLIC TPS COST UNCERTAINTY SUMMARY
• ,_ ..:.
:'. , Nominal costs to perform the DDT&E, Produ,,_tton, and Operation phases reflect the depth of informational
detail available to all functional groups. The costs ._hown are based on a mix of subjective judgment,
; "similar to" knowledge, and definitive information. "_he extent to which definition is lacking will appear
•_-_.)'- in.the magnitude of the uncertainty factor. For condit%as existing at the time these data were produced,
.. _ the n_nmetallic TPS system can cost 4.51 times nomin_ or 1,361 million dollars. Technological un-
• 2.-:2,' ..i . 4/,_!:'/. certainty can result in a .1./3.60 reduction in the nominal cost (84 million dollars for a nonmetallic TPS
........ '-- ":': _:'_;" system).
.""_.-' .. ,.::,'." .:_.';'_ The importance of this information is twofold; (1) it provides perspective which ailows the establishment
- -<.. ..-w,_
;_"x_ .-•z:".:.;'_i__i of priorities for further development activities that will effectively lead to uncertainty reduction and deflni-: - •;;.- ,:•-;.:-:.:_:_ tive costing, and (2) the data can be directly related to a function, activity, or end item, permitting critical
:.:;, _ .:, ,,-;_ appraisal of design and system tradeoffs and maintenance of program objectives.
_.-,. ,. , _-_._
"- : L "-.'.._/ ',"_i'_ During a Phase B effort when definition is meager, this approach gives order to normally volatile and dis-
:. , ;,'_'--,.';., ,'_') joiuf_d activities and ultimately produces a consolidated positionwith known uncertainty.
./ ,_;,:. :C,>:,:g_--- - :, A p_rsllel data eummary for metallic TPS is shown in a separate chart.
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'"._":"._.'.'"_-'," PROGRAMPHASES
,.o_,=,.:._._.>_._.._ COST-,,NCERTAINTY
•_?..'._i'v:_,_o-_:-.(_ FACTORSI_COSTRANGE ' TOTAL
-:_,_.._-:.:..:._,_..,_-.,,_ DOT_ E PRODUCTION OPERATIONS
"_"<,"? ,C:,.:].._t,.-"
_.:_:,.[_.._}_i_i!.._:-z:_,_;_:'/-,_:,:_':_HIGHUNCERTAINTYFACTOR" 2.77 ,.._.09 5.26 4.5I
...... •,'::;_ LOWUNCERTAINTYFACTOR 3.97 I. 69 4,09 3.60
HIG;',ESTTPsCOST $15_M $58M $1,150M $1,._61M
NOMINALTPS COST N5 28 219 302
LOWESTPS COST 14 17 5 3 84
NOTES:• UNCERTAINTYFACTORSARESUMMATIONVbLUES
REFLECTIN_ALLCOST-ELEMENTU CERTAINT'_ESTIMATES
• TH'ENIGH# LOWFACTORSAREMULTIPLIERSTOESTIMATED
NOMINALCOSTSTOOBTAINESTIMATEDNIBH¢ 'LOWCOSTLIMITS.,
-ATTIMEOFESTIMATE
• • TRESSDATAREFLECTATYPICALNONMET_LUCTI_ _COSTESTIMATE
FORA _LTA-BOOYORBI'II-R,I_00NM CROe._._RAN_
/
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_' METALLIC TPS OPERATIONAL COSTS
,%
, A matrix of operational expenditures and uncertainty in shown in the chart. The
values shown are provided by experienced operations and quality assurance person-
_- uel. Each hourly estimate represents the expected expenditure of resources and
_. arises from "Time Line" analysis on a selected panel.
¢.*,
"'::-;..:- :- :i"_ The total operations rate is a measure of the contribution made by each operational
." _'-_'-- "' _!i! task. Operations rate, maintenance rate, vehicle configuration, and maintenance
.... -._-_ mode[ combine to give a total recurring cost. In this manner, the interrelationship
- 4 .- .'-..,-, betw(_n syste.n, operations, subsystem, and task can be managed and evaluated.
: -._ _::.;_h_ As m_ example, panel installation and the maintenance tasks are the most costly
• -,:, operational items. This might indicate that a repair-in-place design approach
.._ would be an attractive vehicle option in the event that resultin_ development or
??_ production costs were not prohibitive.
.;::_:y.._ All computational steps are not included in the charts. Also, the composite
dollar-uncertainty values are not shown here, but are available in the backup
data.
A parallel data summary for nonmetallic TPS is shown in a separate chart.
..... i ,''/ :: i: • ::
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' "" NONMETALLIC TPS OI_ERATIONAL COSTS
• "'/:
• . :%
A matrix of operational expe,_ditures and uncertainty in shown in the chart. The
_"./ values shown are provided by experienced operations and quality 3surance per-
:,,... sonnel. Each hourly estimate represents the expected expenditure of resources
.,-"_-_. and arises from "Time Line" analysis on a selected panel.
';h,,::L,.
The total operations rate is a measure of the contribution made by each opera-
tional task. Operations rate, maintenance rate, vehicle configuration, and
maintenance model combine to give a total recurring cost. In this manner, the
interrelationship between system, operations, subsystem, and task can be man-
aged and evaluated. As an example, panel installation and the maintenance tasks
are the most costly operational items. This might indicate that a repair-in-place
design approach would be an attractive vehicle option in the event that resulting
development or production costs were not prohibitive.
All computational steps are not included in the chart, Also, the composite
dollar-uncertainty values are not shown here, but are available in the backup !_
data.
A parallel data summary for metallic TI_Sis shown in a separate chart. ':"
• ' '2
• • • .
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•'i PRELIMINARYRESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
The restflts and observations derived from the metallic and
nonmetallic TPS systems cost analyses are summarized in
the chart.
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'.'.:'.-'.. TEST FACILITIES FOR SPACE SHUTTLE _ PROTECTION SYST_ [
R, R, Howell
_ , NASA Langley Research Center
" Hampton, Virginia
":" :'" _RODL_ION
Because of the reuse requirement and the weight restraint imposed by the necessity for
-.:_.L_-_:.: an economically efficient shuttle, all competitive concepts for the the_._l protection system
• ,':x-:/v.. must be accurately assessed and their relative overall merit established. This is necessary
•.'-.:b.4"_3 to insure that the correct choice of thermal protection system or systems is incorporated into
•-_ _::_,_S.;._
• . ,'.,s,c,.,;_._. the sbu-. -." ? _esign.
":',;;._,3"_:::!_: The intent of this presentation is to review briefly some of the problems associated
:. e_..,._&V
.. :._.t..-_, with e_perimental evaluation of thermal protection systems and with the associated testing
-" . c_l_bility requirement.
• , ...
. 4
I On the first figure, four examples of concepts for the space shuttlethermal protection
j are shown,
! M_talli____c.- The n_allic heat shield i_ m_pportedon flexible stand offs from an insulat._d
structure. The heat shields are pictured a_ havin_ overlappingJoints with
omegfAtype seals.
Non Hc_tallic.- The system is composed of an external insul_tion such as rigidized ceraz_c foam
bonded to _ metal substrate. The externalinsulation_ithstands both the
'_ temperatureand aered_c forces.
• i Cooled.- The cooled system shown usc_iwater supplied through a manifold to a distribution
.... panel from which it enters a porous insulation such as felt r_al. Th,_incoming
•. _ _ heat is absorbed and blocked by the phase change and the steam transpiresto the
•'. surface of the insulation,
d
: _ "_ _'i Ablator. - The ablator i_ considered as a back up to the other tr,ermalprotectionsyste_ •• , The ablator is bondedto a metal surfacewhich is bolted to the ioa,_carrying
•:_ :;_ structure. The access holes for bolting are closed with plugs of rAblative
•, .... m_teriai which cA,zbe removed for re_urbis_nent.
i_:,":!:_ The major point to be made from fib,Are I is that a number of different approe,chesto thermal
•=_..-._!_ protectior,are available which have pot_..ntlalapplication. There are many var!ations in design
:....,_ for each type shown. Each type _anddesign has its own specific problems and ax-_ of concernand
;" "_ _ each has possible failuremodes different i_romthe others. As a consequenee_the evaluation....-. program set up to establishthe relative merits of the different syst ms_ be caref lly planne_:.,,-,,;=-.",..,::_
....,_:.:_._ such as to &voi_ the inadvertentintroductionof bias through inadequateor i_roper testing
,. ,:.. ;._,;"_. techniques. Misleadingtest data could result in the incorrect choice of the _ystems. Inasmuch
...:)._-::/_:.-_ as there is not a great backlog of experiencewith reusable thermal protectionsystems; experi-
....:.'i-'._-_ mental screeningis believed necessary to access the relative merits of diff_._nt designs.
•-.-__-_.-."_-,,-._'_ TYPICALTHERMAL PROTECTIONCONCEPTS
.,,_,_,:_,:_- . -.,,_._
-. "-:/;'".'•_.'="_ . PO'JROUS
..,. ... :..,_.'_ _'>_
_HIELD STEAM• ,f-INSULATION
' ": ;"-_.'_ _ _---- INSULATION
"-_ _ e¢^, _ PRIMARY
.... -- - _ _- STRUCTUFIE
_-H=O
SHIELD ATOR _"
':;'i_"::t';"'":i I _STRUCTURE _ "_-STRU_TURE
NON-METALLiC ' ABLATIVE ( RIEFUP.,_IISH_,I_LE)
i
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In the screen activity, it appears that the interaction of the stream and structure
should not be a primary consideration and that major emphasis should be placed on the
thermal protection efficiency and gross life expectancy. This approach will permit relatively
small specimens to be used. In the overall evaluativn of the final contenders, however, the
total interaction between the environment and T.P.S. appears necessary.
:_ For screening tests some of the more important simulation requirements are indicated
for some of the more common failure modes. The dots indicate which ones must be equal to
• _ specified values for evaluation of a specific failure mode. You will note certain failure
_:¼:_ modes for the TPS are also failure modes for materials but must be included in the screening
-:- process. For example: to evaluate the effects of oxidation on the life of a thermal _l
_,_ , protection system require that the wall temperature and pressure must be flight design values
.,,_._,: since these parameters have a pronounced effect on the chemistry. Further, since mass transfer
,,_:_-:_: gradient must correspond to a specific value to get the desired simulation of oxygen diffusion.
_'_':_',;-= The value of the ratio depends upon how you achieve the wall te_perature. Of course accurate
"_:"-_: oxidation damage accumulation requires that you simulate the flight heating cycle or the wall
.,.:_;(__'_ temperature history.
:_:_f.
-,_._:::L'._ The two important points to be made from .this figure are (l) it appears that as many as
_. _,_, five parameters must Ie matched simultaneously to specified values to insure a correct
%2_[_i_ evaluation of a failure mode: and (2) it is observed that the evaluator has some latitude
i_%_?[_, on how he achieves the simul_tion._ Note that stream enthalpy or convective heat flux do not
._,:,, appear as important simulation l_%rameters. Hence, radiant heating can be used to achieve wall _.,_
_%_ temperatures and may possibly be coupled with a stream to get combined heating and loading i,•
"...S,-.;- for these screening tests. .,
'"%_':JdJ:,'."
•-.';_..'_;.
'_,'.'@:" SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS
,_-:-_ TPS CONCEPT SCREENING
,,_,,_ SPECIMEN SiZE ~ 6"XG"x2" . ..,_
FAILURE _lHw d_H _ TW dTwl dT -.
:_ TYPE MODE d_ PW dPW! rW h_ KO, _: _._. _'_'.". dt dt x
..... :.,.v-:_ METALLIC OXIDATION ' • • • • _"
_,. 3"..,_ _ ,,,
<-_'"_':''"-"....... _ I CYCLIC FAT@ • • • "':"
.:_"" NON OXIDATION , • • • •
• METALLIC,MIECH.Ri_MOVALI • • • .•
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I. The environmental l_ram_ers that we have to m_tch for simulation are defined by the entry
U
traJector7 of the vehicle. To establish a traJectc,¥ to be used for study purposes all of the
Phase A ILRV study trajectories for shuttles with moderate cross range capability were co_ed
on figure 3. You will no_e that with the exception of two, the trajectories al_ar relatively
1970033660-237
B"'V.
For the selected entry schedule stagnation heating rate, wall heating rate and stream ")i
unit Reynolds number were computed and a_e presented on figure (4). If one looks at
s'_agnation heating and assumes that the vehicle heating follows it the indication is that the
' critical heating will occur at a very high altitude and soon 8/%er reentr,j begins. However_ -:
J. /,,•.: we find that Reynolds number increases as you proceed do'_m the entry schedule and that local
_. Reynolds number required for _ransition moves forward on the vehicles such that the peak '?
_'8_ heating for certain psmts of the thermsl protection system may be well into the earth's
:':iY,
._:", atmosphere where there is substantial aerodynamic loads. Hence, in experimental evaluation we
i_,_'; not only have to be able to test for the peak stagnation heating environment but also be able to
}S_)_._ impose turbulent heating to the TPS at fairly high dynamic pressures.
,He,
.A
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One metho_ c,_rre_.t).ybeing conside_e_ for achieving this combination of turbulent heating
and aerod_amicloading,is indicatedon the nextfigure. Arc heatedair jetsare being
modified, such that they produce two dlmensional flow. For the typical screening activity
wetve assume_ a 6" x 6" specimen which is felt m_Y be about as small as you can go in
I specimen size wi',",houtgetting edge effects on the thermal gradient through the system. To
i.'_ ' ii_ accommodate this size specimen you will need some room aroun_ it to avoid heating gradients_'._i.(;)!_. nearthe nozzlewall. In the examplepre_ente_we havechosena i0 inch_ideduct n_.,o
"_')'¢- minimizeflowrequirements,the widthof the ductwas limitedto 2 inches. Thusthe exitarea
(.; .... -'•,•!
,-,i"."' .",,_ of the _e apparatus is 90 _qua_e inches. ,
•:"._.'::,i TYPICAL RECTANGULAR FLOW APPARATUS
r.,, _ , ' ,• :%1'• '"_ _ - •
• • '.J ; ' " " "
: ,; •, ,.....,. ; .
•,, ) - ., ¢
On the next figure (figure 6) an indication of the arc heater capability required to
';,"i':',._' achieve the desired simulation is indicated. The specified conditions are (i) that the nozzle
i
-- '" exit area i0is620square inches as developed on the previous figure; (2) that the unit ReMnoldsnumber be to assure reasonable confidence that turbulent heating cs_ be achieved, and (3)
.:_ that a test cycle of the order of 2000 see. is _ttainable since this is about the duration of
.... the heating pulse for the moderate cross range shuttle.
_._:;i.... The curve on the lower left indicates the weigh_ fl_r of air for total enthal_ys of 3000
:,., ; ' and 2000 Btu/ib. as a function of test M_ch nu_er. Note that the product of w_ _ht flow _nd
" '/'_i-'_4_ enthalpy ,give an indication of the power in the 'best stream° For example, at 4 -b/see. and
. ,-/,_,_,./,. 2000 Bbu/ib. the total po,;er in the stream is 8000 Btu/sec. or the ,,quivalent of approximately
...._ ,.;:_.:;_ 8 _,_of electrical power. Inasmuch as most arc heaters operate at efficiencies of 50 percent
• "".; ';-"/_:.,_." or less, the electrical power source required to achieve the simulation is 16 _I or more. The
•,./L cuA_e on the right indicates the total operating pressure in bhe arc chamber for the same set
...-_.;',, of parameters. The d_shed line at i_00 psi is approximately the state of the art for arc';_ heated jets. Gener__ly, for long testing intervals the oper,_ting pressure is below iOOO psi.
" '-_'" It appears, therefore, that if this approach to simulation is taken, the test Mach number _;ill
be lo_;and consequently the m2ss flow and the power requirement %rillbe high. These source
'.', requirements severely .limitthe facilities that may be able to contribute to the testi_ re-%•% .
•• :: quirements of certain parts of the shuttle thermal protection screening. It should be noted
: ...v that if wedges or deflected surf_.ces are used to get the local flow conditions needed, the total
'/>:'/ flow rate and consequently power requirements are somewhat larger than for this approach.
,';'_ Let's take a b_'ief look no_;at the problem of overall thermal protection system evaluation.
ARC TUNNEL OPERATING REQMTS
Re/Z = 10% FT -_ A x = 2.0 IN."
".t ,-, _)000 SEC
) "' ' ' . _)/'I
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!_ The set of paeameters shown on figure 7 are some of the m_re i_portantfrom the heating
c an_ loading point of view. (Accousticand vlbration _arameters are not incl1_ed). Correct
• Reynolds number is required to assure that the flow characte._ieticsincluding boundary layer,
'i heat transfer, and detailed flows - such m; through joints and cracks are correctly simulated.
i Btream energy level as the driving potential for heating should be correct, especiallyfor
'I the evallmtion of the effects of flows through Joints and cracks as well _s to assure correct
i temperaturelevels. Heating history is ver_ important since in many instancesthe largestthermal strains have been developed as a result of te_pe_ture lags within the structure. Hence,
, .-AtinEhistory will have significancewith regard to thez_nalfatigue. Aeroel_ _ic l_tramoter
i:' must be matched to assure _ correct loading. _ experiencehas indicated that the details of
! fabricationare significantto the performanceof structureswhich undergo thermal cycles.
- Cor_equently,the ha_xre tested shouldbe that to be incorporatedin the fli_b:_vehicle
":_i.: ._,. insofaras the d_iKn detail, materlal_, an_ fabric_,_i_is concerned. Finally, there is a• . .o_
_: :_,_ _lear indication that _ will have a pronounced effect on heating resulting from
':...._, surfaceroughness a_ _oints.
• ' ' .: _._ Tf yOU add these simuletion requiremnts you realize that, ideally, you want to test full
•" _. "i ._'::._ scale TPS panels in the real and critical environment. The indications are that this may not
..,_, he possible prior to an actuel flight of the vehicle.
• :.• ..>_ Acco_ttngly_ it is beXLeved that an ef_or_ should be made to de_er_ine what simulation
.-:._:'.,.,"_ z_luire_ents can be relaxed _,._ %y how much _ still obtain a co_%_0 overa_ evalustAon of
' :.: ": .'_ the general thermal In_ec_ion S_te_m,
,..;._,_.;". .-_
:'!,'i:_',!_( _i_.! • REYNOLDS NUMBER, F_o 1
','_'_:,'.,.'" :'..', • STREAM ENERGY LEVEL hTe_
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': ._:,.,,,/ ; .:" ;.,_'_ ¢
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11_egn_11ess of the ulti_x_e environmental simulation deemed acce1_ablet it is believed '
that the haS, are %o be tested will be essentia_y N size I_Uels. S'l_h panels are typiea_y _ '
of the order of 2 i x 2 i square or large_. A_er supporting these panels in a fixture the tot*_ -7
transverse dimension may 'be 2.5 to B ft. minA_m. Cu_ntl_; there are only two facilities in :"
the country having the potential of testing such large panels in a realistic hypersonicstream.
They are the NASA- L_ -- 8' _T and the AF_,-,.._)I,-_O144 GI_. Figure 8 presents the vacation of -,_
stream d_na_e l_essure_ unit Reynolds nu_er, and total enthalpy along the flight reentry trajectory0 ,_
On the figure the performanceof LR_ 8_ HTST a_1 the Air Force _0 _ Gas Dynamics Yacility is
indicated. Inasmuch as the 81 HTST was designed specificallyfor structuresevaluationsit mstehes I
!
the flight environn_ntvery well at M=7.O. Note that for this particularentry schedule this is
:d
• {
ver_ near maxim_n dynamic pressure. The ability of the facility to duplicate flight environment _j
is o_Tsst by the fact that it is combustion heated (eostaminar_sand oxygen deficient) and only ?I "
has a testing interval of about 200 seconds. The performancepoint for the 50 ]4_facility are ,-
for its S._ ft. diameter nozzle which is felt to be about as small a nozzle as can be used for _
testingpanels of this size. Because of operating pressure limitation,all of its parameters do [
not exactlymatch _ht. values. For this eo_lx_son the stream enthalpy has been _*_ched while "_
t_e_._e_..=e.__,_dsn_er_._o_the_li_ e.._. :ac_t_uses,_ _}
heated air and can test for an interval of 1800 seconds. Both of the facilitiesmy encounter '_ %
A
di_culty in achieving _b_e_ heating unless some means of tripping the boundary layer is :'_"'_:_i
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! The problem of experimentally establishing the r_lative _e_its of thermal protection
concepts proposed for the space shuttleis made complexb_ the different simulationre-
i quirementsfor the different possible failure modes.
I
-'- /.,,i.if Test facilitiescapable of simultaneoussimulationof different parameters in combination
-:-.,_ as required for TI_ screening do not currently exist. Plans are currently underway in certain
-!
": .... _::I NASACenters to hopefully alleviate this proble_ Hc_ever, the.performanceof these new or
_z_._e_ facilities is no_ ee_ain.
Overall evaluationof thermal pro_eetlon systems apparentlyrequires testing of large
"__:_:!:.i speci*aensunder eerrectcombinationsof aerodynamicheating and loading. Facilities currently
available for such evaluation and verification tests are believed to be inadequate.
It is believed that considerableadditional effor_ should be spen+_defining acceptable
simulationfor overall TPS evaluationand verifica_on so that facility requirementscan be more
adequatel_r esta_l:tshed.
•-:.,.:-" ._ . ".. . • , ..- .
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MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY - INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
i
G. C. Deutsch :
NASA Headquarters . ;.
Washington, D.C. :"
This session will be concerned with the advanced •_
materials technology that is required for the space shuttle.
First, however, it might be pertinent to consider why the
:" space shuttle presents unique materials problems. The
!" environment in which the shuttle will operate has already
been covered in this conference but it would be worthwhile ....o:
to review very briefly the salient features that apply to _/
•' the selection of the structural materials. In the table on ---_
.. top of Fig. I, the space shuttle is compared to both aircraft ::_._%,
5 _ ,, -'
<_ and to current Apollo type reentry vehicles The shuttle "
will operate at much hlgher temperature than current aircraft, _'_;
_ will have a payload thatis a considerably smaller fraction ':_ '
_:,, of g_oss weight, and will use hydrogen fuel. The differences ._ ._,',_,
.
!,_ one encounters when comparing the space shuttle to present ".:..°
,_ _entry vehicles are all concerned with the ability, of the : -.._ ..
'_" I_ -_ t'.i_ yehicle to land and be reused. The shuttle should be capable _.. o_._
of landing subsonically, of beinK ready for another-, flight i_ " "_
a fairly short tlme after landing, and of acct_mulatin_ a total _N _, _ '
_ of one hundred flights with a minimum of repai_..or_..refurbishment. :.:;,1 _i_
!
.! ., \ .,. . _, I:_._
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"_' When these requirements are translated into materials
,. terminology, it becomes apparent that this is the first air-
,' craft type device in which parts of the str_ure will be
!. creep limited. It is also evident that the oxidation
1
resistance required of the shuttle will be many times that
;c".... ",' i
(:_,J::'! of previous aircraft. The constructional materials must,
•:S :i of course, not be embrlttled by the hydrogen which will be
• "' " " ",':'i
-_.-' used as a fuel and many of the bearings, seals and hydraulic
fluids will have to operate intermittently, with great
reliability, and at temperatures in excess of those met in
current practice. In addition there is of course the overall
requirement that all constructional materials, both in the
i
structure of the space shuttle and in its power plants, be
as light as possible.
The several papers in this session will deal with
various aspects of these problems. Before coming to the
papers, a brief discussion of the current Materials Technology
Program, supplemented with an indication of program trends
I
for the coming year, is in Order. This is done in Fig. 2. I.
I
The first major topic shown there ,isHigh Temperature Meta!s. I
._,.... This includes :the technology of-columblum, tantalum, and I!...
&
dis_rsion s%rengthened alloys and of the coatings which
•protect them for use above 1800°F. This topic was discussed
-- for continuity purposes -- during the thermal protection
% t'",: '_ :" _,:"
_._ ,_:....... systems session yesterday. You .my recall that the program
:._:,:_"_: _;_,
:._G';,',_',_:.' _..
_ _;_._.,_) "
_:._/._.._I<_ - ,'
:,.,_%',_:.._.!;_,*%_ _ _ ,-.
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_-_ ' is a Joint one covering activities at the Lewis, Manned
Spacecraft, and Marshall Centers. In the fiscal 5rear Just
• :. ending, two million one hundred thousand dollars of research
/.__f was conducted under this major topic. It is anticipated that
::;" this program will remain at about its current level during ,
the coming year. The next major topic, Structural Composite i
Materials, is concerned with materials technolc as opposed 'I
i'
to the application studies covered yesterday. These _
materials are expected to contribute materially to achieving !:,
the light _eight structure that the shuttle must have. The il
program is being conducted by the Lewis and Marshall Centers :I
and in the past year was Just barely initiated with a one
hundred thousand dollar effort. This will be substantially
increased in the coming year. The third major topic, .
Environmental Compatibility, is concerned with the ability
of the materials to avoid hydrogen embrittlement, corrosion,
stress corrosion, and flammability problems. The program
was carried out at the Marshall Center in the past year at
a level of three-hundred thousand dollars. In the forth-. .
comlng=year it is anticipated that the continuln_ program at
Marshall and a program .to be initiated at the Manned Space L
craft Center will, in combination, be somewhat greater than
the present effort. Bearings, Lubricants; ,and Seals studies
-were carried out by the Lewis and Marshall Centers at a level
of abou t, four hundred thousand dollars-in the past year.
/
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_, In the forthcoming year this program will be kept at
/: approximately the same level. With so many new materials
i• being used in the shuttle, the accumulation of statistically
t.
_ significant design data poses a rather considerable problem.
_. To alleviate this problenlabout one half million dollars was
•.,.t,.:_ spent in the past year and a modest Increase is smticipated
_';;•::!Sii.:-)'i in the coming year. Finally, as the fracture mechanics and
• , -.,:%.
!;<::_;.i2'_ other discussions indicated yesterday, any defects that :
"!1"{.:_2<:'7ii-" develop during a flight must be found by inspection and _"
••::• _.2;?.._)
:"':-:,._.," ::,_ quickly repaired so as to allow prompt recert_flcation for i_I
?:.::::_i_i/._._ the next flight. The program at the Marshall Space Flight ,_
'4
Center to ensure that this can be done has been running at
the rate of about five hundred thousand dollars a year and I'i
is expected to increase, ill
A more detailed breakdown of these major _pics is given ii
in Figures 3 and g. In Fig. 3, for example, the high I_
temperature program is broken down•into the specific-studies _ iI
involving dlsl-erslonstrengthened alloys, columbium and
tantalum. And in the final figure, for example, the Specific
topics to be covex_d in environmental compatibility are
detailed. ""
The program that is covered by these figures represents
an effort to attack the, most critical problems expected with
the :materials for the space shuttle. A ver_ conscious 'effort
has been m_de to concentrate initial efforts on those a_eas
/" T.
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where the problems appeaz" to us to be most severe and which
require the longest lead times for their solution. As
experience and confidence in these areas are gained it can
.... be anticipated th,at the program will be modified to encompass
a broader spectrum of material problem areas.
_, The papers to follow will attempt to assess the tech-C_
? nology in several of the outlined areas. Many will indicate
:::i gaps that we seek your assistance in filling.
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FIGURE1 i
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MATERIALS RE-USEj EVALUATION, INSPECTION AND REPAIR
Eugene C. McKannan ":
NASA Marshsll Space Flight Center .,
Huntsville, Alabama
2
The primary objectives of'the space shuttle vehicle are to pro-
_'i vide reliable and low cost transportation from earth to orbit and [
_:, return in a variety of missions. This require_ a re-useable and "i
:; a llght-welght vehicle. Re-useabillty requires that we must mini- +
:', maze the amoun_ of turn-around tlme and effort required for in- *'
.:, spection, refurbishment, wer_rou_C, replacement maintenance and {
i_! repair between flights. Light-welght certainly requires that we
',-: use high strength/low density materials in the thinnest posslble
._! gages and that we minimize temperatures so that the strength of ,_J
_.\_ the macerlals w£11 not fall off rapldly, Also, we must have a re- .!
"_i radiation thermal protection system to get rid of the energy rather ._
_;/ than a system which consumes material to absorb energy, These re-5",
'..,_:':'_i qulrements lead us to consider the re-useable metal instead of _/ablatlve systems in the heat shleld, rocket nozzles, a titude }
control and auxiliary propulslon systems throughout the VehlcXe .|
(flgs. i and _). _ .
_!_ re-entry vehicles is impressive. The six Asset vehic_e_ in addition ,
._ to the several boost slide re-entry vehicles u_d coated columbium _.
and tantal_ _11oy re-radlatlve panels. The side heat shleld pa_els
of both Mercury and Gemini, those highly successful -anned spsce-
_ craft, euployed super-all_ re-radlative heat shleld'panels, Our
_ total experience and confidence with this type of thermal protectlou ,,_ '
_._ is sufficient to proceed with larger vehicles (fig. 3)(Ref. I). '_I
Requirements ...
: The sF_ca shuttle requires a co_blnstlon of _Ireraft tech-
_': nology, booster technology, and orbital Slmcecraft technology. _or
_,, instance, an airplane such as tim DC-8 or 707 is built to sustain _ ."
_.:.i on the order of 100,000 takeoffs and 18ndlngs; an Apollo vehlcle, *
_i! only one; and tim space shuttle, souswha¢ sore than 100. We must
.!
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build a spacecraft to go through boost and re-entry vlth aircraft
type of re-useability. Looking .st the primary structure, the tem-
perature varlatlotl in an alrplane is approxlu_stely" 200oF; in a
spacecraft It is over 600*¥ where cryogenic tankage is Involved,
In the shuttle It will probablF be over 700'F, because we _eed to
allow the aluminum tanks to attain as hlgh a temperature as poss-
Ible. We can look at the structure in terms of pressure differ-
ential, safety factors, mass fractions or anything else and we see
i that we, are required to build a vehlcle which must accompllsh the
• ,, mission o£ a spacecraft vith the re-useabIlity of an aircraft
_'" :_; (fig. 4)
• _-_ ' _ •
' , . !
", ," ] We must conslde_ the many time-and-temperature-dependent
: :2,_",j properties which change v_th the life of the vehicle From the
••i_ ':!:•I point of vlew of mechanlcal pro_ertles these are, of course, the
'_.":.:J stzength and ductility, in addition to the creep deformatloa and".: C'",
.: ...•- -.:] remaining fatigue llfe. Low cycle fatigue is important where ve
'::.-. :_:.'i look to the number of component operations such as pressurization
"-"_'17)''_:I cycles or loads on landing gears, High cycle fatigue is Important
.:,. ':._;25{.,.i,1 in Ceres of time of powered flight at frequencies of engine reso-
nance and turbulence in fuel lines, Finally, acoustic fatigue is
• '.,."., :.:.,_
;.,::_;_:.;;:._._ Important malnly during boost and re-entry. We must also consider
• :.':;_':..'.j fracture mechanics to look at the materlal in germs of its tough-,...,,.:_:_- hess and resistance to crack propagation rather than Its strength.
,,.,,_ .-__;:.'.,:'_
,. _.,_- _, All of these machanlcal properties are more or less dependent
•..'..r'.• "'": 2" 3
• _":";':':"t for their ltfetiu_ on the maCallurg:Lc_tl or solid st;ace of the7.;s;-:;'.:i_ ucsrlal. Wa_ra calkln8 here about he sicx structure in which
':":_""_."._"t the thermal history is extremely important. Not only initial pro-.
:'-"_":':.:':.::_'_ perCte._ but the change in the properties depends upon whether the
,.:..:,,_.,.,.,::_; .. ..o_ .,:::...,. :. ., materlal Is In a solution annealed or "as-cast" condition or
:;._...:;_,.,_. whether it has been precipitation aged. Also, the all important
•_":";";"::.-,} creep deformation depends on whether the material has reached a
:...•'.:.,,,..,•,_.-_ te=l_rature at _dalch recrystalllzation and changes in the grain
.,....,,,_,,.:,,,,. structure have occurred. Finally, _ must look at the surfa_,e of
'_ ...... ._' the materlal for oxidation of coatings, diffusion of coatings., Into
the substrata or of oxide Into the coatings, and volatillzatio_ of
alloyln8 extents Into the vacuum of space, vhlch may change eels- "
slvlty, probably the one most important property wmus,', consider
in a re*radiative teml_rature limited ._ysCem, Of course, erosion
and surface topology of the coatings Is very important _lso
(fig. 5). AC tllls point we must add that the re-useabIllcy of •
_.._, • .: the fibrous chroma-alumlnum silicate, hlgh*tmq_mrature Insulation
•"_?:'-_._" 4s vlta.1 to the protection of the primary structure, Changes In•. , ,/.,'_ _.- ,.'::.,,
-,-..._..._,:: fiber leulth or compaction due to vibration or to moisture pick*
•..:_:.-,_.: -_'.:_...
• .:.j.,_._ _ up on coollnS _st be mtnimtzsd.
i_fi_:_,..,_,_'_,:_ 148 ,_ "
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_;.... Mechanical Properties
i•.',* Figure 6 is an actual creep curve on panels which the McDonnell-
:_ Douglas Corporation tested for the Air Force. The panels deformed
; _ further with each 60-minute cycle at 2400°F under load, The Coral
"- deflection allowable _or this type of panel was determined to be
"-'_W: 40 mils and this particular panel reached that limit in 21 cycles.
• !./._: The study indicated that panels of this sort reach their creep
• •..... limit well before they reach their llfe limit by any other mode
!;:" of degradation. This curve also shows the difference in creep
•' :-- rate of an undamaged surface-coated columbium panel and one in
"!_'-.• which there has been damage to the coating over, a spotweld. The
,.-'•"' major concern is with contamination of the columblum substrate with
oxygen and the ensuing embrittlement as evidenced by the steeper
--_.',. creep rate. Fortunately, the referenced study shows that coating
_:_:_i-_: damage does not appear to have _atastrophic effect on the perfor-
'"-".: mance of t'_esilicide coated columblum panels at reduced pressures
:.:",.i- in a static test environment. (Ref If).
Figure 7 is an example of recently obtained fatigue data from
the University of Minnesota on Rene' 41 at 1600°F. This is a nickel
alloy, very popular because of its strength but very sensitive to
thermal-mechanical history. The "A" values of the different curves
are for various ratios of cyclic to mean stresses in the specimen
indicating how cyclic stresses imposed on top of steady state loads
degrade the total stress capability of the material. (Ref. 111).
Figure 8 is a typical fracture toughness curve from Tiffany
at Boeing showing normalized stress intensity versus life. Kli
in the numerator is the initial crack stress intensity due to a
crack which is determined to be in the material by either non-
destructive inspection or an initial proof test. Klc in the den-
ominator is the critical stress at which fracture occurs in the
material due to rapid and unstable propagation of a crack. The A
over Q values are equivalent crack dimensions. Both the Klc value
and the shape of the curve can be determined for any given material,
_'_ a few of which are listed in the upper right hand corner. ,The
_ important point here is that if one determined that _4 of the
_, - fracture stress intensity has been imposed upon the material, then
_ i something llke 200 cycles of llfe are remaining. .If"A" cycles
" _ are applied in the life .of ,the vehicle, then the .stress intensity
•ii_ will increase_to 0, 6 of the critical fracture stress_ intenbity for
_ this material. We .expect tO extend this type of analysis of prss-
._:.._,_,.:,._,,,,.::,_.+.,_.-....z-_ sure vessels to ,other areas of the cycllcly loaded structure.
-.:'_:._!_/;_,_ l_f. IV. ,
_._".::.i'-.c:"_,_
:_.._. -_ "-_
......,,- +a9
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"' " Metal lur 8ica I St_r_ucture!
For figure 9 in the area of metallurgical or micro-structural
stability we have turned to the engine manufacturer, Pratt and
Whitney, Division of United Aircraft Corporation, who has much
experience _ith superalloys at high temperature, In this case we
see the difference in the mlcrostructure of IN 100, a complex
_ nickel alloy, in which the annealed structure shows large It-regular
.:
• grains and fairly clean grain boundaries. The m_c/ostructure on
• . - :i the right, which has been cycled to 2000°F and then aged at about
' 1600"F shows a much finer and much more regular crystal structure
.- -.;. , , -,.=; .
, ":,. ...:,,. with a large amount of carbide precipitation in the grain bounda-
./.[.'': :"_)':_ ries. The point is that the mechanical properties of this material
: __" :_:':;/:[_'_:_[.,.,i have been greatly changed with the change in mlcrostructure due to
". "__'_-,_:_-;;_"_ the thermal history. Later Mr..Cataldo will discuss a similar
[." [::._.'".:..:.,!":,:__:;:_3 s_.tuati_ninvolving grain growth in HS 188, a cobalt alloy which
.J _--/").°::._i:;!_'_::[_,.,• . .. _ many people have suggested for use on the space shuttle
Surface St_ructure
Next in importance,we must emphasize the re-useability of
sillclde coatings on columblum alloys. This involves oxidation of
the coating, diffusion of the oxide into the coating and of the
coating into the substrate,volatlzatlon, erosion, spalllng, and
cracking of the coating. Stolc biometric changes of the oxide
cause volumetric changes, hence cracking, in addition to differ-
ential thermal expansion between the silicide coating and the
columbium substrate (see fig. i0). Figure ii i.sa typical
diagram, shown by PerkLns of Lockheed, of the many different kinds
of cracks and defects one should look for in these coatings.
Figure 12 is an indication of the effects of both temperature
and thickness indicating that the heavier coatings will provide
longer 1lie because of the greater depth to which the oxides pene-
trate before they reach the columblum substrate, Fortunately, many
studies have now shown that many cycles of safe operation can be
'; obtained even after the oxides reach the columbium substrate (Ref. V).
-...
i Emissivity.
Figure 13 is a diagram of the huge of emissivity with the
i, number of cycles to 2000"F, The bot_ eur_e is a typical Sylvania
: ....-. .1 RS12E sllicide coating on columbium sho_lng a rather large 0.19
_.i./_-:_-,-,"-:....'_i..7_;! change in emissivity. McDonnell Douglas Corporation has shown in
:,:_:o.:'.'_._-:'..::_-,.._-'_the midd'la curve how they can modify this coatin_ and obtain a much
•" ""_"_:';-_'_':""_'_""_:t
,;;_....._._i_._.p.:.::_..-_,;_ smaller change in emissivity.
_.-_-:_'_.... , ..-;.' _,;,.
_,_._i__,,'._.,_:_;_"
__._:.'., _=.z_,:,._--_._ ""250-
% -._#__,. - _.---,_u.n ` -..
- .:.,.-:-.",,_"_::_1
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- __,'_,_..'.-.,The top curve is from some data provided by General Electric Company
• :._" from Snap 27 flight reactor experience on the Vac.,Hyd 109 sil!cide
"_--.:_:_., coatlng on columblum 129Y, which shows both a higher value and no
: .•,.o'
°,'°' change of emissivity over a long period of time, Much more data
_:_ on these coatings is needed, however, to substantiate these curves.
•_.}it
'_ Non-Destructlve Inspection
-L .-:
.;:. I will not dwell on non-destructlve inspection because
"_'-_: Mr. Steinbring, General Electric Company,will give _s much better
" ,.._¢._e
detail on this subject in the next paper. However, we know that
":_:::" _!: there are several types of measurements that can be made both Ini-
_"__.i:! tlally and between flights very efficiently. For instance, looking
": "': at the coating of silicide or columbium, we can see oxidation be-
._._ cause of _he yellow-green coloration of the oxided area, We can
._._._., measure the change in thickness,with rapid sranning eddy current
and thermoelectric probes. Finally, cracks can be determined using
':._!""-:: dye pene_rant and radiographic techniques. There are several ways
,:'-.:-i:_ we can also look at the important variables in the metallic sub-
strates. The grain size changes which were mentioned earlier can
be determined by both ultrasonic and thermoelectric techn_.ques
which, again, can be applied in a rapid scan mode, Radiographic
techniques can be applied to flud major cracks, and beta gage scan-
ning devices can be used to determine changes in total thickness.
The moisture content o£ the high-temperature insulation can be
determined by dielectric techniques (fig. 1A).
We are looking at several field repair techniques for quick
fixes of the silicide coating on the panel. These involve slurry
spray coating, electrophoretic deposition, plasma arc deposition,
hot patches, of both low melting silicate or exothermic paste on a
film which will exclude air while the material is being heated.
Also, coatings such as th_ platinum paint or ceramic cement may
be useful for patching oxided areas. We have not yet determined
which of these might be the most effective for use directly on the
vehicle. Most of them will require some sort of high temperature
:_' tool to place over the patched area. In terms of refurbishment,
" ! there are many causes which may damage a coating. Some of these
/i are listed on figure 15_ such as the weather, ground debris, some-
i one dropping a tool, brittle cracks which occur during thermal
, changes, ablation products from some other part of the vehicle
• _i coating the surface, meteoroid impact, and the deformations which
•__ _'*'" _il are put into the material, and the failure of fasteners which may
.::. >:_, shake loose. We are attempting to determine the tolerance of the
•J :,'._-:c;._',-_
.._:_i_i/...--< various kinds of panels to these forms of 4aige and the best
.-<,_,.,,.....:;. m_thods which san be used to repair them.
:';_'..._:_,_,_
_'_"_i_;_'_
_i'_:_;_ In summary, the prlmsr_ thermal-protection-shield life-limitations
_...,_:_:i._!:_'_ -
_:'_'_"'_,.'_| _§I.
_" '"_T,"--,;_N ''
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as we now see them, are first creep and the total deformation in
the panel: second, thecmal stability of the microstructure or
changes in the grain size, and finally flaws tha't may occur in
the coating. We have development and evaluation programs active in
measuring properties and in determining the flaw effects on the
._ reuseabillty o_ the material, on the non-destructive inspection
techniques which can be applied, and finally in the repair techniques
_ which can be uscd to speed _he vehicle onto its next mission. All
/ of this is aimed at making a space shuttle reuseable and, therefore,
i.}_,-i£.}_.': :"2 both reliable _.nd low cost in that one vehicle can do many Jobs, ..
_:"--:_:":-_. I. Bauer, P. E., and Kun_er, D. L. : "A Survey of Reuseable _•
Metallic and Non-Metallic Thermal Protection Meterlals for
Space Shuttle Appllcatlons,"
II. Fitzgerald, B. C. and Rusert, E. L.: "Evaluation of Fused
Slurry Sillcide Coating Considering Component Design and
Reuse," AF Contract F33615-67-C-1574.
_,:, III. Blotherwick, A. A., Cers, A. g. : "Y&tigue, Creep, and Stress
Rupture Properties of Several Super Alloys," AF_L-TR-69-12
IV. Tiffany, C. F., "Fracture Control of Metallic Pressure
Vessels," NASA Space Vehicle Design Criteria, SP-80XX.
V. Fitzgerald, B. G. and Geyer, N. M. : "The Reuse of Fused
Slurry Silicide Coated Col_biu_," AIAA Paper #70-279.
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" _'_'-'" THE RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS
.... The key to success for the space shuttle program is the reliable
rS-i!i.i_'i:--_!'_ performance of the vehicle for a projected one hundred flights. A
....'-.,'-. catastrophic failure at any time pxior to the full I00 missions, resulting
: #:.-;_i in the loss of lives and the vehicle, would mark the end of the entire
..:..:_,_:_. space shuttle program and possibly of future manned space missions. Each
i-.',..:_.::!"i _' -'.'_:_'_ flight of the shuttle vehicle must have the same high confidence as thefirst flight and yet the requirements of economies and fast turn-around
;:[_.;.."!,.., time serve as formidable constraints.
In addition, it can be anticipated that in the course of i00
(;" missions some launches and re-entries will not be textbook perfect. For
example, it may be necessary to perform evasive maneuvers or to pass
through hail, rain, dust etc. or to undergo a hard landing. Each of
these situations cause thermal and/or mechanical overstresslng of the
vehicle materials and unpredictable damage or abnormal degradation may
occur.
Now then can we assure the high reliability that is required?
Essentially, this depends on three primary elements:
• Proper Design
The vehicle must be designed with emphasis on fail-safe aspects
so that local failure of one or several components, such as panels
on the TPS, will not cause complete failure of the system.
• Materials Characterization
There must be a thorough knowledge and understanding of the materials
behavior under the thermal and mechanical stresses of multiple
re-entries.
• Nondestructive Testing (NDT)
A complete set of sensitive, rapid, and effective NDT methods must
_':"_ be developed and applied for evaluating the status and monitoring
_! the properties of the vehicle materials as a function of exposure
o,_ to the re-entry environment. These methods must be able to detect
the onset of incipient failure and to measure abnormal degradation.
THE SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO NDT IS ESSENTIAL
NDT will haye a direct impact on every stage of manufacture and
operation (Figure 1) as dictated by the requiremants for re-usability
for 100 missions. The starting point for NDT development is the thoxough
knowledge of the potential_failure mechanis_s and the mater'ial variables
.... which influence behavior. Based on this knowledge, NDT techniques,
which are sensitive to the important variables and defects, can be
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developed and time and energy will not be spent developing techniques for
detecting conditions which have no relevancy.
i. In-Process NDT Ewaluation
It is important to note that variability in the material properties
is "locked-in" during the manufacturing process stages. As a result, it
is essential that those variables which lead to premature failure are
detected and minimized. This can be done by the effective application
: of _)T techniques for process monitoring and control, as well as for final
• inspection.
i
'- ": 2. Systems Checkout and Prelaunch Evaluation
""_._'[.:'i NDT techniques will be used for evaluating the space shuttle vehicle
...." _ before the first launch. This will be primarily to assure the initial
_ _-_...,../._ integrity of the vehicle and to obtain base-llne data for future reference.
-_.... The assessment of degradation from subsequent re-entry exposures will be
__ _-'_"_ dependent on comparisons with prior NDT data.
•".::•:•'4
....:::,_,..,_, The NDT techniques applied at this stage must be rapid and the data
obtained should be compatible with computer storage and readout systems.
./ .._'-_-_ Damage due to handling and assembly will be detected during this
"'_ '""_ evaluation and the decision for repair or replacement of components will:" _-'.'?"-')5'
,'.,,t:..:._.:_ be based, largely, on the NDT information available. 'Inadd4't±on, the
_:•:'_;'_:__'_ repair site or replacement component will require NDT inspection and
•_- '-e_' verification.
_i!_'_!<_%1_;._ 3. NDT Assessment of Re-usabillty
-':'-:""i!:':-'_'-_ As mentioned above, NDT data must be obtained rapidly at this stage
_:_ii_ because of the turn-around time constraints. As a result, it will probably
not be possible to examine all areas of the vehicle and reliance must be
i-i'..._:[_._;_'_._ placed on identifying critical areas for special attention. These areas
'!i!_i_'!_ may be identified as a result of the design analysis _nere flight testing or
_::#_i;.q:_:::._ windtunnel tests indicated the areas of highest temperature or stress. In
:_':::_.'::._._ addition, these areas may be identified through the use of implanted or
:'.-.,::.,_._.,.y_ attached sensors which may indicate that an over-stress or over-temperature
_"<"::_:_-:'.'_i_':;":'":*condition has occurred in local areas. Examples of these sensors may be _-::_ "':'"'_<" such hi gs as "the mochromlc implants" which change color irreversibly
<:_::/_i_'_ when a part-icular temperature has been exceeded. A quick visual inspection
':-:'.,,;.,_'."_._ of the TPS would then permit these areas to be quickly identified and NDT
• ."-:"_ evaluation techniques for measuring the amount of degradation could then
be applied to these local areas to determine if sufficient residual life
is still left or if the component must be replaced or refurbished. Another
example of "condition" sensors could be the use of functional magnetic )fasteners (s,'-has bolts) which are composed of an alloy which has a specific
"curie point". When the temperature at the structur.e l_as been exceeded the [..
magnetic bolt would lose its .magnetism. Kxte_mally mounted probes could
• then quickly scan the vehicle and detect those areas where the demagnetized
:_-!_:,_,_,_::..: bolts are located thereby delineating areas which have been overheated and
:_-<"%"_-:_i_ thereby weakened. A further example would utilize materials which Irre-
"_:'_:_-:_t_%: versibly change their electrical resistance when strained beyond a specific
•::_:.-,_:'.:_:':+ value_ When these sensors are attached to the internal supporting structures
._:::._.::_.:._-_ they will indicate that an overst_ess condition has taken place and further
":::,;_::;'_::,_,,,_.;, NDT verification of the flight-worthiness is required. These are only a
_,:._:,_7,::_
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few examples of the types of unique and novel approaches that can be taken
• .,:'
to reduce the amount of NDT scanning that will be necessary to assure the
reliability of the vehicle for another re-entry.
+_ However, in order to be sure that the TPS materials are behaving in
c a characteristic fashion it will be necessary to obtain NDT data from
_z_,.-, specific selected areas after each flight or series of flights. In this
++-_+,: case, the data would be compared with previously acquired NDT data,
•+>,_,_+_+! probably by using a computer system, and assessments of reusability would
be made by observing the amount of degradation which has occurred. The
computer would have pre-programmed information as a result of the extensive
_: environmental testing during the materials development and characterization
stages and comparisons of the NDT data accumulated after each re-entry would
allow deviations from normal behavior to be detected. The combination of
implanted and attached sensors and the evaluation of the vehicle at
specific selected locations will permit very rapid assessments to be made.
A framework unit with appropriate NDT transducers could then be an integral
part of the maintenance and inspection facility and the shuttle vehicle
would then be placed under the frame when the inspection is to be made. '++.
,.+
WHAT IS THE STATE-OF-THE-ART OF NDT FOR COATED METALLICS?
?
During the past several years, a program under the direction of
the Air Force Materials Laboratory (Ref. 1-4) has been concerned with the
development of nondestructive testing techniques for evaluating high
temperature coatings on refractory alloys and superalloys. Thls program :!
is an excellent example of the considerable value that can be obtained +_ -f
when NDT development occurs as a parallel effort with the materials ,_:
development. Primarily, this program sought to answer the following questions
(and did successfully): '+
-+
• Why do the coatings fail? ,:+.!
• When will the coatings fail? J
• Where will the coatings fail? , +_
• Which material variables are associated with failure? !+_
• How can these variables be eliminated during the processing step? ,+._
I _' As a further result of this program, coating producers and contractors
_,_" are currently using NDT techniques for process control, acceptance testlng_ ;+
\__' and for evaluating specimen degradation during environmental testing. I.-
,L-: For the sake of brevity, three emfective NDT techniques will be "+
' described in this paper. These techniques were applied to specimens and i_i
._+.:: _i'?:_ structures having pack cementation and slurry coatiugs on columbium, tantalum I
+'_-+_ _'=_il and malybden,':m alloys, i,--
."_:'.4'
:." -++3,
t.'_.74
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A. The ThermoelectricProbing Technique
The problem of detecting coatingvariability on the edges of
specimens is a particularlytroublesomeone. Yet, it is necessary to
evaluate edges since the greatest number of failures during static and
I cycling oxidation occur at edge sites.
_ A techniquewas developed in which a heated metallic electrodewas
i: brought into contact with the coating surface thereby generating a
thermoelectricvoltage. The amplitude of this voltage is dependent on
'/. the compositionand the diffusion thickness of the coating. When it was"_ ? applied to specimenswith the slurry applied coating considerablevari tions
_.._". -'- .[ in the thermoelectricresponse could be seen on the flat surfaces and on
_- "i :tl II the edges. When some of these specimens were sectioned and evaluated
[[.5_<'.:_/:_'_J[ metallographicallythe variations in thermoelectricvoltage output could
• ._..,.,:..:;._.::.._ be traced to variations in the coating thicknesses. It was possible to
• : _" _'_-' calibrate the test in terms of coating thicknessand to make predictions
...... '-''.-_. with an accuracy of about + .0002", Further, it was found that slurry
J:,::'<-_,_1._.:, coated specimens, which were oxidation tested at about 2600 degrees F.
: "; • .'':'_ under static and cyclic conditions,consistentlyfailed at the site where
the lowest thicknesswas predicted'.As a result, this variable was identi-
fied as the primary one which leads to failure and, therefore_must be
controlled. One coating vendor monitored this condition in numerous
specimens and made adjustments in the coating procedurewhich resulted in
consistent coating uniformity at edges and on the surfaces with a greatly
improved predictabilityfor performance,as well as longer llfe.
In addition this techniquewas applied to internal surfaces of complex
specimens such as hollow, gas cooled turbine vanes made of columblum alloy
and coated with the Sylvania R 512 E coating. By bending the probe tip into
hook shape and grinding the tip to a point, it was possible to accurately
measure and assure the coating thicknessin very restricted areas of the
internal leading and trailing edges. This 4emonstratedthat the limitations
of part geometry have no noticeable effect on the accuracy of this technique.
Examples of the simple instrumentationrequired to perform this test and
a schematic showing the arrangementof parts are given in Figures 2 & 3.
B. The BackscatterX-Ray or Electron Emission Test
Another test which was developed under this program and showed
considerableusefulnesswas based on an unorthodox radiographic technique
(Ref. 5.). In this techniquea radiograph can be made of the coating alone
':...... without the interferingeffects from the thicker substrate or a coating
•_ on the opposite surface of the specimen. _Thls is achieved by placing a
piece of radiographicfilm in direct contact with the upper surface of the
specimen or structure as shown in Fig. 4 a. A vacuum is then drawn on the
special cassette,which has a rubber bladder as the top cover, and the
film is thereby pressed firmly into contact with the specimen surface
(Fig. 4 b). The cassette is then placed under • standard X-ray tube and
.,..:.--.... ,, is exposed under conditionswhich are determined empirically. As the X-rays
,_'_r,-_'_ '_ ','_:'..
"_:_:_T::",:)_"P.5:5"- proceed through the film they will cause some uniform darkening or fogging
._.:t,_;-_,.._=_:_,._ of the film and as they impinge on the coating surface and the substrate
•_::_=..:_:::j,:_,_._._ they"generatephoto-electronsand secondaryX-rays which are then scattered
•_=:,_...._'-., in a backward direction onto the film.,
-_. -._..;_;'.--,_._.._,.
|,
!
• ,
• . |
_." .A,_ ; _
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_ When this technique was applied to coatings, which were prepared
" " by a pack-c_mentation process using pure powders in the pack, the back-
_ scatter radiograph showed numerous areas of mottled appearance. Subsequent,
oxidation testing of specimens at 2600 F. and 3000 F. in a static furnace
and plasma arc showed that failure always occurred at one of the mottled
.(i areas. This failure had the appearance of a pinhole through the coating
"_,: when viewed under a 20X microscope after failure had been seen visually.
•,-._" Metallographic sections through some of these mottled sites showed coating
.... structures which were radically different than the surrounding normal coatingk
.._. areas (Fig. 5). Electron beam probe analysis of th_s structure showed that
_:_- it was low in chromium and also completely lacked the uniform laves phase
of columbium dichromide at the coating/substrate interface. As a result,
it was hypothesized that the lower chromium content of these islands in
the coating, resulted in reduced oxidation resistance in these local areas.
-_. Further, the lack of the laves phase, which serves as a diffusion barrier
to the outward migration of columbium, continued to decrease the oxidation
resistance at these local areas and thereby triggered the failure of the
coating at these sites. Figure 6 shows the typical appearance of a
Cr-Ti-Si coated specimen with the numerous islands of faulty composition.
A review of the coating process and an analysis of the pack materials _,
permitted the source of this problem to be identified. The chromium
particles used in the pack showed varying amounts of oxide films on their
surfaces. Since this coating procedure is performed in two steps, where
the chromium and titanium are diffused into the columbium substrate in the
initial step, it was seen that the oxide layer on the pack particles could mask IL
the substrate causing a vacancy to be formed at this site. Upon subsequent _';
siliclding in the second step of the process, the vacancy would permit the i'_"
direct diffusion of the silicon and the columbium substrate. As a result, "'_
the local area would have, essentially, a CbSi2 composition rather than the
more oxidation resistant CrSi 2 composition. Again the detection of this
variable by NDT techniques permitted the process to be analyzed and the .'
failure-influenclng variable to be minimized or eliminated by removal of the _
defective pack materials and replacement wlth fresh non-oxidized materials. "_!
As a result, subsequent coatings of this composition prepared by pack-- "_
cementation showed considerably longer lives in the oxidation test, ' "_
C. TheEddyCurrentTechnique _Eddy current test techniques are commonly used for measuring coating _,.s•
thicknesses on metallic substrates, as well as for detect img such defects as
cracks and porosity. In this test a high frequency electrical field is "_::_
_.."., introduced into the test specimens by means of acoll transducer and produces .._
eddy currents which are affected by changes in thickness, composition and , _.
structure (Figure 7). Since this technique can be used for rapid scanning, .<.
:,_: it was employed for evaluating the coating thicknesses on the flat portions _%1
'_. of panels and specimens. However, thls technique is severely affected by -,'_
t changing surface contours and displays edge distortion effects near or at I"'_
"i:_ the edges of specimens. As a result, the thermoelectric test was used for I-.'_
.:.._._: evaluating the as-coated edges and complex shapes while the eddy-current ,"
._y_ _;_ technique was used for looking at flat panels primarily. In addition, the ,_
':_; "_ thermoelectric technique depends on the surface of the coating being an '
_' _,I :'-
_.-,_:.,:, electrical conductor_.and cannot be used when the surface has been oxidized.
:_,_ :_ This limitation does not hold for the eddy current test. /
_'
_
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Therefore, after the specimens had been placed i'dan oxidation
test furnace for varying lengths of time at 2600 F. ,they were evaluated
by the eddy current technique. Obvious changes in the eddy current response
could be seen as the specimens accumulated high temperature exposure
time. Specimens were sectlovel and evaluated and it was found that the
eddy current technique was , .itorlng the chnnges in diffusion depth
and oxide buldup. (Figure 8).
Other coatings than the one illustrated in the graph in Fig.8
: showed the same type of behavior, although the slope of the parabolic
" !_ f_ curve changed in relation to the speed of coating growth. In one coatingsyst m (Cr-Ti-Si), the coa ing grew parabollcally until a certain point
_"_ was reached, and then abruptly changed to a linear growth curve. Thi_
.: : change in the form of the curve has been identified as the "breakaway"
_.i•_•' and signals impending failure of the coating system due to wearout
: and the consequent loss of oxidation protection. As a result, this
phenomenon may be used in the space shuttle for signalling incipient
'.... failure of the coating.
:!_ In addition, the eddy current technique has been used by Sylvania
_' in evaluating their slurry applied coating while it is in the "green"
f°;':'_ stage. From their experience with this technique, they have been able
"-i:i_ to strip the coating or to apply additional slurry before the final
_f;_, f_sing step. As a result, they have been able to produce more consistent
ii_!_i and reliable coatings for the refractory alloys.
SUMMARY
_!fi!! When nondestructive testing techniques are developed in a
systematic way in conjunction with the materials development, they can
produce numerous benefits. For example:
_i:_ can an tool for assuring that the
i. NDT be effective characterization
_!_i_,..ii manufac_urlng process is reproducible.
!_f_.,'i_ 2. These techniques can be used for identifying and locating varlables
•_:_.".-":} and defects in coatings that lead to failure
i'}:J_ 3. Processes can be monitored and controlled to minimize or eliminate .
i_'-:_,'_._:.}:,,' failure-lnfluenclng variables, thereby assuring maximum llfe and I
:,""_x"1 reliability..'.'_i:!_c ''':''_. 4..W arout or degradation of the coatings, which signal incipient failure
can be detected, thus permitting specimens or structures to he removed
before serlnus damage has occurred•
WHAT IS STILL NEEDED ?
The progra_ outlined above 18 only a beginning. There are numerous ....
problems still to be solved, for which NDT can play a significant role,
_._, Among the things still required are those listed below:
:_¢_":_';_ • N.D.T. Instrumentation-Computer Analysis Systems for making reuse
•_:_..: decisions in real-tlme.
_:,,_i_'_ • Automation of present N.D.T techniques to permit rapid, accurate
_,v_.,_., and sensiti_ _ evaluatlon,
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.- • Development of novel techniques or sensors which can be used to
'"" " rapidly detect over-temperature, over-stress or other abnormal
conditions. _I
"/ • NDT techniques for detecting substrate degradation (embrittlement,
•. thinning, debonding etc.)
-, • Criteria for determining reusability and NDT for assuring reliability
-',jr.; during reuse.
_:,, • Early detection of loss of oxidation resistance (incipient failure)
• Detection of failure of coatings on internal surfaces which are
inaccessible. _'
• Development of new N.D.T. techniques which are specific to new
coatings as they are developed. [_"
•
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FIGURE 2 - The Thermoelectric Instrument and. Probe
.f . ,
.f
FIGURE 5 - Sections Thl-ou_.hNormal and Abnormal Areas
Detected. By the Backsoa_ber X-ray Technique
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. ',:_ FIGURE 7 - Eddy Current Instrument for Measurln_
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"'"' METALLICTPS & HOT STRUCTURE
/,t•
';_ THESPECIFICMETALLICMATERIALSTHAT ARE PRIMARYCANDIDATESFOR BOTH TP8
.4.:,
..:_ AND HOT STRUCTURECONCEPTARE LISTEDIN ORDER OF THEIR MAXIMUMOPERATING
T_4P_ATURE. _E CHOICEBETWEENINCO 625 AND HAYEES 188 WILL BE MADE L:
w.
TffEFABRICATIONPROCESSE8THAT ARE LISTED I_CLUDEONLY THOSE THAT ARE
_7_ LIKELYTO AFFECTT_E PROPERTIESOF THE CANDIDATEMATERIALS.
:_ .-4
_,:_".:' APPLICATIONS :
_:'::-'_"_"_ MATERIAL _,-}• _ _,_.,,.:._ FABRICATIONPROCESSING
"_i Cb COATING,WELDING,DIF BONDING,FORMING =--I.TDN|Cr "3 i. "!-
-, ,,' INCO6Z5( i_RAZING,WELDING,DIF BONDING,FORMING
HS 188 J _..__
_;--. ;._ RENE41 116.50AGE) BRAZING,WELDING,DIF BONDING,FORMING - -" .
,_.:_ ,;_:
".:" i_
_.,, ,_ INCO718 BRAZING,WELDING,DIF BONDING,FORMING '.;
_-'_i Ti 6AL-4V(ELI) -- WELDING,DIF BONDING,FORMING -_
If _ "4,)i
'i _; ,
: i|4
.-,,_ ., :..j
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METALLIC TPS & HOT STI_CTURE
': ,_ •
2,... " .'_"
':'-,-.P..:._ OVERAIJJPROGRAM. AN At_2_MPTIS MADE TO REFLECT THIS IN THE DEFINITION
:":_. i OF THE REQUI_TS PHASE B DATA WlI_LFORM A PORTION OF THAT REQUIRED
, [" .:!_'.'L-_I
, ::;T_ FOR THE COMPLETE CHARACTERIZATION BEQUIRED DURING PHASE C. HOWEVER,
; "-'",'.'J, ?_
,:._/..i i_!:_._{.I".. ,.', i THE PRIMARY EM2KASIS DURING PHASE B WILL BE TO PROVIDE CONFIDENCE IN .
.:",..:i':.:[",'_ THE SELECTION OF CANDIDATE MATERIALS AND PROVIDE DATA TO ALLOW A
.'.-;_..:.:j:'_;-_-!
",..7="S-:;%_
.' "_".,:-b_ BELIEVABLE MASS FRACTION
";.'_'>_::-d:_ PROPERTIESVS FABRICATION HISTORY,THERMALHISTORY, (LIFE CYCLE)
.-c_.-;.,/'i,._:;_ PROPERTY PHASE "B"-PRELIM ALLOWABLE PHASE "C" -DESIGNALLOWABLE
r2!r_i'.-"_"_'_:'; MECHANICAL COATEDCb, INCO 625,RENE41 ALL
;.'._tfi_:::,:--'_l,._,,_,.,...:._,. PHYSICAL - INCL OPTICAL COATEDCb, INCO 625, ALL
":"":,_;'4_';:':;v:;""_:;!]"!i!!_?;!::;: FATIGUE-INCLSONIC COATEDCb,INCO625,RENE41 ALL
_.: CREEP OATED b, NCO 25, LL
, FRACTUREPARAMETERS
,:, ;%.,_jp:,.
:v._r,;-.'dh,,,4
_.,,,?;'._,_:w.,
• ..:_.,...._' ._._.
_,:_,._;_;;',',i'.ti_:_ " /2_6 / , ,.
_'],',4:';_,_:_ ,_ ,, / , ,, '/:,:,,"_.,.,@_ .'
r _;._..,._.(,_..,, ;' ,, .
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TYPICAL LIFE CYCLE EFFECT ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ARE SH(:_'NTO :]:_U_.TE This R_UI_. _.,
"_':_ NUMBER OF FLIGHTS (--.1 HR) :,_
TEMPERATURE,DEGF !ilJ
3000 _ ,_
,'_ :_
'_..////,K ////////Z
"""',
/////////t////////////_ ...... ,
_ee_"',N, W ALUMINUM
_\A_oYS
o
o 50 IOO 150 20O
OPERATINGSTRESS,KSI ""
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_. NONMETALLIC TPS - REUSEABLE
•i<
;%.;
THE R_JSEABLE NONMETALLIC TPS MATERIALS ARE DEVEID_TAL AT TI{ISTIME.
HOWEVER, THEY HOLD CONSIDERABLE PROMISE FOR VIABLE APPLICATION. THE
CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITE OR REINFORCED PYROLIZED PLASTICS HAVE EXTREME ,.
TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY LIMITED PRIMARILY BY OXIDATION PROTECTION _i
:iTHE CONCEPT OF EXTERNAL INSULATION HAS MANY DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES AND I,
MUST BE GIVE_ A HIGH PRIORITY FOR DEVELOPMenT. _,I
APPLICATION il
MATERIALS FABRICATIONPROCESSING ?,
EXTERNALINSULATION(COATED) COMPONENTFABRICATION& ATTACHMENT !l
CARBON-CARBONCOMPOSITES(COATED) COMPONENTFABRICATION& A'FI'ACHMENT iI.
t
f
• ,'_F_ .
,/',;"
'. '/
:,, _ <
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_'I: NONMETAILICTPS - R_SEABLE ,_
': ;k',:
:2 ";)'?': THE PRIMARY _2_HASIS OF TESTING THESE MATERIALS MUST BE TO D_ONSTRATE
FEASIBILITY ESPECIALLY THEIR COMPATIBILITY WITH_ ALL _VIRONMENT TO BE "_i
_COUNTEHED THROUGH A TOTAL LIFE CYCLE.
I
I
PROPERTIESVERSUSLIFECYCLE '_'
PROPERTY PHASE"B"- REQUIREMENTS PHASE"C"REQUIREMENTS ::_"
MECHANICAL PRELIMINARYCHARACTERIZATION DESIGNALLOWABLES _
-I"
PHYSICAL(INCLUDINGOPTICAL) PRELIMINARYCHARACTERIZATIONDESIGNALLOWABLES ._j
ENVIRONMENTAL PRELIMINARYCHARACTERIZATIONDESIGNALLOWABLES _
ii-I
MOISTURE l
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_, PRIMARY STRUC_RE & TANK MATERIALS
J
i" MIL-HANDBOOK 5 CONTAINS THE BASIC ALLOWABLE REQUIRED FOR MOST OF THESE
_c
_ METALS. HOWEVER, THE INFLUENCE OF LIFE CYCLE AND SOME SPECIFIC
i iI'_'_ PROPERTIESWILL REQUIREASSESSMENT.
" 3 / :_ CONSIDERABLE EMPHASIS MUST BE GIV_ TO THE DEVELOPM_T OF ThE MORE
EFFICIENT COY_OSITES DURING PHASE B. THIS IS REQUIRED TO MININ!ZE THE
RISK ASSOCIATED WITH THE EARLY SELECTION OF THESE MATERIALS.
FRAC_ PARAMETER AND FRACTURE CONTROL PHILOSOPHY REPRESENT MAJOR
AREAS OF CONCERN. HOWEVER, THE PRIORITY FOR ACQUISITION OF DATA DOES
NOT SEEM TO BE AS HIGH AS IT SHOULD BE.
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_i THE DEFINITIONOF HOT STRUCTUREAND PRIMARYSTRUCTUREINCLUDESA P_.THER
"_,_.._, ARBITRARYT_MFEPATURELIMIT. THEREFORE,Ti-6AI-_VAND I_CO 718 APPEAR ,I
•_' ON BOTHLISTS.
APPLICATIONS
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I_ HIGH TEMPERATURE & CRYOG_IC INSULATION
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APPLICATION
MATERIAL,. FABRICATIONPROCESS i
ZIRCAR(ZrO) INSTALLATION-PACKAGING _'
L
DYNAFLEX(SiO2,A1203Cr203) INSTALLATION-PACKAGING "-
TG15000(GLASS)
4
MINK(PROPRIETARY) COMPONENT, !I
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MULTILAYERH.P.!. SYSTEMINSTALLATION
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.':.,"'_:,,: VERY LITTLEDATA RELATEDTO THE EFF_TS OF TH_ LIFE CYCLE _VIROR_ENTS ON
• """:.".:-_:_i..:
ALL OF THE I_SULATIONMATERIALSIS AVAILABLE. THE 0HOICE OF HIGH
T_I_gRA_UI_MA_ IS _ LIMITEDAND._., _ EAI_¥ _A_A_-
IZATIOgTO SUPPORTCAgDIDATE8_TIO_.
PROPERTIESVERSUSLIFECYCLE(THERMAL,MOISTURE,VACUUM, VIBRATION,ETC.) ,,
PROPERTIES PHASEB REQUIREMENTS PHASEC REQUIREMENTS
PHYSICAL CONFIRMATIONOF SELECTION COMPLETECHARACTERISTICS
CRITERIA- i.e., OPERATIONLIMITS
MECHANICAL CONFIRMATIONOFSELECTION COMPLETECHARACTERISTICS
CRITERIA- i.e., OPERATIONLIMITS
COMPATIBILITY CONFIRMATIONOFSELECTION CCIV_LETECHARACTERISTICS
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DATAACCLMUIATEDTO SUPPORTTHE APOLI_ PROGRAMIS ADEQUATEFOR
PHASE "B". HOWEVEB_THE MORE BENIGNATMOS_ OF THE SHUTTLEMAY
ALLOW _E L_JEOF SPECIFICMATEPJAIBWHERE THE COSTS OF TESTINGARE
::;" JUST.IFIED.THEREFORE,PHASE "C" WILL REQUIRESOME TESTING. AN
EARLY_97ORTWILL BE TO E'qTABLISHTHE FOI%MALCONTROLPROCEDURES. :
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VARIOUSORGANICS FLAMMABILITY,TOXICITY VERIFYDATA i'_-.
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¢!_- BFARING, LUBRICANTS, AND SEA_ FOR THE SPACE SHUTI_E
p
Harold E. Sliney -"
, NASA-I',ewisResearch Center
t
.'.: Cleveland, Ohio
.<
,y.- INTRODUCTION
The unique mission requirements of the space shuttle will expose some of
the bearings, lubricants, and seals to extreme conditions of temperature
and pressure. In this presentation we will consider three major problem
areas: (i) lubrication and design of airframe control surface bearings,
(2) thermally-stable fluids for hydraulics and for jet engine lubrication,
and (3) shaft seals for liquid hydrogen pumps.
DIqCUSSION
An estimate of some of the conditions to which the control surface b_arings
on _he orbiter will be exposed during a shuttle mission is given in figure i. j
There will undoubtedly be a prelaunch checkout requirement for the aero- +
dynamic control bearings under ground atmospheric conditions and at light
bearing loads. During ascent, the control surfaces and their associated _
to reach about 1400-1500 ° F from aerodynamic heating. _.bearings expectedare
The control surface "bearings may not be required to actually function during i
ascent; control may be handled by rocket engine gimbals and reaction control _._
jets. The bearings on the orbiter will then be exposed to a long soak in
vacuum during orbit at temperatures possibly as low as -i00_ F. Upon re- i
entry, the bearings will heat up to about 1600 ° F,
The control surface bearings will become functional at some time durin@[ i'_i
re-entry. They will then be required to provide oscillatory motion of the
control surfaces under high loads during the balance of the re-entry and i_
later during _et-powered subsonic flight. I__
Figure 2: This is an estimate of the airframe skin temperature in the
vicinity of the control surface bearings during re-entry. For one concept _._
of the orbiter vehicle, the high temperatures (1400-1600 _ F) persist for !!_-+'"_ about one-half hour. The bearings will not heat as rapidly as the airf ame
_; skin but they will retain their heat longer and may have to operate at i_
_ above i000 _ F into the jet-powered of the flight. In +!"
temperatures portion I_ .
'" some less optimistic analyses, temperatures as high as 1800_ or 1900 ° F are
I "_ anticipated in the areas of the control surface bearings, i-_
l.J
+
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The temperature extremes to which the airframe bearing.-',will be exposed
eliminates the possibility of usir.x oil or grease lubricants except perhaps
during ground checkout. Therefore, solid lubricants are being considered.
In our previous research on solid lubricants, it was demonstrated that
coatings and composites utilizing CaF2 as the lubricant are promising high
temperature solid lubricants. For example, in simple slider experiments
ceramic-bonded CaF2 lubricated Rene 41 to 1900 ° F. Ball bearings have been
, successfully lubricated with CaF2-BaF 2 coatings at temperatures up to 1500 ° F.
;: Figure 3 is a CaF2-1ubricated superalloy bearing running at 1500° F and 5000
' rpm. This bearing is shown to indicate the high-temperature capability of
. the lubricant and the bearing materials. It is in unidirectional rotation
• ../-...._. and is carefully aligned with the shaft. In comparison, airframe bearings
•.:, • _. undergo oscillating motion and must be capable of accepting severe shaft
•. ",--._ misalignment while the bearing is operating. (Airframe deflections and
..,. thermal gradients can easily cause dynamic misalignments of +5°.)
" - ,,..C- {>'--1
•:-":j:.'}.,,",,..I Bo_ing in the DYNASOAR re-entry glider program and a following program have
'-:,.i!j'.";'j-_;.'/._:J evaluated C_F2 coating_ for control surface hinge bearings. Boeing found
• ':.,::-._<:_i_ that ceramic-bonded CaF2 and fused CaF2-BaF2 coatings were effective at
_'; -;'"......:; i000 and 1500 ° F, but very poor at room temperature. Martin in its PRIME
'.::::./'[_:!}:_.:_ lifting body program found that oil could be successfully used as a co-
?'::_[:..",i,-5,:.! lubricant for the low temperature ground checkout condition. Both investi-
< :<:-',;_3_.J gators found that a special gold plate developed at Boeing and designated :
.-=,:.:_•,V:'._'-:'_ X.88 was an effective lubricant for plain spherical bearings up to i000 ° F.
,S!-_!'._,-._',[e_¢-_:j Areas of investigation which should be pursued include: (i) bearing design,
b<:,5:(,,.t,j,%_:h:_) (2) improvenent of low temperature properties, and (3) formulation of coat-
.,,._i:_v..,•,._..,, ings and fillers for composites that not only lubricate, but also provide
•-:v_',-," .:-:;';._ oxidation protection Lo the substrate or porous metal.
_.:.-,:._'%:/.,v_:_._..._S Three types of self-aligning airframe control surface hinge bearings are
'_;;;_"_;6-::_-_";'-" shown in figure"4. The ball bearir_ aligns on the outer raceway which is
:w_:.-;,,_?':.%/ ground as a segment of a circle with its center at the bearing center. The
;c;.:.,,;:'.:,..:::'.:;:. concave roller bearing can carry both a radial and a th_s_ load and align-
,',,,-,,_A-.,-'.:r_,_:,,:; ment occurs at the roller-inner raceway contact. The inner raceway is a
-'o-'-'_';_,L_:-_.,.., :_ ,_,.,:, spherical segment. In both of the rolling contact designs, the solid lubri-
.:.::._,.;. _.,:,:,, cant will either be applied as a bonded coating on the cage surfaces
•v.:.;,,"::,_:,,_. indicated or the cages will be made of a self-lubricating composite material.
-;.-.{:_-;._.,-;?._,.:[_,, The remaining bearing is a sliding contact, plain spherical type. Oscil-
.'_-".5:.-:;',-;',-..•:-. lating motion occurs on the thrust washer and on the bore of the bearing.
The spherical segment is for self-alignment only. The lubricant coating is
applied to the shaft, the flat thrust surface, and the spherical surface of
the bearing.
In simple slider experiments, improvement in low temperature lubricating
properties have been achieved by adding finely dispersed metallic silver to
the fluoride coating compositions. The effectiveness of this addition on
.... , ..:. _ the lubrication of airframe bearings will be studied.
,,-_.,..,, -.;,:;_,., Figure 5: Self-lubrlcatizg sintered porous metals infiltrated with fluoride
;:f:-j._;:-....,-_,,;:j.-# lubricants are effective up to 1500 @ F but the life is limited by oxidation
-.,:e .,:. ;,_t_:_.._f.;-|
%;_•_: ,'TX'"":_h •':'•
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••'":_ of the sinte;,-d metal in the composite. We have begun work on modifying; .. ,
",*_-" CaF 2 infiltra_ts to provide oxidation protection to the metal. The slide
shows the weight increase with time in air at 1500 ° F caused by oxidation
of the simered metal in the composite. In 50 hours, fluoride-filled '"
Hastelloy X has oxidized more than unfilled Hastelloy X. However, the '_'/
_ use of a Co0-based ceramic instead of the fluoride reduces oxidation ,,
_<' drastically. Studies are now underway to modify the fluoride infiltrants
_-_ by the addition of oxide ceramics.
,-9:' .
_.-" Thermally-Staole Fluids for Hydraulics and Jet Engine Lubricants
Some heat transfer studies by aircraft companies indicate that heat soak
during and just after re-entry may increase hydraulic and lubricating fluid
temperatures to as high as 800 ° F. These fluids should, therefore, have
good thermal stability, good oxidation resistance and low vapor pressures
in order to minimize sealing and thermal protection problems for the
hydraulic and lubricating systems. Figure 6 gives some pertinent p_'operties o
of some candidate fluids. ,
The polyphenyl ethers a_,d the so-called C-ethers appear to have the neces- 0/
sary high temperature properties. Polyphenyl ethers have _he disadvantage _
of high pour point (+40 ° F) and certain deficiencies as boundary or thin
film lubricants. The C-ethers, although they have a slightly lower thermal de-
composition temperature, do have the advantage of a low pour point (-20° F),
and they have good susceptibility to additives for improving wettability on
L
metals and for improving boundary lubricating ability. We plan to conduct >,
both in-house and contract programs with C-ethers and polyphe_kyl ethers. _?
The contract program will be a program (i) to formulate additives for the
C-ether and polyphenyl eth_.rs to improve their lubricating characteristics
and other properties, (2) _o determine suitability of the lubricants for
ball bearing lubrication, and (3) to evaluate the fluids in a hydraulic ,'*
system. The in-house program will be to investigate the fundamental lubri- "?_i
cating characteristics of the various candidate fluids at the temperatures •_
of interest. ,;_
Seals for Propellant Pumps ._.
I.)"i
The last item I would llke to discuss relates to the other temperature _ i
extreme. It is concerned with rotating seals for li_-,idhydrogen _umps for */2
the rocket engines. Current thinking is that to get the high flow rat_s _,z_,_,
needed in a compact package, the pumping pressure may be anywhere up to i0 • <_?
_ times the pressures found in current rocket propellant pumps. Therefore, :o__
t_ seals are needed that will seal a high Ap and must be reusable for many L__i
_*_ flights. :,_,,_,
_' Figure 7 compares the leakage rate for three types of shaft seals : labyrinth, _v
_i sliding contact, and self-acting lift pad type of narrow gap seal designed !_
i•:,/,"_ J__ i"_-_ here at Lewis. This seal provided lower leakage rates than either the _i_('_.:_/"i_'._i_-! labyrinth or the sliding contact seal. Also_ Because there is no solid
_'g'(-_;,::) important to obtain the long seal llfe needed in a reusable vehicle. A
"_ ','_:_'/;" I
•ii]i
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schematic of the self-acting lift pad seal is shown on figure 8. This type of
seal is characterized by a high gas film stiffness. This means that the lift
force drops off rapidly if the seal tends to open and the closing force in-
creases rapidly. If the seal tends to close_ the opposite effect occurs. A
small ope-,atlng film thickness is thereby maintained and the result is that
the high gas film stiffness forces the seal nosepiece to dynamically track
any small runout motion of the seal face.
SUMMARY
.,* Three major areas of research which have promising potential for space
,_ shuttle applications have been discussed. They are:
._ 1. High temperature airframe bearings lubricated with solid lubricant
'i film and composites. Modifications to provide good low temperature
>-._ lubrication and to reduce metal oxidation rate are needed.
.°l!
:_:4 2. Formulation and evaluation of high temperature modified polyphenyl
'-f_ ethers for lubricant and hydraulic fluids, and
_::;_ 3. Self-acting lift pad shaft seals for hydrogen pumps. They give low ,
• .ll
):_.A leakage and little or no seal face wear. i,
: i.iI I
• °
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ESTIMATED MISSION REQUIREMENTS FOR
ORBITOR'S CONTROL SURFAC: BEARINGS
PHASEOF .... CONDITIONS I BEARINGFUNCTIONS
MISSION
PRE_UNCH_ F 1 ATMAIR OSCILLATION
:; LIGHTBEARINGLOADS GROUNDCHECKOFCONTROL
._ SURFACEOPERATION
._*: _ ......
_;_ ASCENT 80o TO1600o F STATICLOADSUPPORT
:_: ORBff '1000F VAC OSCILLATION
.:-,_ MINIMALBEARINGLOADS CHECKOFCONTROLSURFACES
";:_" BEFOREREENTRY
;!_.':: REENTRY -iQ00TO1_00 F OSCILLATION
":--: VACTOHIGHDYNAMPRESSURESATTITUDECONTROL,MANEUVERS,
,':_2 PEAKBEARINGLOADS l ACCOMMODATEHINGEPIN
'_-'_ MISALINEMENTS' 7.',",'
_._ ..........
::'_ JET" HEATSOAKFROMREENTRY OSCILLATION
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:. _."'. CRYOGENIC INSbI.ATION
James E. Curry
':,_ NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
'__:'' Huntsville_ Alabama
":;' ' STATUS "'
',',::_) .
Before considering Shuttle requirements, it seems appropriat,•
•,._'[i\"., to ,i_ffereutia_:cbetween two types of cryogenic insulation. ,,
• _._w.,,. _'hc:-,',,ut,%in::kultof the cryogen for only a few hours is required,
•V.j;:.v a::,:,when conduction and convection mechanism_ prevail, it is
• :'_'"'_:,' p_'_BLssibie to simply interpose a substance of low thermal con-
,-.;_L:,_ ."
"a,'.:..' ductivity in the heat transfer path. In the context of this
paper, these are short-time ins'_:lations,and the insulation
material can be applied to either the interior or exterior of
liquid hydrogen tankage. However, since all known practical
short-time insulations contain potentially hazardous organic
,.,aterials,their use must be restricted to the exterior of liquid
oxygen (Lox) tankage, o
For the prolonged orbital storage of cryogens on the order
of several days, e required tankage design will necessarily
minimize all conductive contributions, and the mulu_lay_r
reflective insulations (Figur_ i) become the logical choice.
We have only limited single flight experience with these insula-
tions. To protect this type of insulation from the degrading "
effects of humidity and to provide reasonable thermal perform- J
ance wBile the tankage £s on the ground, multilayer insulation i
is usually purged with helium. The insulation evacuates during
ascent to attain the low pressure _:adiatio_ heat transfer environ- i
ment where it is most effective.
Figure 2 shows that the critical long-time storag_ require-
ment for this vehicle is the Orbiter tankage, which must store
propellants for de-orbit and landing maneuver. Some type of
multilayer high performance insulation will be needed for these
long-term Orbiter ruquirements, but it would appear that the
Booster and Orbiter short-tlme performance requirements can be
met by appropriately modified existing insulations. Figure 3
'., shows several possibilities that exist in selecting and applying
'_ an insulation for the Booster and Orbiter shoat-time requirements.
We have assumed that insulation of all Lox tankage will berequired; however, this may not be the case with Booster tankage.
I_i The _Ist.is restricted to insulations that have either flown or
have been the subject of heavy developmental work. _f required,
we would not exclude any insulation from application to the
"_'J exterior o_ oxidizer tankage, but reactivity considerations
".._.;_i.,;_'_ dictate that i _. be protected from direct contact with liquid
':'q'_:':'_" o-yg _- spillage or vented gaseous oxygen. A requirement for
-,.. _.%• .]
'" ".'_' _ elevated temperature resistance may exist for both short-time
.'_:_,_ .
r:;'t."._ and multilayer insulation for reasons that will be cla_ified later.
:_,._,:_._¢ j With this background, it is instructive to consider specific
,_,_,_, examples of insulations now in service or under development with
•:-.,.,,_ an eye toward their potential Shuttle application. We wl],l first
"_'_._ omphaslze concepts rather than _te_ials.
,.: ..._f.
_d,v.,.,
, _. ;_ .
, .,_% -".
- '_ ml I
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: .j Two examples of internal liquid hydrogen insulation are
, shown in Figure 4a, This foam in_u[atiorz has flown on all
S-IV and S-IVB flights. It is biaxially "ceinforced with
:_-_, glass filaments and preformed lap-edged tiles are bonded
adhesively to the tank interior. The inne:_, surface, which
actually contacts the cryogen, is a wet layup of fiberglass -
• ! polyurethane resin. The other internal insulation is an
.!! example of the gas barrier type where the liquid cryogen is
physically and thernmlly cushioned on a layer of its own vapor
.. ;/i which is anchored by capillary forces within the cells.
':"!;;_i:._, This gas barrier approach is still a developmental concept,
:L<5,_ Two external insulations have flown successfully on the
Saturn S-If stage. The first version (Figure 4b) consisted
_'", .-/ of a phenolic honeycomb partially filled with foam down to
"/:. /_ within approximately 1/8 - I/4 inch of the tank wall. Saw
i';i!'i/'i:'I cuts were made through the honeycomb cell walls next to the
• tank to permit maintenance of a helium purge over the tank's
outer surface. The outside surface of the insulation is
closed by a nylon-phenolic laminate with a Tedlar outer film,
.:i,_.':"-_ The finished insulation was adhesively bonded to the tank
_."__I exterior. The second and current S-II insulation has signifi-
- "._I cant advantages over the firs_ from the standpoint of weight, '
:':"_"_f'_!:.\-_ thermal perfornmnce, manufacturing ease, and installation.
\:'/_:[:_I It is a machine-deposited layer of polyurethane foam applied
.,°.<_ directly to _he tank exterior and coated with modified poly-
:.:,,._. urethane resin under a white vinyl coat. In areas where
!..:.,_.>':. localized aer6dynamic heating could create serious erosion,
. :_i,__-" a layer of cork is adhesively bonded to the foam exterior
•"•:".'":__-_ sur face.
." .:.v.':45_._ Another external insulation which has been carried to an
:_'_!_-".@@t_ a&va;.ced state of development is the so-called dual seal
:h'_"_.,:'[_. insulation, shown i_' Figure 5. It is a double layered hone_- 'b_
_, accomodates a purge. The inner Mylar honeycomb layer approaches
a multiplicity of individual hermetically sealed volumes that ...
i!i!}i_ii!!.- hydrogenCry°pumpist°_,low-conductingtanked.gas pressure regime when liquid
i' Again, for Orbiter long-time applications, any short-time
" insulation could in principle be employed beneath a suitable
_'_ mul=ilayer insulation, so there are several possibilities.
_i. At this point, we can.weigh some of the advantages and ,l
' _ disadvantages of these and various _other insulation approaches
against Shuttle requlrements. The first choice that ,'may arise
• : is the problem of. internal versus external short-time insulation
¢
.".' ,.,7,',._._. _ _ _ _ ..
.-:.-,.._ %,%
•_,"_-";4_" ',. _') '. ,. '"_
I
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'_, for the Booster and Orbiter. ascent hydrogen tankage. On the basis
of our experience with the insulation discussed earlier, Figures
6 and 7 surm_arize the advantages and disadvantages of these ,,,
approaches. If the argument is restricted to insulations we
have actually flo%_n,the external spray foam insulation is the
lightest, but this would not necessarily be a general advantage
_", of external insulation. The internal gas barrier type can
potentially approach this weight advantage. Average tank wall /
,' temperatures in service would be lower in the case of external .
_; insulations and this would theoretically permit the use of higher
•y'_ allowables for a lighter tank design. It perhaps bears
•-_ repetition that any insulation required for oxidizer tankage
!',:.j will have to be applied externally for safety reasons. Finally, .)
internal insulations of S-IVB type are subject to a progressive
"" _ and adverse change in thermal performance as the cryogen perme- •';
"-C I
._i_ ares the foam. "'
•:_'.'._ Turning to internal insulations, as a class they would be
../,:_ less vulnerable to environmental or accidental damage and any _ ;damage that is incurred would likely be more localized and _',
"_*'-_ without the potentially serious consequences of external
",_ insulation damage, It is hard to say which approach might '_.
", be easiest to inspect and refurbish. If an external insulation \
_."j"' is more likely to require separate reentry protection, then
,;---_ an internal insulation might be easiest to inspect and repair.
_I A summary of the performance of these systems is contained in ,,:.ii<-_ Figure 8.
:._.'i With the Orbiter long-term insulation, the mult!layer
_:,__j reflective insulation is the only conceptual possibility, but
_! there are recognized problems in using it on any tankage, and
_".i there are some additional problems peculiar to the Shuttle. --_-
_ Deficienc ies ,_
_{j Unless insulations can be found that will withstand the "_ ._..
._j_! full extremes of this mission, from cryogenic tanking to reentry _ -_ .-
!_,;_ conditions, all external cryogenic insulation used on the Shuttle i
will probably underlie some type of high temperature insulation.
!_ How much of this high temperature protection to provide, and
' _1 how to integrate it structurally and thermally with the cryo-
,, genic insulation are questions which must be answered. This
_! requires consideration of the temperature limits of the materials '\
} commonly used to fabricate insulation and tankage.
•_! A maximum use temperature of 300°F seems a logical base _
, point for an aluminum tankage alloy. Therefore, as a first
"'__-_ attempt at optimization, a cryogenically adequate insulation ,,_
"_'_i capable of withstanding this temperature would require a minimum
,_ thickness and weight of associeted high temperature insulation. 4_1
c *'
•,, I;?
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• i U_::,,:'_u':,_clv the ability of most materials used in present
"" 'I ,'ay ,'ry,,,,.:c_,,[¢insulations to survive repeated cycllc exposures
I to this temperature is unproven if not doubtful, particularly
; when these exposures are combined with other aspects of the
w: Shuttle environment.
,'<:' The umximum temperature to which the S-II/S-iVB type
i ) urethane foams can be exposed on a static or sustained cyclic
!, basis will be in the range of 200 - 225°F. If we take the
.- _!,,, S-II external foam insulation approach, the need for other
':.'i_" _-"'- "'i.' I plastic foams with improved thermal stability is indicated.
_"ii::i /_":_'t A number of possibilities are tabulated in Figure 9. To date. only one isocyanurate foam has been examined, and it did no
• ""$-'=.'"_':_ significantly exceed the temperature capability of the existing
":,iC'_ ,::_/'_') urethane foams. If a foam with improved high temperature
.,j.t•.,,:: ..>! capability is found, we may then be compelled to look at some•..'_,.-:.;..,>_ other adhesives for both thermal and bond strength reasons
,"":",-_;;:.';._'_",_i The adhesive presently used in the S-IVB internal insulation
L..,-_,-,",:-','?_ has temperature limitations of its own and .may not bond satis-
-,':- '_•:_':_ factorily to a foam that differs chemically "and physically from
.' " "-"::". :.q ::.•_;:,i the existing urethane, If an external foam insulation is consider-
'-:',--::-:. ,',_ ed, it seems unlikely that any nonurethane foam sy_,tem can be
, . _, f :--';,7'•: ,£.f,
., ;'-,.:.-'_il_, adapted to exterior spray application within the Shuttle time
"•'_"i"::'/"I_I frame. Urethane foams have been with us for some time, but
"#'!".':'.::..:_::<jI_"_''Y:'._ the spray application of urethane to S-If scale fuel tankage
_•_;:_:./!:!:_:_ required the solution of a number of problems.
"_:'_9"'":""; At this time, the non-foam containing shor )'-time insulations
";..J_.[.'.:::i:_''''_ look less foreboding from this high temperature standpoint.
:"._.,_'"." vi High temperature honeycomb materials are now available which
i-:_ merit and are receiving consideration for dual-seal type external
_"._:.:._ insulations and the gas barrier internal vaziety. The gas
'/_,_.:,'"_i'._'."::-"_ barrier approach is being considered for a liquid methane-fu," d
,,'_.( ve" sion of the supersonic transport) where, temperatures approa, h=
¢'i.;:>,,/' .;"- :.'-,i!ii
,._.[.!>_,,_:!,... ing 700°F may be transiently encountered and a related program
:"'::'_":':_;":""""_ !!i is underway within the same contractor organization uhat is:.<..!_.(;:: ,,_ ,.:. "oriented specifically toward the Shuttle requirements.
..,..,.._.: ._:, In the case of the long-time Orbiter insulation, this same
" ""_'""_'" high _emperature problem will be compounded bl. other, environ-
" mental considerations. The two key elements cf the multilayer
insulation are the reflector and spacer layer._. Various metallized ,
pla;-tic films _sually a fraction of a m_l in iLhickness) are
,, unde, :onsideration as "reflector element_ and' the intervening
,spacer,layers will probably be some openinetting or fabric.
Installing _insulation of this type on tan,kage of the scale we
are encountering is a substantial problem, bu_, .onc_. this insula-
: . tion i8 on the tank) we have the.same questions regarding its
...,-].!.:._":":i:..':{_: durability under repetitively cyclic temperature extremes,
• !_-;,},._-..:_.'__ pressures) shock, and vibration. It seems! .un'l_kely tha_ a
,. ,controlled humidity, can be guaranteed for _his ;insulation/on
the Shuttle and humidity - temperature' excursions that caii lead
': :_'":'_" ,'_' '> _to interlayer moisture condensation and prc, tonged retention are
' '::"_"_,'-t", _'< e_l,_"':,,::_i";i.'..f::".+,,,,_'.., very destructive to the aluminizing treatm t_ normally\_,pplied
"---.:.,'-:'_ :','_ ' ' /' " ' _: I , ",, "
•.:'._,_:',"_i:e') _: ", 300 " "I '_"_>'
_.;.:._.,_.-....",.._
,' .o ,,. k, \_ ,
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to polyester films. Other film substratcs may be needed on
Li_e Shuttle for thermal reasons and it will also be necessary
"_" to investigate other metallizing tre_:tments, (Figure I0).
Goldized polyimide film, is obtainable and a special germanium
vaporcoating has been applied to aluminized polyimide film
eo minimize _his corrosion problem. Finally, just because _
,\_'" these multilayer insulation elements have no load carrying
_,,_, capability does not guarantee that they won't be stressed.
__.i!,! There is a substantial disparity between their thermal expansion
behavior and that of the candidate tankage materials. In
':" ''_ addition, vibration, evacuation, and repressurization all
induce stresses on the insulation. The relatively poor
rep oducibility of multilayer insulatio is a disadv ntag
!_4_, that must be bought with their outstanding insulation perform-
ance. Determining the extent of this variation and the <
magnitude of any service induced performance deterioration
will be necessary and this may well require the parallel
:-! development of a new test methodology. The flat calorimeter
".!-_ configurations best adapted to cyclic environmental exposures
and subsequent thermal testing of insulation assemblies are
the poorest in our present state of knowledge for yielding _'
reproducible and realistic thermal perfor._nance data.
EVALUATION OF CURRENT MATERIALS "'
L
The suitability of existing foams has been studied'by tensile
measurements, high temperature aging and thermogravimetric (TGA) "_
testing. The latter technique involves measuring the weight loss
of the sample in an environment where the temperature is maintained
constant or alternatively, is increased at a programmed rate.
Isothermally aged glass filament reinforced S-IVB foam insulation _
samples exposed for six days to temperatures of 210, 250, and 300*F '_
showed weight losses of 0.7%, i.i_, and 6._ respectively. Between ,,
250 ° and 300°F, the foam became discolored, expanded slightly, and '_
showed evidence of separation from the reinforcing glass fiber _
network. -
?he fla_ise tensile test results, shown in Figure. II, verify i" *
the rapid decline in foam strength that would be expected over the i_
temperature range in question. Although the failures visually ' "
appeared to occur in "the foam, the nature of the adhesive may have 1
an effect on the actual strength. _ "i::"
Similar tests were conducted by applying heat to the metal _. -'_
I [
: _ side of large insulated panels which simulated the current S-IVB ,_}
i insulated tank. The metal surface was brought to the maximum =es= .
temperature in twenty to thirty minutes and held at the test
.I temperature for an additional thirty minutes. Single tests a_
maximum temperatures between 200 and 250°F caused no observable
failures but repetitive testing is incomplete. Dissection of
samples heated to, 300eF revealed_hat cracks had developed in the
'\ \,
\' !
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,, !(
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"',_' foam adjacent to the bondline and thi,,_effect was noticeably more
":'" pronounced in samples that had been heated to 350°F. Overall, ,
_ ': these: results support our earlier conviction that this system will
be limited to a nmximum use temperature in the 200 - 225°F range,
and this limitation now seems to be inherent in the urethane foams
, rather than the adhesives.
'[_ Figure 12 demonstrates that we have several adhesives with
i_ reasonably good strengths up to 300°F, again, cyclic exposure data
_i is incomplete. In conmon with a number of people, we have been
,_I studying high temperature strength-enhancing additives for
i!',!I adhesive systems. Additives are known which markedl: nprove the
-_I" high temperature and age resistance of our standard u. ,thane cryogenic
'" ive and the beneficial effect of using this additive is also
show_ in Figure 12.
.- :{
, :_ So, the most high temperature vulnerable element in urethane i
the polyisocyanurate materials mentioned earlier, are under study
and silicone foams also merit immediate consideration. These and
i'ili!i!i other candidate foam systems are being screened by TGA, high
temperature aging and mechanical tests. For externally applied
,"',/ foams, suitable corro ion resistant prim r may be needed for
application to the tank exterior surface before bonding. Consequently,
the parallel evaluation of adhesives, primers, and candidate exterior
foams is indicated.
Evaluation of potential rqultilayer insulation materials must
encompass at least the "activities su_mrized in Figure 13. We
have had representative state-of-the-art multilayer insulation test
panels exposed to weathering tests at Kennedy Space Center for over
a year. These unpurgcd assemblies are stored in an open shed and _.
although they are protected from direct precipitation, we have noted
adverse changes in the optical properties of some of tl_ealuminized
reflector materials. Theze is also evidence that some spacer materials
contain agents that accelerate this corrosive attack. This study is
being broadened to include materials of greater interest to the
Shuttle. Some of the metallized films th_t_may prove less subject
to humidity-induced optical changes may not be as durable physically,
so methods of evaluating metal adhesion and wear resistance will be , _,
investigated. Representative Spacer materials that:show greater
promise than the currently used nylon and dacron include_netting o'f :-
beta glass, Nomex, polybenzimidazole and KYnol , a flame resxs=ant
phenolic fiber.
,.,'eare also enlisting aid through several contracts aimed a_
deve_cping or improving insulation suitable for Shuttle'service ,_
(Figure 14)'.The first program is basically an effort to upgrade the
type of internal foam insular,ion now flying on the Saturn, S-IVB Stage.
An in_ernal gas layer approach is being pursued in another' program"
by _'artin-Marietta .Corporatlon_ and _McDbnnell Douglas Astronautics
Company is involved in a 'third program oriented toward high performance ,
insula_ion to meet _he long-time Shuttle storage requirement.
_r
,!
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON SPACE SHUTTLE MATERIALS
C. E. Cataldo J
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center _-
Huntsville, Alabama t
The study of environmental effects on space shuttle structural
i &lloys encompasses a wide range of investigations, including general
.!
'l materials compatibility studies and flight operational aspects.
.!
i It is important, from a cost and schedule viewpoint, to select
._-, materials in the preliminary design phase that are fully compatible ..
with the anticipated environment; yet, in practice, this point is often
--!. not given sufficient emphasis, and late program materials and design
_. changes become necessary, incurring excessice costs. Too often,
_i systems quallfi£ation tests identify materials compatibility problems
,_ that should have been recognized at the time of the initial selection of
!'.i the material. By then, it is too late to make a substitution, in some
cases, without an overall design change in the component. Thus, in
_ii the shuttle program, we intertdto make a strong effort'to consider .
':_I the compatibility aspects in the preliminary design phase of the '"
._: program, yet, the environment to be experienced by the shuttle will ,
be extremely difficult to judge until further analytical and experi-
i mental programs are completed and operational specifications have:_: been firmed up.
-j
\_ Some of the more sig_icant problems already under investigation
"_'_! are liGted in Table I.
":_-_ Propellant Compatibility with Tankage Alloys '_"%7 ,
.',-,I.,.., One. important problem to consider is the. compatibility of the I""
'.i_ proposed propellants with the tankage alloys. While we can benefit '
: .:_ .from considerable past. experience with- liquid oxygen and liquid. , i "
'i hydrogen containment, as well as with storable propellants_.we do ,[
! I not have experience with the reuse conditions to which the shuttle ' f "Will be exposed, nor to the possible effects o£repeated re-entries.
'i Some materials that have proven suitable for various pr6pellant ':[ _ , _"
'*-i containment are listed in Table 11_ The n_.jority of the shuttle -
_! prelimihary designs have proposed the, use of 7-2.19 aluminum for , .:
the primary tanks. There is considerable Saturn-Apollo experience
with this alloy, although it has/l_t been used for _large LH Z tanks.
Based on, the laboratory,., data available, however,*_ this alloy will,
perform satisfactorily for LH 2 tankage as well as fo r,LO2 tankage.
j' _.
.t
• /_ • •
' _ _" _ _lI
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For smaller propulsion systems, titanium has been used quite
a bit for LH_. tankage, but one must avoid the use of titanium where
both GH 2 atmospheres and elevated temperatures are present.
Titanium must not be used for LOX or GOX applications because of
its high reactivity. This material has also been used satisfactorily
for storable propellants, such as MMH and N204.
'_ . Overall, the shuttle requirements involve the evaluation of these
..-'_ _ and perhaps other proven materials under the reuse conditions. The
":__-_ major factors that must'be evaluated are fatigue life, thermal cycling
• ..D
:-'_-"' effects, and corrosion susceptibility. Some of this work is underway
_" :"_ within the NASA Centers, supplemented by some contractual effort.
-'. _i Additionally, it is probable that the propellant-tanks of the shuttle
._, _, will be of more complex design than the usual cylindrical tanks of
: _.. large spac_ vehicles, thus some effort to study fabricability of th_
.-;,2 candidate alloys must be made.
:/"_ The shuttle main propulsion engines and the attitude control
)_ engines may operate at somewh'.t higher pressures than current
_//_'I systems, and the problem as sociated with high pressure hydrogen
:_!i_ and oxygen containment will have to be faced. The recent Apollo 13
-_ incident emphasizes the proble_n that can result fromhigh pressure
.'(.'_ oxygen, Very little data is available on threshold pressure and
"!!'7_ energy levels that would cause ignition of a material in liquid or
- _ gaseous oxygen. The limited data available suggests that materials
:_:.--_ which are suitable for use in gaseous OZ at atmospheric pressure
.--,,.,.r may react strongly at higher pressures. This applies to both metals
..-',-..-_ and nonmetals. The ener_ level required for ignition in whatever
_i:."-_ form it ._nay be, such as impact or electrical arcs, must be studied
-"--:._ extensiv.:ly where one expects to employ specific materials in such
"-_!.._a._ systems. I"
;"-_ Thermal contro! systems, have historically been a problem with '
"-'_ respect to materials compatibilit/. Fluids such as water, methanol,
• :" ethylene glycol, and oils have been used for coolants, and it is
_-" _ difficult to build • complex system that contains good sealants, good
_ thermal conductive materials, and efficient pumps and heat exchangers
! using materials fully compatible with such fluids. Very careful
! control o_ impurities, ph level, and temperatures have been necessary ....
in the past to assure long life reliable operation of such systems.
._.
,\
• 310
'_ '_' _ I
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Effects of High Pressure GH Z on Metals
Considerable effort is being put ivto studies on the effects of high _
I
pressure hydrogen gas on alloys. This is especially important in l
the propulsion systems proposed for the shuttle, including the main
propulsion engines, attitude control engines, and the air breathing
I'
engines which are to be converted from hydrocarbon burners to GH 2, •
The high temperature requirements in rocket engines generally ,.
dictate the use of nickel alloys which have been found to be quite
sensitive to high pressure hydrogen embrittlement. Some general
characterizations of materials have been evaluated already, but
specific operating conditions o_ proposed engine materials have not
been studied.
, Figure 1 shows the effects of tests on several materials in 10, 000
psi hydrogen (yield strength vs. reduction of notched strength). Most i,
of such evaluations have been made at room temperature., A few
•t alloys, such as TI-6AI-4V and Inconel 7 18 have been evaluated at
cryogenic temperatures, but essentially no work has been done at
_! elevated temperatures. Yet, some very preliminary work on a
I few selected alloys indicates that high temperature effects _ not
_i be as severe as room temperature effects - dependir,_ upon the
:_i hydrogen adsorption factors. Programs now under wcy are directed .
i toward determining more precisely the influence of factors listed in
_ Table IIL One such program is being conducted at Rocketdyne,
"_ Canoga Park, and a program including high temperature effects is I,_
_I to be awarded very soon. Data obtained to date indicates that: i'_
_._ I. Pressure - Mechanical property degradation
_ increases with increasing GH 2 pressure, especially
_'.'I on notched or precracked specimens
_il Z. Exposure time - The effects are no_t time dependent;
:_..! strength loss occurs as soon as the alloy is exposed
to GHz.,f
3. H Z purity - A very important parameter; approximately
_ I% O 2 can completely iuhibit degradation.
,I 4. Cyclic effects - Little effect is observed unless the _.. enduranc limit is exceeded.
i
o_
'- 11i"
0
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. _:, 5. Temperature - Insuffi.cient work done above room
• ::t temperatL',re; limited work indicates high temperatures
may be beneficial. Cryogenic temperatures (-ZOO to
-300 ° F) eliminates degradation.
6. Stress - Degradation occurs between the onset of plastic
'_ strai'_l and ultimat_ failure in GH?, exposure.
.:_...;.!.. ::._ 7. Gombination of the above environments have not been
• explored sufficiently_ but appear to be additive,
:i;.i" ;::_.-'}_ii Life Support and Environmental Control Systems
:'_ _"::'"':i Most of the work done to date to evaluate n_terials for crew
•. "_!....':::.:._ coml_rtment applications and environmental control systems has
,,,<,."_.:..,"._:_ been limited to the specific mission requirements for certain space
vehicles. Most recent emphasis has been placed on space station
requirements where long space tenure is expected; yet, very similar
.,,:,,. ::..:..,.: characterizations must be determined for shuttle operations. Some•.,..-
Of the evaluations under way are listed in Table IV,
Considerable contributions.to our knowledge about these factors
have been made by the Apollo and Skylab programe, Many materials
that are likely to be used in crew cabins are nonmetallic and'there
are very few such materials that are not flammable to some degree,
Even metals can be a problem if used as thin foils, The flammability
tendencies of materials are determined by several factors as indicated
in Table V; therefore_ one must characterize flammability with the
ambient environment of the material, Where this environment is
difficult to control_ the be_t practice is to use the least flammable
material available, Most of this type of data is being generated in
NASA labs and comprehensive reviews of materials usages are
conducted to avoid the use of susceptible materials.
Corrosion and stress corrosion resistance of materials has
been a very important factor in the design of spacecraft in the past_
,_ and this will become an even more important factor with the shuttle
_,, ! vehicle_ due to the many reuses and the long lifetime anticipated.
Current corrosion protecti,v_ coatings should be adequate to protect
i.l most of the candidate shuttle structural alloys_ yet each system
_}.:.:.::: considered must be _valuate d _o_'tl_e _huttle operating conditions.
":.'- :_;_. - :.
_ _,'_:.:,_"i..: _, . ,t
_.:: , -, _ . . .
-,.,....., _,., , _. ,'
I_ ":' I
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One area of particular concern is that of the effects of elevated
temperature cycling on stress corrosion resistance. Another
concerns the effects of high temperatures or moderate temperature
cycling on aluminum primer systems, where the vehicle is exposed
to high humidity envlronments between each flight. Such conditions
may result in a degradation of the primer, rendering it ineffective
, o_" _v_n aggressive to the material. With respect to corrosion of
! superalloys, which may be used extensively in the TPS) we are
- ) ; not too concerned, but-the major effect will be conce_Atrated on the
:.-._.._
'-/,.:i substructure which likely will be aluminum and titanium.
-. ,:._
:!!.,._ Other environmental factors, such as biological or sterilizaticn
.__LI characteristic s, offga s slng cha racteristics ) c ontamination) toxicity
• ._,j,' and odor, are not necessarily problems peculiar to the ehuttle; they
.'.:,_! are of much more importance to a long life space station. Yet, we
. <_t must connider that the shuttle orbiter will dock for a period of time
....... with a space station and certain compatibility _tandards must be
"; _:i developed. For example, if an internal crew cabin or cargo
- _.J compartment atmosphere exchange with the space station is
:i.i'_" t necessary, extreme precautions with'biological control must be
".;"::'",::_,-_ taken: The life support systems should be compatible. If external
protection system coating particles, or insulation particles, these
_ :..:_.,_ could c_use serious problems with critical space station.experi-
.<._:..,. ments, especially optical surfaces associated with the experirr_nts
",:::--::.._:_ or the operation of the space station. The TPS materials proposed
to date will be particularly difficult to prevent such particles from
-_:_:_1 being emitted) since the refractory metalor superaUoy panels ,
_-,...'.- _t
..::?,.',_,-_ may overlap and laying surfaces are likely to release small .
"_ : 7"),," !
:[_:_;_.,J particles. This possibility and its consequences must be considered
, .::,_.:I_,_ in the TPS system, design. , ,
• '_":; The high temperature re-entry conditions represent the most
critical environmental, factor for the .shuttle. _Almost the entire . _,..
external surface will consist _.c_,refractory.metals or superalloys) : I\_\
and extensive evaluation programs must be conducted to determine
the effects, of such high temperature c,ycles on these materials.. "
Som'e of the consequences, a:nticipated.as_a result_ of these high -""
"_"Jl temperature exposures are listed in Table .VI., ;_ ._
i!._ii!i!_ .,, .... -. ,•. ,'_, ' i "' -_\?_i_\;
a.4._l I
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:'_ Oxiclation characteristics of many of the candidate materials
• '. t
".i"i are under investigation now_ but the actual temperature and aero-
be! dynamic factors are not too well defined at this point. Additionally,
test facilities for simulating high temperature high flow conditions
i are quite limited currently, particularly for large full sized panels.
, i
._ Erosion tests simulating aerodynamic flow, atmospheric dust
' particles, and possibly rain on both bare and coated materials, will
..: , ._.j be needed to determine the resistance of the TPS materials and
:,_:',":_.i_i_.! windshields to such conditions.
J/ i"i"":/i!: The extreme temperature differentialswill result in a sizable
_"--'"'_:_;i/ problem to design the TPS for, excessive thermaI expansion and _'
,_ -'_-.:._ contraction. While this might be easily accomplished in the •skin
,_,':!".,",_: material, it may turn out to be a very difficult problem when one
'. ',\ ':i_.":. considers the coupling between the TPS and the major structure
"_: ""_'_(I and/or the propellant tanks. .,
'_'-:::_..!_i"'i_ Initialtests on superalloys, includingboth nickeland cobalt
_,...:..:..,_ alloys have shown that rapid grain,growth can occur in.thesealloys
after short exposures-to temperatures in the Z100 ° F regime. An
example of this is shown in Figure Z. The effects of such grain
:'",'..,,._ .._"_'",_:_' size changes or other microstructural changes on mechanical
,.:"_,_'.,.::. properties will have to be determined and the incremental changes
,,-,'._'__: .-:_' during multiple re-entry flightsmust be considered.
"".";=.-_'" Finally, the emissivity of high temperature materials has a
considerable effecton the actualtemperature attained by the r_aterialo
,:=,_:_.....;.._. A change of even 0. 1 in emissivity can change the temperature from
•:":":_"_., .., ":;": 45 to 75 ° F. Most of the emissivity data available currently represents
..:.:,:,,.... ambient conditionvalues, thus emissivity values for metals must be
',.;" _:::'_"_ determined under high temperature conditions simulating re-entry _."
conditions.
•-,..'_:-_,._..
'_':'_ _:': In summary, the shuttle system seems to present to us a set of
I _ environmental factors never before encountered for a space vehicle.The shuttle is a launch vehicle, a spacecraft, a re-entry vehicle, and
! _ an airplane all in one. Temperatures will range from -4Z3 ° to over :
i 3000 ° F in various areas of the structure. Atmospheres will range
' from high humidity ground exposure to space vacuum to high ( :
i_ temperature re-entry. It is difficult to imagine a harsher environ-" i
• ' " "_I ment. Yet, such conditions must be investigated inall of the I ,
_"iI promising materials available to us in order to allow the most _
:::-:i-'..: .._ _ practical and conservative design possible, i!
/,
I
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,• CARBON FIBRE COMPOSITES FOR RE-USABLE
SPACE SHUTTLE STRUCTURES
W. G. Molyneux
Ministry of Technology
London, England -?'
: ' Since the discovery by RAE in the early 1960s of an ,=,)
'\ , f
..._,:,._ economical process for convertir,_ a man-made polyacrylonitrtle
•..:.,.'- t
,?i,,.:'• -)I fibre Into a highly oriented structure carbon fibre of out-
_":-:..! standing specific strength and elastic modulus the Ministry
"_§.°:;! of Technology and the aerospace industry have been supportir_
ii:t an intensive P_kDprogramme aimed at exploiting the outstanding °
potential for weight saving in practical aerospace structures
that th._m _"_ ," _rovides. _he applications of carbon
fibr ._stics, rather than re_forced metals, has
been principal concern, and while the pr:_u_*y objective has
not been aimed specifically towards space vehicle structures the
technology nevertheless has direct application in this field. "\'
For the types of re-entry vehicles that are generally _ '
being considered for the space shuttle programme much of the
load bearing structure will be thermally protected to provide
an operating temperature such that almuini_ alloys are accept- ',_,
•' able (not greater than 200°C), At the same time the loading
I
_ index would seem to be relatively low, as compared with that I..
for more conventional high performance aircraft, and in i_
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t consequencemuch of the structurewill be designed on stability
" 'I
or even minimum skin gauge considerations. However, consider-
, atlons of the letter klnd are n,Jnovelty in the structures
3
'i field, particularlyfor certainclasses of light aircraft
" ,_i;i and for partlculaeareas of structurefor civil transports.
• . 'J,_
.:..... '; '_" The efficiencyof differentmaterialsfor particular
• :_ ' • _"_ types of structurecan broadlybe determined4_ relation to
.i,"". ;.,;_. certainmerit indices and values of the merit indices for
"_-• :'::'";, carbon fibre reinforcedplasticsfor a wide range of loading
""-':":'.:;':'L',":_
....,.:._.:, >, indicesshow a w_rked superiorityover those for conventional
metallicmaterials. A typicalcomparisonof carbon with
. ..-., - conventionalmaterials, for a skin-stringercompressionpanel,
is shown in Fig. i. Of course,this is far from demonstrating
,. :",,'" '-. that the potentialfor weight saving, that superxormerit
• .'_,.." ,:, ,' ,/.!
":'.'•':'"".'.':#I
.",,'-,"-" .",_ indices implies,can be realised in a practicalstructure
• , ,. .,*. ,, "_',,
..,._,.;,,,:,.._ It is towardsthe latter objectivethat the UK pro@faminehas
_ '_,1:,_.._,_,,- . :
'..,_,'-"....,-',V:" This programmeis in two broad categories,namely;
,:'...'_,._..;.:.,.'_
.....,"'""-d:/" (a) Evaluationof the propertiesof carbon fibre re-
,,:?:..:;-,;'.:il
...,,,.,., ,, ._ t_forced plastic composites and the accumulation of
': ""'.."'_.:. the data required for the proper desig_ of carbon fibre
;! reinforced composite structures.
,, _ (b) The design, fabrica_ion and testing of a _ide rar_e
_'_ of structuralcomponents_ carbon compositematerial.
Ig
.,...-.._...;
:-'" '.",,-.''_"' i
' .'....=_,, .,+'_,_ ._.,,, , ;'
_ "_',. • ,_...;.,.,-_
' _'" '_'" "_ _- _ . _V_
:':":_":;J_f i _lilO,/
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_,_., , The somewhg,t mundane yet vital task under (a) must be
" undertaken whenever a novel aircraft structural material is
" , introduced and the magnitude of the task shoald not be under-
•y
rated. Within the time scale that is envisaged for the space
: , shuttle system only thoroughly characterised structural
• ->i"] materials of assured availability can seriously be considered,
.",•', :.._' and it is only because of the extensive effort that has been
"" ?°+- i deployed in the design data field over some years in the UK
that carbon fibre reinforced plastics can be regarded as in
-+ this category.
The extent of tile work in progress under (b) is best
illustrated by a brief resume of a range of different types
of structure that have been fabricated and tested, in some
cases including flight testing.
The first of th_se (Fig. 2) is a floor beam developed
by BAC in which the flanges of an aluminum alloy beam have
been reinforced by unidirectional composite; beams up to
20 feet in length have been successfully fabricated. An
application of this _Ind makes the maximum use of the potential
of composite material. The compo'site element of the beam is
only one-thlrd of the weight of the metallic element that it
_.-_I, replaces. Uses for the thrust grid structure of the space
e.f-
.,_ shuttle can be vlsuallsed.
-'.:i ....:'" t
:, !,.+I /.'.":i-__:";.:? ' '
_4,'77_, : t' k'_.;i
>.-,.++j
?
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• _ Actuator rods for the Harrier that have been developed by
HSA also seek to use the composite in a highly anlsotroplo
form to achieve high weight saving (Fig. 3). Members of
this kind could well find extensive applications in a space
shuttle structure. A geodetic or braced space frame structure
• using fibre reinforced composite struts could well be more.
! efficient than a stressed skln structure for carrying major
_ _ _ structural loads, and may be an acceptable solution where a
_'I separate aerodynamically loaded outer shell is required toprovide thermal protection from the inner structure.
i ii!!_ Tabs for the HSA 748 and the BAC Strikemaster aircraft
i_i•i:ii_I (Fig. _) are examples of lightly loaded structures where thin
i!_i composite skins are stabilised by a honeycomb core. This is a
typical method of fabrication for lightly loaded structure that
:i
is likely to be used extensively in space structures. One UK i
_!i application in which it has already been used is in a satellite
structure (Fig. 5 and 6).
Examples of more heavily loaded structures that utilise
i_!_i_:!I:;:_'_" a somewhat similar method of fabrication are a dive brake for
":,:_.::i._ the HSA Vulcan and a spoiler for the BAC/Breguet Jaguam
:¢ILIIi andS).
The KSA 7_8 torque tube for control_surface oI_ratlon
is an example of a thin skin, stability designed filament
wound structure, A transmission shaft for a _XL helicopter
"_."":_ main rotor, formed by wrapping, is shown _.n_Ig. 9; High
!.".._,,v'[l _" _
":: "x ..: • "_ 3_1- ./ .-.o.,
I
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rotational speed without whirling is required in this appli-
cation.
Filament wound or wrapped structures are of particular
interest for the space shuttle, both in applications of the
above kind and for fuel tank or pressure vessel structures
\\
-.-'-:::, Where pressure,must be contained the permeability of
•._:._ thin sheet composite may necessitate a liner for the tank in
_.'.d-
.;i_:,.,i the form of a flexible membrane or metal inner skin (Fig. ii),
_'-:_.,!_7;"'i'ibut the liner wrinkling problems common I_ithglass fibre ..
.-bi:_-i vessels should be largely absent from those in carbon fibre
_2!i because the ultimate fibre strength for carbon is developed
_i:_._ at a much lower level of strain.
i.:_;-DT,
g_._]_! Where metal and composite are used in combination the
_-I "
_i:!I possibility exists of a Judicious choice of the combination :
_:_;.'
,_._:,.-i{ that enables the optimum strength to be developed by both ,,
_! components under the imposed load (Fig i_). Carbon fibre UK ;
_I type 2 composite and titanium alloy seems to be a particularly ,\.-
_II_:_ i' - '
_._ advantageous combination, and the HSA Harrier, ferry-role, .
.
_ wing-tip is a particular structure where this combination has i"
_TzJ_ been put to test; here there is a titanium inner structure
"i with a carbon composite skin. (.Fig.13). ' ',,
I .The.Harrier tip is a class 1 structure, i.e. its failure '..:'_
_ ° l_ flight could Jeopardise the, sa[ety of the aircraft; this
J _, r
' , // •
/ '_ "-., , /../,' ,lt'. " /'
,, ,,
t _ I.S, ',, " ' ....... .'"
i
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_ component is scheduled for flight tests in early 1971
• The Rolls-Royce work on compressor and fan blades is
well known, and has particular application to rotating com-
',_ ponents of space shuttle systems, e.g. fuel pumps and the llke.
I' The point has already been made that only properly
iii categorized material of proven reliability and availability
::'_:,. can be seriously considered for the space shuttle programme
• '-c ,t ._ ,i
i_._". ;! and nothing has so far been said of reliability and avalla-
"."- :A: billty.
::,:_i_'i},..5 Throughout the period of the UK programme particular /
q$
attention has been paid to process control variables for the
_,:.'.:--_ carbon fibre itself and for the resin pre-impregnated composite,
:/:_':_:-:'i•_ and material is now available to a controlled specification• i...
•",_.:L:'.'q
:./.:,,;.,., ,:., For most purposes the material is preferred in the form
•._?,.,.-: i;
_ .-<_,._ of a pre-lmpregnated tape with a resin formulation, fibre type
_/_-<:'::'_ and surface condition to suit the particular application, and
',:,::::...I
_:_51::;;_ it can be obtained in this form from most of the UK commercial
!""..b'!:':
-';-. v ",,
"='::':'""'":' suppliers
',',•:::f;:..,;'
'::::' Of particular interest for aerospace structural fabrl-
.::,_;, cation is the material available from Rolls-Royce Ltd. in the
form of a continuous, 16 inches wide sheet of resin pre-
!I Impregnated, carbon composlte that can be lamlnated toa.
I 0.00_ inches thick ply of high carbon fibre volume fraction.
• 1 This material is ideal for fabricat_ thin gauge structures
,i/..:,_',.i:'_.'i_ of large area with minimum loints and for the bulk of skinned
1970033660-332
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structural applications; it has been intensively categorized
in connection with Rolls-Royce engine applications.
So far as composite material supplies are concerned the
current UK capacity for carbon fibre for aerospace structures
• applications is greater than 50 tons per annum with a ready
• B'
:.... capability for a further increase. _l
..,i'[--:: Numerous resin systems have been evaluated while others,
including the high temperature polyimide resins, are being
examined in the current Mintech programme.
:t'_ There is no doubt that within the European context
there is an effective contribution that can be made by the
UK in the application of carbon composites to space shuttle
structures.
--ql 4
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• "::""/_ FIBER REINFORCEDCOHPOSITES FORSPACESYSTEHS]
=) F. Laussermair_ We S. Lassmann2 }i. Kreft,
t_ and H. Simon
Haschi nenfabr i k Augsburg-N_irnbergAg.
i,' Hunlchj Germany
i H.A.N has been engaged in the development of high-strengthi'_ °
_I low weight fiber reiz_forced components for terrestrial and
,,_J space application.
',..._';_."!! This paper deals with the exq_erimental and qualification pro-
gram of the last several year_ on the development of fiber
• .: : l;i reinforced cryogenic p._.essu._ovessels with special em_.hasis
..', ' '.f
" ".-U on CFR materials.
""?.:ij',tl A weight comparison shows, that the structu;_al we:_ght for... future space systems can be considerably reduced if the
•ilillS '.:!_ usual metal fuel and pressure tanks are replaced by fiber"
' i.".":i_, Janks. "_
"" :'J'-," _:i '_
•,:. :.,:,..,:j Zu sommenfa ssun5
;_2_.:!'iI
"._-: _,
,:,.::::'_'i_.] Die H.A.N. besch_ftigt sich seit einigen Jahren mit der _,_nt- '
::!:_,..[...,[_ wicklung von hochfesten Leichtbaukomponenten aus Faserwerk-
.._i:._:i;._i_l:i''_ stoffen f_r terrestrisehe und raumCahrttechnische Anwendungen.
:,'.:. .._ Der Vortrag gibt einen Einblick in des seit _ Jahren laufende
::_.;'-.'i":!:.i Experimental- und Qualifikationsprogramm zur Entwicklung
_"_,,/ ..
_..,..: faserverst_rkter Kunststofftanks unter besonderer Ber_cksich-
tigung der OFK-Bauweise, i
",_.'_,_: Ein durchgef_hrter Gewichtsvergleich zeigt, dass ffirk_nfti-
,',.,,...,: go Raumfahrtsysteme das Strukturgewicht erheblich reduziert
.::,,,.... werden kann, wens die Gbiichen metallischen Treibstofftsmks '
und Druckbeh_lter dutch Fasertank& ersetzt werden.
 esum
H.A.N. eftectue de_uls plusieurs amn6es des _eche_chos su_ le_
composants !6.go_s a haute r6slstauce en mat_rlsux fib_eux _our
dee utillsatlons retrofires st s_atisle._. ,/
L'exp.os6 donne un aper_u du programme exp6rimental et de sp_ci-
ficat_on qui so d_roule depu_s _ aus en rue de d6veloppo_ des
!._ r6servoirs eu mati_re _lastique fibreuse renf.oro_e, en inerrant
tout,partiouli_ement l'accent m_z' la oonstraction h l_aide de
i, matiere_ plastiques renforc6es par £ibre_ de arbone.
Use ?omparaison de poids a 6t6 effectn_e montre qUe, po_ des
systemes _patiaux futurs poids structur_ pou_. a _tre r_d%_.t,lorsque les r_servotrs de carburantk et _6servoirs sous pres¢ion
m6ta_liques eo_entionnels seront rempl_,c6s pa_ des r6sez_oirs _,
. en _ati_re plactique fibreuse. , ' ' ,
- ': ), i' .,
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I. In:broduction
)
The pez.formance of the space carrier systems depends <
basically on the specific impulse and the structural ii
• } "_
All structural and vessel concepts, which show promise
_.i of a minimum of weight should therefore be investigated.
i_';_ One ,_,cthod which shows pl'omise is the use of fiber
reinfo'_'cedmaterials. M.A.N. has been working in this }
sector for many years.[ J]_ 2.][5][_,_ !
{
The first aeronautical project at M.A.N. was the de-
velopment of the low pressure casin G for the _et engine !:
M.A.N. RB 195 (Fig. 22), which at present is being !i
flight-tested. The first space projects were the de-
velopment of a space research rocket and also Apogee I_
motor, both wer_ successfully tested on the ground. I'Glass fiber composites were used in all these pro-
jects. ,-!_
f
Some time ago the introduction of carbon fiber as a [
high-strength and stiff reinforcing material opened il
new sa_d interesting possibilities. These CFR materials
are widely used at M.A.N. in the nuclear technology
for g¢_s cent_'ifuges. CFR _hould also prove superior to
GFR for solid fuel rockets. Cracks in the composite
structure are avoided by the high stiffness which re-
sults Jn minimum elongation making an additional liner
• _ unnecessary in most cases. A further advantage is the
_} possible use of low ductility composite fuels as the
_! stiffness of the structure prevents fuel cracking.
7
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"._.._.;;%) PRECEDING PaGE BLANK NOT FILMED
: 2. Des___ig_n Crite:via
The basic criteria for structural materials is its
specific strengthSL. It is the ratio of the ultimate
strength to the specific weight. The Young_s modulus
'_ is important for stability, therefore it is usual to
plot the specific strength vs. specific modulus
._7-_ (fig. 23). The superiority of carbon fiber reinforcrd
..: ::_,::_ composites can be readily seen.
• "',:& _, I [
.,. .:,.., ,j
':::'/-::/',::'_/---"-- The change-over to tank design criteria is clear, be-
:/J_/=:ii_:_I cause the structural performance p.v/w is basically ,
"_+"_:'-:':'_ the same as only a number of factors have to be taken ;',
,.._...5..,%_t .,
.......--._ into consideration.
•" °:_":<"'::__ _w = st, _. Ct i:,
as shown in fig. 2#. ',
The results for a large tank design are shown in fig. 2. I,_,
The comparison between a p_essu_'e gas and turbo-pump i
version is also shown. The z_ext fig. _ shows the re- li_,|
sults of. the usual structural performance plot in the
cryogenic • temperature range .[2 _[._LI" li_
f'_. Structural MaterialsThe advantage of the fiber reinforced tank concept isdetdrmimed •by the mechanical properties of the .compo-
site material, for which, in turn, the properties of
the individual components such as the•fibers, the
"i_ _ re_in and last but not least the bondin_ between the two +.
-- ,', -_- ,_, are of vital _mportance. _ -
:_'-, .,v_._,2".,._. '\ _ _ - '
:'"_._'*'_:_.':'k: " " _' ]; ,< '
.';_.•.',_ :rf , - _ : ,
-'_':_t_:_'zI ; ;--. ,
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3.0. Epoxy-resins are preferably used fox' the matrix "
systems_: These.r,esins ,a_e:modified as re,quired- in.
• _the 'in&i,v,idual, appliqati0n.- :Fgr.ex@mple ,fo_ cryo-•
.,_e,nic.ta.nks:Epoxy r,esins,.,withhigh e_ongations
_, .:(_re_$,er,than 50'_) a_e used ;to ,avoid brittleness
!j at 1,ow,:°K._he ductil,ity.:of .such Epoxy .systems,
!: i ,_ based on- long-chain ,aliphatic diepoxyds cured
_i_:i under appropriate cqnditions is still 2-3 % at ,
:_:_-I cryogenic temperatures, and can be compared to
•_.:% the_.duc_i,lity-ol, glass f%bers. A,larGe number, of
":%" N ..... •
'_'_"I speoi_l _.Epox_:,_systems,is available for:_ther ,:.
!/j_j ._.•hig_l,y:st_essed,.li-h.errein£q_ed .components. :
.i_i_.i _.2. As mentioned above, the bond between the resin
"! and the fibers is of the highest.,imp_ortance for:
maintaining the properties of t'he'fi_bers'_inthe '._
composite because the loads of broken fibers hsve
to be carried by shear stresses%n,the fiber sur-.<.
face, which may also result from the shear mecha-
• 'n_sm 6'n':b'endihg.The'#efere _h_ ::_esin.sys_em:;must
'"_'__r_ac%i_C6nC'_Sl"_lU_ng curing :as_Well _'as suita_l_e
surface treatment :0._-_h4_,fiBerSJ_Thee@ tWO ;poi_nts_.
are of the greatest importance when making CFR
composites.
The following scanning e_ec_ron-mzcrop_ctures df t-L:
fracture :surfac.es-.:,sh_w,.cle_L_y _'_he .bondi,rig._pz,_blems i:
e _
l-i _qnated._'%y_t'he ckO0:ov{n,_,f:_be.;,d.i ..am..et.er:s..al!-,of:,_h,ic_. _.• !.
i±e/:i_:the;"_,an6e:-be:t¥.¢._)_7 ._i'_,:9,-,_m:.-._ .!,:,, t__i-,r ;:__.._.:,-,,_._ i
;.-
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Fig. 25 shows an American fiber combined with a
German resin system resulting in a large bonding
gap. Fig. 26 shows a bonding test of American fiber
with American resin system without any gap. A com-
bination without a gap does not necessarily mean
a good bor_n_, as fig. 27 shows (English fiber - !
_ Germau _c _u/, as can be seen from the long fiber
/i':_::i ends projection from the fracture surface
"q _; The opposite can be seen in fig. 28 (German fiber -
....)_,-} American resin), which shows very short fiber at _
:('_,_ the fracture surface. A further criterion for a
_ _ good bonding is the condition of the resin fracture _
:J_%I surface, as can be seen in fig. 29 (German fiber -
/,:/_•:_,_I German resin), which shows a clam shell type sur-
i]_,_!_! face instead of a smooth surface. This is brought about
'.i]/ by the internal s_.ress in the resin which created
_':_"_"]_"_::., ' in a good bondir, g process.
/._.'F._ _._. Glass and carbon fibers are used as reinforcement.
i!_ S- and R-glass fibers have strength values in the
_%_!_ of 280 kp/mm 2 at a specific weight
composite approx.
!_ii_i_ii_ of 2.5 gr/cm _ and a Young' s modulus of 700,000 kp/cm 2. L"
_i,_i_!_._ Further limited increases of these values are to be
_iJ_'_ expected. The main advantages of glass fibers in I
i!]_!i_i_ comparison to carbon fibers are the ease of pro-
)_ cessing and the low price.
i The range of properties of carbon fiber is greater
_ _ than that of the glass fiber. The strength figures
I
•_.! lie within _80 _ _50 kp/mm 2, the Young's modulus
values are approx. _.5 " 2 •_ _06 kp/cm 2 at specific
weights of _.7 -_2.0 gr/cm _.
I,
li
I
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The selection of the best type of fiber in each in-
<' dividual case depends on stress and stability re-
quirements. The main advantage of the carbon fiber
is its stiffness, which is 3 - 4 times greater
than that of the glass fiber. Therefore, in most
cases, the deciding factor is the strength.
h:_i;j_! The main object of composite technology is to achieve
:Li: :_I the greatest possible advantage of the fiber pro-
"'_!;<:_!_"•_:' perties in the composite. Because of the scatter-
//_:i_._I ing of the fiber properties, i.e. strength, Young's
":_:/'.._!_iI modulus and elongation, individual fibers break
•t .W_g
" i:_i_!_l long before the fracture of the composite.
Fig. _ shows the stress-strain diagram of composite.
_;_ : _ ' Lin_ A represents the nearly linear behaviour of i
_':;!"'_:' the composite. Oppose to this, the statistical ana- _
L,_!::_ lysis of the individual fiber types based on the un-
-d_]_L_:[-S broken fibers in the sample shows a strong non- ;
_'<_?:_% linear behaviour of strength and stress-strain curves,
-•;V_:!<k B and C. ,••
::.,_;,_,_ The intersection of curves B and O shows the ex-
4:_S-<_i_" petted fracture point F. Influenced by the bonding
'_L'_:$:'_"._",:',
,,,c:;:_c:_:_ effect of the resin, we get, in practice, the curve
_'--,.,..-_._.,_.,, '_'.
_::'_"":'_ B with the fracture point ]_. i
:,.,.,',.DV':;!)'i';,"_ The attainable fiber performance lies between 80
'"'":' 'II"S",".I'_! and 95 % with a maximum achieved value at 98 %. I,,/
These considerations lead us to far-reaching con-
clusions in classifying the quality of the fibers I<
and possible improvements. (5)
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), 3.#. The testing of the fibers and the composite is of
great importance to the quality of the end product. /
More and more fiber strands are being tested in
addition to the testing of individual fibers. Ne-
vertheless, because of the good comparability with
.,., , filament wound components, the NOL-ring method is ,_
_.--. still being extensively used. The doubts that the '
i;_! great stiffness of the carbon fiber_ and because i
of this the greater bending influence would ad- i
" "/',, i
..,-L._ versely affect the NOL-ring testing have fortuna-
._r.j'_ rely not been confirmed. Fig. 32 shows that carbon, ?. ,-
:;_!
:i_ fiber have only a bending factor of less than 2 % ,,
as compared to I0 % and more with GFR. (6)
#. Tank design concept '
We see in fig. 4 a tank concept for cryogenic fuel
based on the application of GFR and CFR tank structure.
Particular attention should be paid to the type of
liner taking into consideration the required per-
meation rate. A large number of various metal as well
as plastic liners have been tested. A plastic applied
in liquid form has proven successful, especially in
GFR tanks. Thin aluminium foil was tested success-
fully in CFR tanks. By the use of an appropriate
matrix system the liner can be elimizmted with some
',:'i fuels. For the storage of LE2, the tanks must have
I a thermic insulation to minimise the evaporation rate.
i I On the basis of an experimental study (7) the tanks
?'! are being insulated with polyurethan foam and sealed "_
with an aluminium-coated mylar foil to prevent dif-
fusion and freezing of moisture in the insulation
layer (cryo-pumping effect). ,;,
'\
An added GFR _open cross layer serves/as an insu-,
", lation reinforcement _ ..,. f': '
' .,;' $1g --'
.... 9// _ '\
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i 5. Manufacture
}
_Wnereas the development and manufacture of CFRl'
pressure tanks is still a new technology which re-
_I quires appreciable effort to find the optimal para-
s' meters, the filament winding of GFR pressure tanks
: ,_] is common practice.
:%1
We have wound tanks from 0.1 to 2.0 m in diameter.
Basic problems such as liner syste_r and composite
concepts are being solved by testin_ small model
ta_s of 100 mm in diameter, series XI (fig. _;,
e.g. galvanic applied liners. In addition, cylind-
rical bodies (fig. 6) and 400 mm dia. tanks, series
XII and XIV, are being used in the experiments.
Details of insulated tank can be seen in fig. 7 snd 9-
The preformed insulation segments are glued into _
place and then covered with the above-mentioned f
sealing foil and then reinforced by an open layer, i_
The aluminium liners for CFR tanks seen in fig. 10 !
and 11 are deep-drawn, chemically etched down to i'
0.3 mm and then joined to the flanges by EBW. I
A separate mandrel can be eliminated by this me- j
thod as the liner stabilised by internal pressure I
i
can, if necessary, serve in its place. _ 1
I
6. Testing [,
In t)e main the ta/Lk testing consist of a series of _[ I
pressure tests. H20, I_2 and LH2 are used in the tests. _ i
• An insulated GFR tank. ready for testing in the test ;,
. I'
bed is shown in fig. _2. The tank is suspended e_ ,_
its upper flange where the supply lines are fitted, x ; :
. q % 1_
\\: ,, "- , "
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":i. A ntunber of sbrain gauges are attache'd to the struc-
; ture (fig. 8). The elongation of the whole tank is
determined by means of an induction probe attached
at the bottom of the tank.
The test program includes leak tests with IN 2 at
. low pressures over long periods, filling cycles
", and re-heating to room temperature, cyclic pressure
tests and "burst tests. Fig. 15 shows the filled tank
ii¢:i with the induction probe at the bottom.
:;/:_ A non-insulated and therefore iced CFR tank filled
"1
i with LN2 is shown in fig. 17. After several load
_, cycles up to operation pressure the pressure was
ij o raised to the bursting point. The fracture pieces
of liner and structure can be seen in fig. 18.
The analysis d the obtained measurements agree in
general with the original expectations (8).
7. Conclusions
The main aim of the experimental program described
is the manufacture of fiber reinforced pressure
tanks for the cryogenic, high energetic fuel com-
ponents LE2 and LOX.
These pressure tanks produced by the filament wind-
ing method could e.g. be later integrated in a mo-
_-.
dulus stage and subjected to a stage testing pro-
I gram, as shown in fig. 21.
Along with the fiber tanks, further-reachlng necessa-
ry research is planned to determine the application
possibilities of GFR and CFR in complex components.
In the light of the experience gathered at M.A.N
with fiber reinforced ,mits, Jr'appears important
\, to profit from the decided _eight advant,ages offered
! by fiber reinforced fuel tanks and pressure vessels
! in future air space systems_
341 _ _ .
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STRENOTH _,
SPEC. STRENGTH : SPEC.WEIGHT = SL _N]
PRESSURE' VOL. "5TRUCT.PERF. =
WEIGHT [IN]
P...VV, SL ( C, .C 2.C 3.c& . C5 .C 6 .C./ .C 0)W
C1 ANISOTROPIC- I$OTROPIC RATIO
C 2 RESIN FACTOR
C 3 LINER,POt.PIECE WEIGHT RATIO "
, C/, SHAPE FACTOR '
C5 TEMPIERATUR INFL. !,:
!' .
C6 LOAD CYCLE INFL. ;,o ,,
C? SHORT I LONG TERM CREEP I'.i'
C 0 SAFETY # RELIABiLiTY MARGIN
I
_ SIRUCIURAL_TANKGRiTB_IA Fig.4_
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